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T e h g  a story ir not like wecrving a tapestry to cover UR the world, it 
is rather a way of guiding the attention of listeners or readers & it, 
A person who c m  'tell' is one who K perceptually attuned to pükiitg 
up information in the environment that others, less skilled Ut the 
tasks of perception, might mus, and the teller, in rendering his 
knowledge explicit, conducts the attention of his audience alocg the 
same paths as his o m  

T h  Ingold, T h e  Temporality of hdscape ,  " 
World Archaeology 25,2 (1 993): 153. 
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This thesis is an investigation of landscape meaning for the Eastern James Bay 

Cree as expressed in the? oral tradition. Eitisting landscape theory is critiqued for its 

Eue-centric bias and an attempt is made to reconcile the hmter-gatherer perspective 

with a relevant landscape concept. 

From an interpretivist paradigm, emphasizing experience fiom the subjeds point 

of view, this qualitative study applies gmunded theory method to a nanative anaiysïs of 

data- 

As contextual support for the hterpretation, the environment, culture, and oral 

tradition of the Cree are discussed. Core analysis focuses on how movement, mobility, 

and tracks, as indicators of cultural experience of the yearly cycle of life in the landscape, 

are represented in oral tradition. Themes include tracks as maps, Ianguage, and carriers 

of cultural values. [n this un-built environment, cultural meaning is found to be 

expressed symbolically through the interactions of persons, and the representative 

culturalfonn is oral tradition. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1- Research Subject and Context 

A Research Ouestion 

If 'landscapen is defined as the terrestrial environment endowed with culturd 

meaning, what is the representation of landscape in the oral tradition of the Eastern 

James Bay Cree? 

B. Context of the Stadv 

Historical Background 

In the mid-twentieth centuxy, the Eastern James Bay Cree population was 

undergoing the most dramatic cultural shift of theïr known existence. For hundreds if 

not thousands of years, a small population of perhaps one thousand individu& 

maintained a traditional nomadic hunter-gatherer life in the vast subarctk region that is 

now known as northern Quebec and Labrador. They moved through the landscape in 

s m d  family groups in a yeariy cycie that corresponded with the climatic and ecosystem 

cycles. In the summer, larger groups might gather for a brief t h e  of socializing8 When 

the fur trade began, trading posts became gathering places- Graduailyi the time spent at 

the pst for some of the Cree enended through the summer, with the bulk of the year 

s a  spent in the bush in the traditional marner.' 

Social and politicai infiuences from Euro-Canadian culwe during the 1950's 

began to set in motion a process whereby traditional ways of knowùig began to be 

devalued. Traditional hunter-gatherer lifk-ways2 were dimiaished in practice. Sealement 

RJ. Preston, Cree Nm&: Expmsuig the Personcil M m i n g s  of Ewnts ,  Canadian Ethnology 
SeNice, Paper No- 30 (Ottawa: National Museums of Canada, 1975), 2; see also Toby Mo=, An 
Ethnohistoric Sm& of Emtem James Bqy Cru  Social Organizcln'on, 1700-1850, Canadian Ethndogy 
Service, Paper No. 88 (Ottawa, National Museums of Canada, 1983). 

Refm to the traditional way of Iife in the subsisteme 'economy' of hunting and trapping in the 
remote submic, and dl related activities mcluding preparation of food, dochmg and shelter, as 



at the pom became permanent as towns were built up through the 1970's and W's ,  with 

periodic sojounis out into the bush for hunàng and tmpping. As daily Life patterns 

became westernized, the intenial aansmission of oral tradition all but ceased 

The traditionai narratives and Me histories of the last generation of 'old-thers' 

who grew up in the bush were collected on audio recordhg by antbropologiso R. J. 

Preston and S C  Preston during this Wod of intense transition, beginning in 1963. 

Most of th& data was coliected in Wasksganish, then Rupert's House, on the southeast 

Coast of James Bay. 

In more recent years, there has been a re-awakening of the importance of 

traditional life-ways and cultural values among many North Amerïcan Indigenous 

cultures, including the James Bay Cree. The stories colIected by the Restons have been 

used to develop educational CUTncuJa for an elementary level program d e d  Crae W<lyS3 

and continue to serve as reference for Cree-initiated programs of cultural development4 

In addition, there has been a dear interest fiom the sâentific c011ununiîy in traditional 

lmowledge for its applications to natural resource management5 In con- resistance 

against some traditional beliefs and practices has deveioped locally from infiuences that 

have a strong foothold in Cree communities, such as the fiindamentalist Christian 

religions? 

weU as traditional c d i s  and oral tradition- It aho encompasses traditionai spiritual beliefs and 
practices, and modes of sacial interaction. These occuxred ouside of and essentidy independent 
of the capitalist economy of Western Society and ifs associated h m s  of srutimal and cultural 
expression- 
R J. Preston, "nie Cree Way Projectr An w e a t  m Grass Rootr Cdculum DeveI~pment,~ in 

Pupers of the Tenth Aigonquirm Confcrence, ed. W. Cowaa (Ottawa: Carleton University, 1979), 92- 
101. 
For example, a Land Skills Training Rogram cul~ently under deveiopment in Waskaganish. 
Sources will be discussed under 'Related Works', below. 
1 direcdy observed this resistatice in my 1999 field research, 



The Present Snidy 

My interest is in the sbcially conss~cted meanings that people assign to places, 

and the warj in which those meanings are expresse6 These may be represented 

physidy in the laadscape through structure or modification of the terrain, or they may 

be expressed symbolidy, as in oral tradition. This thesis is an interpretation of the 

cuitural perception and representation of the terrestrial environment, or landscape, as 

expressed in Eastern James Bay Cree oral tradition. Much of this original material is 

unpublished and it has not hitheno been considered for its potentiel to elucidate cuitUral 

meaning as it pertains to Zandscape. 

Whiie culturai landscape shidies are currently dominated by the disciplines of 

cultural geography and (to a lesser extexlt] aathropology, they are &O of great re1evance 

to landscape architeenirr. These three fields may be thought of as a triad representhg 

overlapping interem in aspects of dture,  space, and place. 1 believe thex is a need to 

strengthen the contribution of landscape architecture to research in cultural landscape 

studies. Ir is also my opinion that a stronger foudation in research and theory is needed 

within the discipline of landscape architecture for it to achiwe a substantial level of 

academic recognition. In addition, theory can be used to inform and strengthen the 

processes invohred in applied landscape architecture. 

2- The Landscape Concept 

Landscape, as noted by Stilgoe, "is a slippery word" Loaded with historical, 

soaal, and personal meanings, this term has become a popular catchaii for any aspect of 

environment Indeed, its use is abstracted to refer metaphorically to conceptual realms, 

J.R S tilgoe, Cornmon Lrmdscqpe of Amenka, 1580-1845. @iew Haven: Yaie University Press, 
1982), 3, 



such as the upoliticai landscape," and "corporate landscape," Even withïn the %ope of 

geographical descriptors a bruad m g e  of interpretations have been espousedo 

"Landscape" has been a focus of research and discourse in many disciplines 

beyond landscape architecture, including cultural anthropology, archaeology, sociology. 

environmentai psychology, planning, art histoq, and geography. Among these, 

geography has maintained landscape as its primary focus of theoretid anaiysis since at 

least 1925, when Sauer proclaimed that "the temi 'landscape' is pmposed to denote the 

unit concept of geography? When rwiewing the theoretical literature on landscape to 

the present time, it is clear that the majority of it has been produced by geographers? 

The scholarship in landscape studies from the discipline of geogniphy has evolved 

from a materialist perspective focushg on physical form, exemplified by Sauer" and 

Stilgoe," through a more humanistic inqujr in IWO strrams: perceptual, as in the study 

of "mental maps" by Gould and White.13 and phenornenologid inqujr uito meaning and 

symboIisrn by writers Mce (J.B.) and Tuan." The c<irrent predominant 

orientation emphasizes m t i d  social theory and SOC~~I action as in the works of (Peter) 

For reviews ofthe multipliaty of dehitions, see KR Olwig, "Recme~g the Substantive Nature 
of Landscape," bals of the Association of Amerka Ceographers. 86,4 (19%) : 630-53; Lester BI 
Rowntree, The Cuiniral Landscape Concept in Amencan Human Geography," in C- Ede, K. 
Mathewson, and M.S. Kenzw, eds., Conceprs in Humun Geogrripky. (Lanham Maryland: Rowman 
& Littlefield Pubiishers hc., 1996), 127-59; and Eugene J. Palka, "Coming to Grips with the 
Concept of Landscape," Landsccrpe Journal 14,1(1995): 63-73. 

Car1 Sauer, The Morphology of Landscape," inLund and LSfé: A Sclcction*m the Writings of 
Car1 Ortwin Sauer, ed J- Leighly (Berkiey and London: Unhmxsity of CalifOraia Ress, 1963): 321. 
'O This is discussed also by Nancy Poliock-Ellwaud, "Planning for the Landscape Idean (Phm. diss., 
University of Waterloo, WW), 19-20, 
l1 Ibid. 
l2 Stilgoe, Cornmon Landsape. 
l3 Peter G d d  and Rodney White, Mental Maps. 2* edition (Boston: AUen and Unwin, 1986). 
l4 Jackson was a prolific wxiter- with many articles in his journal Lcmdscapc; a recent example of 
his work is the bookA Sense of Race, A Sense of The @Iew H a m  and London: Yale University 
Press, 1994)- 
'* YLFu Tuau, Topophilie. A SNdy of Envù.onmenral Perœpîîbn, Articudcs, und Values (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc, 1974). 



Jackson16 and Sa&" This evohtion Is not enoIiely lin- each of these theoreticai 

perspectives continues to be represented in new literature,18 

In the sub-disapline of archaeoIogy known as landscape anchaeology, researchers 

attempt to discover how people in the past engaged with the landscape by studyiog 

archaeologicai evidence? Landscape has also attracted attention in the allied field of 

cultural anthropoiogy; several writers have partiapated in the U~pace and place" 

dialogueF whïie others have directeà their landscape inquines to ethnographie evidence 

fkom non-western cuitures around the world The theoretid positions advocated by 

geographers are ofien not applicable in these studies because of their inhemntly western 

bias. The goal instead is to discover how the "nativesn conceptualize the iandscape, in 

other words, to identifl the* positions on it rather than presume that they fit within a 

western fkameworlc21 

The present discussion reviews some of the key theoretical constmcts of 

"landscape" and the assoâated concepts of "cultural landscape" and "place." The Euro- 

centric bias of current 1811dscape theories is considered in relation to the traditional 

Eastern Cree context. Just as these academic constructs of "landscape" reflect the 

worldview of western culture, so too does the Cree woridview infonn their perspective of 

what constitutes the entity 1 refer to as "landscape-" 

'' Peter Jackson, M q s  of MeanUrg: An Introducnon to Cultural Geogniphy (London: Unwin Hyman, 
1989). 
" Robert D. Sa* Homo Geogmphicus: A RarneworkfOt.Acfibn, Aw~ness,  und Mord Concent 
@aitimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press: 1997)- 
'' Rowntree discusses this evolution in "Cultural Landscape Concepqn 134. 
l9 For example, Michael A. Jocbim, A Hwiter-Gathenr Landscqpe= Southest Gamarty in the Late 
Pdeolithic and Mesdîthic (New Y& Plenum Press, 1998) and WiIliam M. Kelso and Rachel Most, 
eds- E u h  Parrem: E S s q  in Lmdscupe Archaedogy (ChadottedIe: University i?ress of Vuginia, 
1990) * 
For example, Ti Ingold, Tenitoriality and Tenure: tbe Appropriation of Space in Hunting and 

Gathering Societies," chap- in The Appropriarion of Ncinu+= ESsays on Human Ecdogy and Socùtl 
RelaRons (iowa City= University of Iowa Press, 1987). 
'' See discussion of h é  Anthropology of ihn&cqpc, below- 



The Modem Engliih concept of Ul~dscapen has its orïgîn~ in aesthetic 

appreaation of scenery, and refexred to "the artistic and Iiterary representation of the 

visible w0r1d.~ in 1982 Stilgoe asserted that hdscape  is specificzi& land that has b e n  

physicaily modined for the purpose of human activity. He exduded land in its natural 

state, defining it instead as 'tviIdernes~.~ This he jmtaposed with the traditionai 

German term landschafr, which he translates as %e land shaped by menmm4 Such a view 

is seen as simplistic and n m w  in the context of the present snidy, as wiU k shomi. 

Neuman argues that context ir aitical for qualitative research, "the meaning of a 

social action or statement depends, in an important way, on the context in *ch it 

appears.n2s This thesis is a study of a particuiar traditional hunter-gatherer society's 

relationship with their physicai environment The context of the data to be used is both 

culturaliy and geographidy determiaed. As such, the terminology for conceptualiiing 

this relationship must reflect this dual context. Stilgoe's dennition, then, would not be 

appropriate, for although ecology is essential in the Cree experience of landscape, a 

saictly biologicai or physical descriptor is inadequate to describe the relationship these 

people have traditionaliy held with the land. 

While debate over a definitive definition for the tezm continues, t h e  has been a 

clear shift away from the simply picturesque to varying degrees of precision about the 

relationship between humans and land. "Landscape," according to Cosgrove, "denotes 

the external world mediated through subjective human experience."lb Interpreting this 

suitement abstractly, it could be taken to mean that landscape is the world perœîved - 

Denis Cosgrove, S d  Formation clnd Symbolic Lmdscapc. (London: Croom Helm, 1984), 9. 
* Stilgoe, Common Landsape, 3. 
24 ~bid, 12. 
25 Neuman, Research Mehods, 325. 
26 Cosgrove, Symbolü Landscape, 13. 



but it does not rpeafy that the world so perceived is necessady modined by h- 

action- This definition is usefiil in the study of traditional Eastem Cree landscape, which 

was unmodified and was essentidy In what westerners might c d  a "naturaln state." 

Oddly enough though, when refedng to unmodifïed landscapes, in pmtï& the Polar 

Regions, he daims that th& cultural signficance ir in their "savage unmnquerabilîty? 

This rnay be so for people from warmer climes and members of western culture but it is 

certainly not the case for the indigenous peoples of the arctic, whose landscape it is, and 

who have evolved a cornplex relatîonship wïth and within i t  A s h i k  r e m e  is ofren 

made of the inhospitable quality of the eastem subartic temtory that has been home to 

the Cree since pre-history? There is a tendency for those extemal to nonhan cultures to 

see the arctic and subarctïc landscapes as harsh and barren wilderness, but it is clear h m  

ethnographie euidence that this does not reflect the uidigenous vïews at all." 

An often-ated theoretid construct for discussing lmdscape is one developed by 

Meinig, where landscape is considered through different veils of social values- These 

veils are predicated on western European and North American cultural ways of 

conceiving of the world, where standards of perception are based in science and 

technology, a capitalist economy, and "man" as the point of reference for ali else. Meinig 

suggested that the reader consider the values we as humans impose on landscapes, by 

deconstructing ten possible perspectives: Landsape Nature, Habit* Artifact, System, 

Problem, Wealth, Ideology, History, Place, and Aestheticw Of these, the one closest to 

27 Denis Cosgrove, "Geography is Eveqmvhere: Culture and Symbolïsm in Human Landscapes,'' in 
Horizons ih Hman Geography, eds., Derek Gregory and R e x  Walford (Totowa, New J- Banies 
& Noble Books, 1989): 122. 

Morantz, Ethnohittorù Sruày, 25. 
29 Preston, Cme Nmcztiine, 254-6. 
30 Donald W. Memig. The Beboldmg Eye: TenVeLSions of the Same Scene," in TAc IntapretatioPrz 
of OrdUrary hdscqpcs, 4. D.W. M e g  and J.B. Jackson (Oxfbrd University Press, 1979), 33-48. 



being relevant for discussion of Cree constructs of landscape is "Landscape as S m m  In 

Meinig's terms, this view is presented as integrated, holistic, and not unlike the 

framework of ecological systems with ail parts worlong in unison. However, he positiom 

it within a schematiç pure science and technology perspective? In the Cree context this 

holistic and integrated system is one based on a balance between ecological and spiritual 

intercomectedness. 

It  is evident fkom the preceding examples. and those below, that the issue here is 

the problem of tnuisfhg concepts from one cuiture onto another. "Culturen in this 

research lefers to a soaally constructed set of symbols, practices. and mPanings through 

which people corne to understand and represent themselves and the world of thW 

experience. Hence we speak of culture p u p s  as groups of individuais who share the 

same set of symbols, practîces and meanings so constructed. Culture exists at both maan 

and micro d e s ,  from an "entire sockty'' to "small groups [and] families.'02 

I t  is iîterally the nlationship between dture  and land that I suggest defines the 

term "landscape." Tuan proposes that landscape is a construct of the cultural mind 

achieved through a combination of both physicai and perœptual elements. It 

incorporates the objective, biophysïd, and spatid with the emotionai, aesthetic, and 

subjective? Like Tuan. Hirsch sees landscape as an emergent "culturai pro ces^^" one he 

describes as a relationship in wbicb two polar perspectives of landscape interact in the 

human mind. These are "foreground actuality" (the here and now; the hown and 

understood) and "background potentialitf' (what might be; the antiapated, the 

31 Meinig, "Beholding Eye," 38. 
* W. Lawrence Neuman, Social RoemL Meth& QuQlifQtiYt and Quantitatk Approczdies- 
(Tomnto: Myn and Bacon, 1991). 427- 
" Yi-Fu Tuan, "Ihought and hdscape: The Eye and the W s  Eye," in The Intqntation of 
Ordinary Landscaps. e& D-W. Mehîg and J-B. Jackson, (Oxford University Press, 1979). 89-102. 



uncommon)? This view de-emphasizes a static, reified definition in favour of one that is 

dynamic and experientiaL in my opinion, the value in Hinch's dennition lies more in the 

recognition of its interactnre (dture/rninû/envimment) conception than in his 

exploration of the process &self. His observations about the process appear to me to refer 

to a secondary errpexience of landscape, and do not address the core concept of what 

landscape is. 

Greider and Garkovich d e h e  Iandscape as: 

mhe symbolic environment created by human acts of c d d g  meanhg to 
nature and the environment, of giving the enviromment d a t i o n  and fonn h m  
a particula. angle of vision and through a specïal  filter of values and belïefs. 
Every landscape is a symbolic enviromnent These landscapes reflect our self- 
definitions that are grounded In culture,* 

This is consistent with my intentions in this thesis, and can be simplified into the 

following statement: 

For the purposes of thïs thesis, "hndsmpe" is defined as a cultuml wnstmct 
wherein the extemal physical environment ir interpreted t h u g h  human 
perceptualfüters to m i e  at  an entity endowed with bothfom and meuning. 

Such a definition can be broadly applied to any terrestrial environment that is king 

perceived from a human point of view, regardless of the partidarities of culture. This 

rnust st i i i  be understood, however, as an intellectuai constnict fonned within the context 

of the western saentific tradition; the Cree would not consciously have developed any 

such abstract conceptual definition? Beyond this, the curent emphasis on critical soaal 

34 Eric Hirsch, "Landscape: Between Space and Place," in The Anthropology of Landsape: 
Perspectixs on Place and Space, ed. E. Hirsch and M- O'Hanlon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995). 3- 
5. 
35 Thomas Greider and Lorraine Garkovichc "Landscapes: The Social Construction of Nature and 
the Environment" Rurd Socidogy 59,I C1994): 1- 
36 Tm Ingold darifies that this is the case for humer-gatherer sociehes in generak "humer- 
gatherers do not. as a de, approach their enWoament as an external world of nature that has to 
be 'grasped' conceptuaüy and appropriateci s y m b o l i c ~  within the texms of an imposed cultural 
design," instead, he says, "apprehending the worid is not a matter of constmction, but of 
engagement, not of building but of dwelliag, not of making a view of the world but of taking up a 
view Ut it" "Hunting and Gathering as Ways of Perceioing the EsvllPnmen~" in Rcdcfiing 



theory in many landscape studks is based on the premise that, as Peter Jackson clsims, 

cuiture is inherently politicai, which translates into landscape king inherently political? 

While the postmodern ideas infonning this daim are broadly applicable to rnoa if not dl 

urban contexts, or any cultural context where there is a hierarchy of power or set of 

subcuitures, it is not appropriate for the ~aditional context of Eastern Cree Culture? 

The tenn "dhrral landscape" has k e n  widely adopted in academic and 

professional literature to refer to landscape whose character has been affected by human 

culture, where sudi infiuence is traceable through physical or other doeumentary 

evidence- Sauer claimed that "[tlhe cultural landscape is fashioned h m  a n a d  

landscape by a culture group. Culture is the agent. the naturai area is the medium, the 

cultural landscape is the resultm9 His use of the word "fashioned" could be broadly 

interpreted as a symbolic act not necessarily entailing physicai modification; however, it 

is dear fiom his text that Sauer intended to refer to a literal change in land form. The 

emphasis is placed on the physical and spatial influence of cuiture on 1andAandscape. 

In this thesis the focus is reversed and the balance shifted. The emphasis is more 

one of reciprocity between landscape and culture; culture for the traditional James Bay 

Cree was informed by their relationship with landscape, and the traceable influence is to 

be found in the culNe itselfrather than on the land? This influence is expressed 

Nature: Ecology, Culntre and D o m e s W o n ,  ed. Roy EUen and Katsuyoshi Fukui ( O x f d  and 
Washington, D.C.: Berg, 1996) : 120-21- 
37 Peter Jackson, Maps of Meaning, 4-8, aldiough it is stated as the subject of the whole book. 
38 Certainly it is relevant today, as the Cree now live in communities with goveniments and several 
subcultures exist within them. 1 r e h  qxxificaUy to the histonc and presumably pre-historic 
context of smali extended faxdy groups tanging in a nornadic h b i m  over an enonnous 
geographic area, This is the context that was devant up until earfy thïs century, and is the 
expenence that ~~s the M y  of oral tradition examineci in aiis study- 
39 C d  Sauer, "Morphology," 343. 
In his critique of the Wesfern notion that nature is d t u d y  con~t~cted,  Ingold suggests that 

for hunter-gatherers the situation is just the opposite - culture is infamed by en-ent: 
''through the practicai activities of hunting and gathering, the envhment - induding the 



symbolically through a ridi oral tradition both of stories W e m e r s  might cal1 ''mychsW 

and of family and group history. 

More recently cuituraI landscape has been defined as an area of land upon which 

human cultural values have been placed, which has assoaations with human societal 

interests, and in which humans have intwened wïth naturai pr~cesses .~~  This is doser to 

the mark, but still retains the perspective that natural processes are distinct from human 

action. Stilgoe claimed that thk nature/dture dichotomy now infonning western views 

was the result of Christian teaching~-~~ In the traditional East Cree context humans were 

understood as one group in an extended family of partiapants in "naniral processe~.~ 

Cultural Zandsuzpe, in thir thesis, îs landscape dejked spatially-, synhlically, or 

physically by iîs rektionship to a culture group acting within it, 

In addition to the concepts of landscape and cultural landscape, the allied concept 

of place has a cornplex set of meanings assoaated wïth it, as discussed by E y k ~ , ~  

J.B.Jackson." S a w  and Tuan," among othen. In his discussion of laquage and place, 

Tuan recognizes the context of a hunter-gatherer dture's sense of place as it can be 

applied to the Eastern Cree in this study 

Su& people, with theu simple material culture, tend to be desaibed as "living in 
the midst of nature," They do, but the description is nevertheless misleadmg, for 
one can assert as tnithfiilly that they Iive in a deepiy humanized wodd. Outiders 

landscape with its fauna and flora - entes dhectly mto the constitution of persou, not only as a 
source of noUt.ishment but also as a source of knowiedge-" "Hunting and Gathering. 145. 
41 Pollock-Ellwand, "Landscape Idea," 3. 
42 Stilgoe, Cornmon Landscape, 8-9. 
" Discussed Mly in Chapter 3- Ingoid argues that for hunter-gatheer cultures the Western 
concept of a nature/culnue dichotomy does not exist; for them nature and culture are one and the 
same- "Hunting and Gathering," 117- 
John Eyles, Smes of Pluce (Warrington, Cheshire: Sifverbrodc Press, 1985). 

" J- B. Jackson, A Sense of P h ,  A Smsc of Time (New Haven and London: Yak U n i v d t y  Press, 
1994). 
* Robert D- Sack, The Power of Place and Spaœ," The Gmgmphiccll RNiew 83,3 (1993): 326-9. 
47 Y&Fu Tuan, Tanguage and the Making of Place!: A Nanative-Ddptive Approach," Ann& of 
the Associtltion of Arne- Geographers 81,4 (1991): 684-96, and of course, bis Spaœ and Plcure: 
The Perspeaive of merience (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Ress, 1977)- 



Say 'hanire," because the envirament seerns bately touched- Insiders see 
"homeplace" - an environment that îs familiar to them, not because &ey have 
matmMaDy transfonned it  but because they have nnmed i t  It is their place - tbeir - 
worid - through the cas* of a IinguMc net " 

As other researchea have also found, Tuan explains that through the language of 

storytekg and songs, pre-literate. pre-modem cultures articulate the place of landscape 

in culture.49 Hence. the cultural form of landscape is manifest in words rather than 

physical constnictions. 

In this thesis, for continuity and consistency, I pncrilege the term "landsape," with 

the understanding that it ïs a western concept being used to refer to the Cree 

understancihg of their adnual relationship to the environment in which they have 

traditionally lived. 

3. Related Works 

The prhary types of sources used in studies of the cultural repre~entation of 

landscape meaning are typidy painting and lirerature in the context of Euro-cdc  

d t u r e ~ , 5 ~  whereas in studies of non-Western cultures oral tradition is looked to as a 

prïmary source of lmdscape representatiodl In those saidies based on art and 

literature, the representation of landscape is often seen as a vehïcie for the expression of 

elite social and politicai values?2 There are few cases of folklore or oral tradition king 

used in research on Western dtural  landscapes. Ryden's Mapping the Invisible Landruipe 

$8 Tuan, "Langvage," 686, 

* Ibid See also the discussion below in related works. 
For example, the articles in Douglas C. Pocock, ed., Humanistic Geography a d  Litemture: EsJw 

on the Experiem of Hace (London: Croom Helm, 1981)- 
The f- here is on cultures rather t h  indhiduais or groups within cultures, and on existing 

fonns of self-representation - 1 make this distinction to dari& that these commene are not 
directecl at other studies fming on meaning in the landscape that may invoive the cuncent 
responses of individuah and gnnips to eBsting enwimments- 
52 For example, Cosgrove, Symbdic LanQmpe, and "Prospect, Perspective and the Evolution of the 
Landscape Idea," Transcrctlarts of* Instirute of British C;cographas N.S- 10 (1985): 566-75. 



is an exploration of meaning in the lanclscape that inteptes regional folklofe (oral 

tradition) and fiterature in the Amencan mid-west, bndging the experiences of the 

everyday man and the literati.= Bunkse's study of the representation of landscape in 

Latvïan folkiore addresses the expenence of common folkY He makes a strong case for 

the use of oral tradition in cultural landscape snidies among geographers, md81:1y 

because of in representativeness of d t w e  as a whole. Unfominately, it seerns that few 

geographen have followed his lead 

Studies of non-Western cultural landscape meaning and representation often look 

to ethnography and oral tradition as culturai forms of representation, although Vastokas 

has focused on aboriginal rock art as the medium of expression? She argues that 

meaning emerges h m  experience in the landscape and is then projected back onto it in 

both physicai representations {rock art) and in conceptual form (cosmology). 

In the m e n t  volume The Anthropology of Landsmpe," ten authon each present a 

glimpse of their cultural landscape r e s e a .  in ten different non-We~tern cultures. 

Curiously, none of the studies focus on oral tradition as a source of representation. 

Instead. the emphasis is on the culturai relationship with landscape as doeumented 

through ethnographie field research. The themes of culturai and national identity are 

prominent in the collection, maaifest in a range of fonns from propagandistic 

53 Kent Ryden, M q p i n g  the Invisibk Lcmdscape: Folklore, Writins and the S m e  ofPke. Iowa City: 
University of Iowa Press, 1993. 

Edmunds V. Bunkse, CCCommaner Attitudes Towad Landscape and Nature," h n a l s  of the 
Association of American Geographers- 68.4 (1978) : 551-66- 
55 Joan M, Vastokas, "Landscape as Experience and Symboi in Native Canadiaa Culture," in 
Perspectiiiies of Canadian Lmàscape: N d  Tmdïtîoons, ed- Joan M. Vastokas CNorchYork, Ont: 
Robarts Centre for Canadian Studies, lm), 55-74- 
56 Eric Hhch and Michad O'Hanlon, eds, The Anthropdgy of Ladscap: i b s p e d k  on Hace and 
Space (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995). 



appropriation of lanWpeS7 to cultural integration with i t  These indude kùiship tics 

based on acts of cooperative subsistence in land use,% efforts to aaascend rnodity by 

becoming metaphorid association of human body pam and landsca~e,~ 

beliefi that a person is a "materiai manifestation" of place" and that place is a 

manifestation of human 811oestotsF In each of these studies, the meaning of landscape is 

represented through cultural beliefi and actions. 

An alternative approach to the use of aboriginal oral tradition in landscape studies 

is taken by Nash, who anaiyzed Micmac legends according to Jungian archetypes to 

identify meaning in lmdscape representation? He suggests that [some] myths are 

"better understood in a tnuiscendental paradigm," for example, interpreting the figure of 

a monstrous Ice King as a personification of the "glacial wasteland" archetype? 

Aspects of the cultural landscape of the Eastern James Bay Cree have also k e n  

investigated, and these works typiraUy make use of oral tradition. but in a diffkrent way 

than the present study. Two distinct areas of this research are Traditional Ecologicai (or 

Environmental) Knowledge (TiXj, and Toponomy (Place-Name) Research- 

Toponomy studies focus on the traditional names assigned to places in the 

'' Chnstopher Pinney, ''Moral Topophilia: The Significations of Landscape in indian Oleograpbs," 
78-113; Tom Selwyn, "Landscapes of Liberation and Im@cmment= TowazdS an Anthropology of 
the Israeli Landscape," 114-134. 
" Peter Gow, "Land, People, and Paper in Western Amazda," 43-62. 
59 Maurice Bloch. "People into Places: Zafhaniry Concepts of Clazity,'' 63-77. 

Caroline Humphrey, Thiefiy and Shamanist Landscapes m Mongolia," 135-163. 
Chnstïua Toren, "Seeing the Ancestral Sites: Transformations in Fijian Notions of the Land," 

163-183- 
Howard Morphy, "iandscape and the Reprodution of the Ancestral Past," 1-209, and Robert 

Layton, "Relating to the Cou- in the Western Des-" 210-31. 
Ronald J. Nash, "Archetypa Landscapes and the Interpretation of Me-" Cambridge 

ArchaedogW1 Journal 21 (1997): 57-69. 
64 Ibid, 61-2. 0th~ legends are similarly anaiyzed in relation m, the archetypes of the ''prim~fdid 
sean and the "forest l ~ t h . "  



landscape, and th& iiteral translations? This has been done for the Eastern James Bay 

area by the Quebéc Cornmirrion de toporrymie, at a remarkably detailed scak.  Another 

study is underway as part of the research in preparation for the consuuction of a 

permanent acoess road to Waskaganish, Here again, the purpose is resource planning* A 

recent toponomy study focushg on the landscape of the Whapmagoostui Cree (eastern 

Hudson Bay) indudes not only the place-names and th& translations, but also the oral 

tradition explaining the culturai si@cance of idhidual places. From this study Denton 

has found that Iandscape is a repoditory for culhiral beliefk and history. in other words, 

oral tradition re-prerents the cultural landsc8pe.- 

In her work with the Athapaskans in the Canadian northwest, Cruikshank has 

engaged oral tradition and toponomy research for the purpose of ethnobistorical 

re~onstniction.~~ Lilte Denton, she has found that place-names are often a verbal symbol, 

or metaphor, for iaformation about a place: its physid characteristics, wents that 

occurred there, and even the speàes of animal to be found there. The culturai treaûnent 

of histoxy, then, has been to impress these metaphors on the landscape; "through words 

the landscape is fashioned into a world of manageable. human pro parti on^.^ 

Cruikshank bas also suggested the benefits of ushg Native oral tradition in conjunction 

65 For example, Aàmmuskmuch, Lac O[ake) breaking beaver lodges in the r a i .  W. Enq- MA,1977, 
p-38, #36. CMI 87-04. Thanks to Christian Bonneily at the Commission de toponymie for 
supplying tbis information- 
'' David Denton, The Land as An Aspect of Cree Hntory," in The Writers, the Lang cmd the 
People: An Anrhdogy of W&gs on Hudson and J m s  Bays, ed Greg Ioannou. Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press and the S i e a  Club of Canada, Forthcoming. Thanks to David for 
sending me tbis document and for permission to cite it. 
'' Juiie Cnrikshank, "Getting the W d  R i e  Perspectives on Naming and Places m Athapaskan 
Oral History," Araic Anthmpdogy 27,1(1990) : 52-65- 

Cruikshank, 'Words Ri&" 63, Simila, work has been done with. the Westezn Apache culture 
by Keith H. Basso, "Stallring with St-: Names, Places, and Moral Narratives among the Western 
Apache," in Tcxt, Piqy, und Stow The Construction and Reconstruction of Self and S e ,  
Proceedings of The Amsrican Etbn01ogical Society, edited by Stuart Plattner (Washington D.C.: 
The American Ethndogical Society, 1984), 19-55 



with Western scientific methods to achieve a "broader perspective on the natural 

environmen&" partî~ulariy for documenting the n a d  history of land~capes~~~ 

Traditional Ecological (or Environmental) Knowledge (or TEK) Ïs defhed by 

Berkes as "a cumulative body of knowledge and beliefi handed down through 

generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (induding 

humans) with one another and with thek environment? The emphasis in these studies 

tends to be on aboriginal sustainable resource management strategies as alternatives to 

the (unsustainable) Western, or Eun>-cenaic mode1 of resource use? niis knowledge is 

ofien a part of orai tradition, often not as a distinct categosr. instead, it is f d y  integrated 

with the content of stories about m e n c e  in the traditional content. And, just as 

broader cultural meanings are q ressed  symboiically in oral tradition, so t w  are the 

beliefs and values that frame traditional ecological knowledge-'?- 

While efforts to discover the content of indîgenous knowledge have focused on 

cultures the world over, attempts are also being made to develop models for the 

69 Julie Cruikshank, "Legend and Landscape: Convergence of Oral and SaenMc Traditions in the 
Yukon Territory," Arctic Anthropology 2û, 2 (1981): 67-93. 

Fikret Berkes and others, m e  Cree View of Land and Resources: lndigenous Ecological 
Knowledge," TAS0 Report, Second Series, No. 8, (Hamilton: McMaster Univemty, 1992). 3. See 
also Fikret B d e s  and Car1 Folke, eds- LUtking Socid and Ecdogicd System Management pt.accices 
and SmOCLal Mechanismsfir Building Resuliknçe- (Cambridge: Cambtidge University Press, 1998). 
TEK is also sometimes referred to as Indigenous Ecological Knowledge, to circumvent the 
controversy over the implications of the term "traditionai," For example, Kap Ohmagari and 
Fikret Berkes, 'Transmission of IndSgenaus Knowledge and Bush Skills Among the Western James 
Bay Cree Women of Subarctic Canada," H m m  Ecology, SS, 2 (1997): 199, cl- their intended 
distinction between the two uses: Endigenous know1edge &ers to %cal knowledge held by 
indigenous peopIesn or "unique to a given cultute or society," whereas TEK is dehed as stated 
above, with the notation that "traditional" reférs to "historiaai and culturd amtinuity, recognkbg 
that societies are constantiy redefining what is considemi 'traditional'al"' (Be!xkes and Fo lk ,  Catkalg 
Socid and Ecdogkd S'stems, 5.) 
" Berkes et ai, "Cree View of Land," 3- 
72 Ibid, 5. 



application of th& information to Ntainable resource managemed3 The issues 

surrounding the decontextualization of indigenous knowledge h m  its original form are 

discwed by Kuhn and Duerden. While aeimowledging its potential benefïts, they argue 

that the Eurther removed fiom its original context it is, the more the knowledge content is 

abstracted. In addition. they caution of the potentiai for the r~ruiting product to te used 

in ways that are actuaiiy in contüa with the origînal indigenous velues î t  emerged fiom." 

The primary düference in the handling of this traditional body of knowledge 

between TEK research and my own, is that the emphasis in TEK is on pragmatic 

environmental systems function and management, whereas my work fimises on the 

expression of cuiturai mesnings that are associated with ertperience in the environment, 

TEK studies have been conducted in both East and West James Bay Cree conteras, 

4. Methodology 

In this study there are two sets of concepts at work: the Cree social construct of 

the entity 1 refer to as "landscape" (or physical environment combined with cultural 

perception), and the researcher's intellectual construct of cultural symbolism. Traditional 

Cree narratives are concerned primarily with the relations between human persons, 

animal penons, and spirit penons. Veqr Iittle direct descriptive reference îs made to the 

landscape, and yet for hunter-gatherer eulwes it is the most important contextual 

element in their lives. The stories do not appear to be about meaning, but rather are 

For example, Bedces and Folke, Lurking Social and Eixdogikd S'cm, Part 4, contains fOur 
articles on this subject two theoretical pieces focusing on integration with scientific systems and 
social systems, and two directed to application m f-try and hhezies. 
'' Richard G, Kuhn and Frank Duesden, "A Review of Traditional Enviroxunental Knowledge: An 
hterdisaplinazy Canadian Perspective," CulMe XVI, 1 (1996) : 71-84. 



about events and social interaction. ln order to interpret th& m e g ,  one must 

develop an understanding of the context out of which they evohred Following fiPm 

Geertz' concept of culture as a symbolic system,* 1 examine landscape as a symboüc 

system in Cree oral tradition. The method of portrayai and characterization of lanâscape 

is symbolic rather than descriptive I t  is embedded in the behaviour and interactions of 

the persons at the centre of the stories. 

nte intent of the research is to identii the symbolic q r - o n  of 
Iandscape and hterpret itr cultural moanùig. 1 

B. Data Sources 

Core data for the research consists of original audio recordings and tbeir tped 

traasaïpts. This matenal was collected primarily in the early 1960's by anthropologist 

Dr. R J. Preston III. There are 195 separate items of orai tradition in the body of data 

used in this study. 

Concentrating on existbg recordings and tranSCnpts as primary data means that 

the data collection method will not be affected by my bias or area of interest; it is 

unobtnisive. This pur-ty is fkther enhanced because the data was not onginally 

collected with the intent to analyse it for the purposes outlined in this proposal. It  Is of 

primary significance that the rnethod of original data collection be ciarifïed, to remove 

the question of original bias on the part of the ethnographer. The informant was asked 

simply to tell what he remembered: the seleciion of topic, content, and sequencing were 

entirely of the informant's choosing. The primary informant was Mr. John Blackned, then 

a man in his later sùraes, who was recognized by his community as an authonty on Cree 

- - - - -  

75 Qinord Geertz, The Interpretano~ of Culfwe~: Selected Essoys (New York: Basic Books, 1973), 
89. 



Oral Tradition. '' 
C. Paradinm and P e ~ ~ e c t i v e  

Given the abundance of opinions presented in research lîterature on the currently 

recognized research paradigms and perspectives, and theù individual and relative 

definitions and associated pmctices, I reluctantiy position myself in the Interpretivist or 

combined Interpretivist / Constructivist paradigm of qualitative research. This reluctance 

is based on my non-acceptanœ of the validi~y of inventing a Lunited range of categories, 

each with their own sets of d e s  of membership, in which al1 perspectives are assumed to 

fit. 1 see this as a form of academic hubris, as consrraining, and as a fornaking of 

oppositional camps." Hamng stated that concem, 1 recognize the utility of informing the 

reader of one's orientation to the work 

The intent of the interpretivîst approach, according to Schwandt, is to understand 

"the complex world of Iived experience fiom the point of view of those who live it? The 

interpretivist mearcher believes that people asJign meaning to experience on the basïs of 

c u l m .  Revealing and interprcting these mpanjngs and their fonns of expression is the 

task of the researcher. According to Ge-, this is achieved by "seatching out and 

analyzing the symbolic fonts - words, images, institutions, behaviors - in terms of which, 

in eaeh place, people actuaiiy representced] themseives to themseives and to one 

- - -- 

'' See R J. Preston, "Rdections o n  Culture, History, and Auchenticity," in Theor- the 
AmeriEaniit Troditl'on, ed- R Darad and L Valatine. flofonto: UDipersity of Toronto Press, 
forthcoming). The importance of this is stated m Ruth Fhegan, "A Note on Oral Tradition and 
Histoxical Evidence," in Oral History: An Interdisciplinary Anthology, ed. DX- Dunaway and W.K. 
Baum, (Nashviile: Amencan Association for State and L o d  =tory, 19&C), 110. the content of 
eliated narratives tends to be influenced by cune.nt issues and attitudes. 

Derek Gregory also comments an the excl&ty with which paradigms have been adhered to in 
"Areal Dïf5erentiatiao and Post-Modem Human Geography," in KorcU,ns in Humon ed. 
Derek Gregory and Rex W a l f d  Uotowa, New Je~~ey-. Banies & Noble Books, 1989). 69. 
Thomas Schwandt, uConstructivïsc, InterpreWt -es to Human Inquir~,~ in 

Kandbook of Qualit& Rrrcarclh, ed- Norman DciiPn a d  Y ~ ~ c o I n  mousand Oaks: SAGE, 
19941, 118. 



an~ther."~ Simiiarly, Social Constnictionism, a %ranchn of the Constnictivist pmdigm, 

proposes that know1edge is socially and culturally constnicîed. kcording to this 

paradigm, understanding of the world occurs "withln shared systems of inteliigibilitf' 

(culture) e0 

My view is that meaning is comtructed both witbin the individual and the group, 

and that an individual is capable of expressing meaning as understood by themselves and 

by the group (both personal and colIdve)- FFurther, 1 am in agreement with Geertz that 

these meanings are embodied in symbolic forms of cultural expression, and that they may 

be revealed by analysis of these forms (in this case, orai tradition). 

D- Research Method 

This research is a qualitative work an approach that " f m e s  on subjective 

meanings, definitions, metaphors, symbois. and descriptions of speàfîc cases.w1 As an 

interpretive work, it represents not only the expression of the original informmts, but 

also my idormed interpretation of i t  Such research recognizes the potential muitipliiry 

of interpretations in any study of human beliefs and expressions. Quakative researchers 

must be very clear about their role in interpretation. They recognize that results are not 

inherent in the data alone, and that "there is no single interpretnre ûuth." '' In order to 

maintain cianty for the reader between my interpretation and the self-expression of the 

storyteliers. my interpretation wiu be written in the first person? 

79 M o r d  Geertz, Local Kitowledge: Further Essays uI Interpretiie Anthropdow, (New York. Basic 
Books, 1983), 58- 

Schwandt, "Approaches," 127. 
Neuman, Resemh Methods, 322. 

" Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln, "Introduction: Entering the Field of Qualitative Research," 
in Hundbook of Quditptive Resemh, ed- Norman DeaWIi and Y m a  Lincoln mousand Oaks: 
SAGE, 1994), 15- 

Norman Denzin, 'The Art and Politics of Interpretation," in Hondbook of Qud-& ed- 
Norman De& andyvonna Lincoin mousand Oaks: SAGE, 1994), 503, 



The research strategy is both exploratory and deSQiptivca It seeh to determine 

the "salient themes, patterns, [and] categories in participants' meanhg structures'' as weii 

as "beliefs, attitudes, [and] structures," and to discover "how these patterns [M Linked 

with one another?" 

To strengthen the validity of my research findings, i have made use of several 

different sources of information, a technique known as txiangulati~n.~ Triangdation is 

achieved in this study through the foiiowing activities: 

A n a l .  of Cote Data 

The transcripts and recordiags were initidy approached using the Grounded 

T h e 0 9  method as a procedural guide, particuiariy the processes of coding and 

categorizing the data, seeking emergent patterns and relationships within the data, and 

developing theory on the basîs of my interpretation of the meanings embodïed in the 

data- Minor, informal use of frequency-count Content Anaiysis is also applied to the data 

for limited purposes. This method comirro of "objective and systematic counting and 

recording procedures to produce a quantitative description of the symbolic content in a 

teXtM7 

There are several important methodologîd issues to be considered when wodring 

with oral tradition, and in order to fkame these issues in the context of this study they are 

discussed fuiiy in Chapter 4. 

84 Carh&e Marshall and Gretchen B. Rossman. Designhg QuaZir& R e s d  mousand Oaksr 
SAGE, 1995), 41- 

Pollock-Eliwanà, *Landscape Idea," 95- 
8" As desaibed by Neuman, R c r d  M'ods ,  417-18. 
* Neuman, Resemrh Mechods, 266. 



Literature Review 

R e s d  of historicai documents and curfent academic Iiterature on traditional 

life-ways of the cuiture in question are used to establish a eontext within which to 

interpret the data. Comparable and relevant studies from the fields of d t u r a i  geography 

and anthropology are considered for their applicability to the process of interpretation. 

1 have intentiondy avoided any "ppular" sources of information about 

aboriginal culture, heritage, and landscape because of my conoenis that these are often 

p o i i t i d y  motmated and do not represent authentic tradition This is a pariïcuIar h w d  

at this time in history with the interests in alternative religions, environmental ideologies, 

and political agendas aü looking to Native traditions for inspiration. While they may be 

relevant for some people today, this study is an histoncal one and my intent is to 

represent tradition for its meaning in conterrt 

Luminary, or Expert Panel 

A panel of eight recognized experts was asked to review and respond in writing to 

the proposal and k t  draft of the thesis. These experts were selected from both the 

academic community and the Cree community. 

Additional informal discussions with speciahts in Eastern James Bay Cree cuiture 

have been used to test my interpretations. 



Fust reading of data 
Identify prelinimq categories of hdscape representation in the data 
These CO& be considered 'codrrtg ccrtegories' üt Groundcd Thcory. 
Wnte and submit thesis proposal- 
Establish conespondence relations with experts on Eastern James Bay Cree 
culture, Obtain responses on thesis proposal h m  experts. 
Read extensively ethnographie material on the culture group. 
Read extensively cultural landscap~ licerature h m  geopphy, sociology, and 
anthropology, 
Read theoreticai matexiai on interpretation, namative, and cultural symbolism- 
Read biophysicai data on the region- 
Second reading of data- 
- Create index chaa of a i i  data unie as organizational tool." 
- M a k e  detailed notes on p r e l i .  interpretati0n.s on the scrength of all 

previous readings 
- Revise coding categorïes to more intuitmely and accurate@ d e c t  the 

content and meaning in the data, 
Organize notes and begin to wxite kt draft. 
Obtain feedback on interpretations h m  experts Cthroughout) , 
Field research to see, expexïence, and photograph the landscape beiag studied. 
Review and revise  tex^ for defense drafk 

Chaptea 2 4  are not intended to be exhaustive analyres of theù subjectc, rather, 

as a group they establish the situational context for the primaiy focus of analysis 

presented in Chapter 5: the representation of landseape in oral tradition. Chapter 2 is a 

contextual ovemiew of the physical environment, describing the geology, topography, 

and climate, as weii as the flora, fauna, and human populations. Chapter 3 describes 

traditional Eastern James Bay Cree culture and outlines thek traditional way of life as it 

relates to the environment. The emphasis here is on the yearly cycle of subsistence 

activities. Although a detailed discussion of belief systems for this culture group is not 

possible in thû thesis. it is important to review sorne critical aspects of Cree world-view in 

order to approach the meanings inherent in the oral tradition, espeeially the Cree 

See Appenâïx 1 for sample page of index chart 



consmift of landscapd9 Chapter 4 discusses issues pertaùiiiig to the oral tradition of the 

Eastern James Bay Cree, such as typology, hction, and authonsr, folîowed byaii 

introduction to the interpretation of data in this study. Chapter 5 demonstrates one 

aspect of how landscape, as it was traditionally experïenced by the Eastern James Bay 

Cree, is represented in theh oral tradition, focusing on the role of tracks as an indicator of 

dture- 

The study integrates excerpts fiom the signifiant volume of oral tradition 

recorded by RJ. Preston, with refiiences to traditional Iifeways in the region h m  

documentary sources, in order to estabkh relationships between experience and 

representation of landscape. My interpretations are offered as possible ways of 

understanding, and have been formdated with constant diligence toward an empathetic 

and intuitive approach to the Cree expression, and an equaiiy diligent aitical eye on the 

interpretations gewrated by myself and the scholars to whose work 1 refer. 

I t  initially appeared that the= was only a smaii unount of material in the data 

that would contribute to the discovexy of landscape representation and meanuig, but 

fùrther investigation revealed that there was, in fact, a vast amount incorporated in the 

stories. Because of this unexpected volume of data, 1 have provided a thorough 

examination of only one aspect of landscape representation: the role of tracks, and an 

o v e ~ e w  of additional aspects for hture exploration 

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and overd research praject. 

-- 

89 By Lihe Cree construct of landscape," 1 mean how die Cree traditionaUy conceEved of what I am 
caiiing landscape, as I have presented it above- Philippe Descola, "Canstructing Natures: SymboIic 
Ecology and Social Practice," in N&UE and Society: AnChropologircil Pmpcctniics, ed. Philippe 
Descola and Gisii Palsson (London: Routledge, f 9%), 85, suggests that knowledge of a culture's 
world-view is necessary m order m be able to understand the "process by which each culture 
endows with a partïcuiar salience c e 6 n  features of its enviromnent and certain forms of practical 
engagement with it." 



--- 

Table 1-1 THESIS STRUCTURE I 
( introduction: subea theoty, methoci 1 

I Q 3  1 overwïew of the yeady activity cyde 1 
1 Ch-4 1 owerview of oral tradition and introducticm m the study data 1 
I C ~ L S  1 discussion of the mpresentation of wclo as culture in the landscape 1 
ICh.6 1 summarydiscussi011~ 1 

In summary, the thesis structure can be desaibed as simultaneousl. cumulative 

and focusing, as the foliowing diagnuns iuustrate. The content of each of Chapters 2 

through 4 are cumulative steps toward the content of Chapter 5; environment plus 

culture leads to representation. According to Cree legend. the Iandscape and all the 

animal and spirit persons in it exkted before humans arrived; human culture was added 

to the landscape ma* The chapter divisions here are not intended to imply a cognitive 

division of environment and culture as we would tend to do in western cultures, rather it 

is sequentid and cumulativ~ This mode1 is also cyciical in that the representation 

generated is of the environment tbrough the percephiai fiiters of the dture. This is 

particularly fitting, as wïil be shown in the following chapters, the Cree relationship to 

the environment, discussed as landscape, also foliows a cyclicai pattern- 

\\ PLUS 

Figure 1.1 Cumdotnne and cycficd s u u m m  of thesis 

The thesis structure is focusing in that the scope of information presented 

progresses from the ail inclusive to the very specific Beginning with the environment of 

which the Cree are but one aspect, the discussion pmœeds to Cree culture within the 

environment, then to only that part of Cree culture which is oral tradition. and finally to 



only that part of oral tradition which ïliuminstes the culturai mpaning of the landsape- 

OTEER ASPECrS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

OTfIER ASPECrs OF CREE CULTURE 

OTHER ASPECTS OF CREE ORAL TRADlTiON 

OïHEK ASPECIS OF LANDSCAPE REPRESENTATION 

Figure 1.2 Focusuig structure of thesk 

The preceding diagrams are of course simpiifications; in order to appropriate@ 

discuss the representation of landscape in oral tradition, one must begin with an 

understanding of the environmental and cuiturai contacts within which such 

representations are created, and return to that content throughout the analysis. 

6. Researcher's Relationship to Subhct A Personal Narrative 

En the earlier discussion of the research method used for this study, 1 stated that 

qualitative researchers need to be very cIear about their own role in research. Given this 

objective, it is not uncornmon for qualitative, interpretive studies such as this one to be 

accompanied by a statement qu-g the researcher's relationship to the subject I t  

reveals the path between the researcheis own experience and the work, and suggests at 



lest part of the context within which the researcher makes sense of hir or her work 

As a child 1 accompanied my parents to Waskaganish (fonwrly Rupert How)  for 

sumrners of fieldwork in the earb to mid-1960's. I was exœptionaiiy fortunate to 

experience and imprint upon my memory a distinctive sense of place at a time when it 

was on the bnnk of unprecedented change. My time in Waskaganish was not 

experienced from the perspective of the ethnographer seeking to understand everything 

that could be learned - it was fiom the eyes of a preadolescent child keedy aware of 

sights and srnelis and sounds and everything that was Merent from home in Chape1 HiU 

North Carolina. The ground surface was sand, and there was a wooden board- in 

front of the Quebec Game Warden's wood fiame house, Dune grass with pink and green 

seeds waved in the breeze. The broad Rupert mer was always in sight, and there was 

great excitement when the aanuai supply barge would corne to the dock, or when one of 

the smail airplanes would touch down on the river, with the sound of the propellers 

beating a rhythm against the splashing and lapping of water on the holiow metai floats. 

There was o d y  one motorized vehide in the sedement. a tractor belonging to the 

Catbolic priesî. In the settlement one muid see hides king stretched on fiames, and 

women working moose hide into moccasins or mitû, beading, m a h g  snowshoes for 

winter, or cookïng over an outdoor fire. 

Summers were hot and sticky, mosquitoes were plentiful and bothersome, 1 was 

afiaid of the sled dogs, who were kept tied on ropes attached to posts near their owners' 

dwellings, and 1 dreaded the outhouses. 1 relished playing with h g s  by the river, finding 

what turned out to be artifacts in the sand, and playingAtoosh (monster) with the Cree 

girls my age {who spoke little or no English). 

As a child, 1 never went into the bush or saw the traditional hunting activities. 

Once 1 went out in the came, up river when the fishing nets were king drawn in, and 
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ate k h l y  caught fish cooked over a fk prepared on a huge bouider in the river. 

Mer several years away, 1 returned to Waskaganish in the s u m m e r  of 1973 and 

was surprised to fùid that the old nucleus of the communJty had been superceded by new 

housing on a ndge away h m  the river- Most people now had electricity and running 

water; I felt like it was a difkent place. It had become a permanent community, 

Canadianized. Retumhg again in Mar& 1999. the cornmunity is larger stïli. The only 

old house sti i i  standing is John Blackned's, the primary source of data in the collection 

used in thk study. It now has the informal status of a heritage structure and there is 

interest in preserving it 

The settlement of Waskaganish is not the landscape of this thesis. Waskaganish is 

one smaii node in the landscape, where only in the last century the Cree spent their brief 

summers after eight to ten months in the bush in smaii îsolated huntïng gmups. it is the 

landscape of the bush that I explore through my midy of Cree oral tradition. My 

lmowledge of th& subject is infomed by exposure to the work of my parents and my 

periodic employment as their research assistant transcribing interviews, archival notes. 

and abstracts onto computer. During the preparation of this thesis 1 am employed 

through a grant from the Cree School Board to edit and tramfer original rd-to-reel 

recordings of oral tradition onto CD-ROM format 



CHAPTER 2- ENVIRONMENT= THE EASTERN JAMES BAY REGION 

The division of components of the environment into categories such as 

topography, hydrology, dimate, flora, fauna, etc. is an approach based in western 

scientific thought, and is one that does not reflect ways of knowing in Eastern James Bay 

Cree culture, or in most other hunter-gatherer cultures.' For the purposes of this chapter, 

however, such categorks are used to contexnialize the study in a format famüar to 

Western readers. The Cree perspective is suggested in some of the categories, and is 

more fully elaborated in Chapter 3 in a discussion of their traditional worldview. 

1, Environmental Context 

As it was traditionally 

understood in East Cree culture, 

the landscape consisted of al1 of 

the biophysical and 

environmental components of the 

ecosystem. This included land 

and topographie features (e.g- 

muskeg, mountains, and islands), 

hydrologie elements (e.g. the bay, 

rivers, tributaries, creeks, lakes, 

mars hes), vegetation, climatic 

elements (e.g. wind, snow), Figure 2.1 Traditioncd subsisteme area of the Eastern 
James Bay Cree (highllghted ares)- (Preston, 'Zut Main 

animal persons, spirit persons, Cree, Fig 1 .) 

and human persons. 

There is substantial biophysicai variation within the Eastern James Bay region, 



from boreai forest in the south to baren tundra in the no* and fiom £lat coastal 

marshes in the West to mgged hills interspersed with vast areas of upland muskeg in the 

I I I 
HUOÇON BAY 1 

Figure 2.2 Ecologkal zones of the James Bay  Tem-tory (Adapted 
fi-om Centre d'etudes nordiques, Monograph, Carte 3.) 

is nearly a l l  classified as subarctic; the 

northernmost zone is arctic, and the 

southemmost zone is boreal Figure 

2.2)- Most of this area lies within the 

zone of discontinuous permafrost 

(Figure 2.3). 

east, The iuiifin'ng 

characteristics are the 

underlying Precambrian 

shîeld, shallow soils, and 

poor drainage resulthg in 

a very wet landscape- 

The traditional 

subsistence area of the 

East Cree is estimated to 

be about 340,000 square 

kilometres in northem 

Quebec (Figure 2.1) ? It 

Figure 2.3 Most of the traditional subsistence area 
lies in the zone of discontinuous pennafiost 
(Adapted Rom Gardner, "General Environment, " 
Fk* 1-1 

' ingold, "Hunthg and Gathering," 117. 
The area of the territory officiaüy designated by the James Bay Development Corporation was 

144,000 square miles (372,958 square kilometres). The traditional area is not exactly knom as 
there were no forma1 boundarÏes and it iikeiy fluctuated according to need, but it is estimated to 
have been approximately 337,000 and 389,000 square kilometres- RJ. Preston, personal 
communication (Apd 1999). 



The area represented by the majority of data in this study is bounded by the 

Eastmaîn and Nottaway nvers to the noah and south, from the bay eastward at least 

three hundred kilometres. A smaU portion of the material originates north of Easmiain, 

fkom the Great Whale area. 

2. Topography and Hydrology 

The Eastern James Bay 

landscape is characterized by r i v a  

and their tributaries draIning east to 

west into the bays (Figure 2.4), with 

numerous rapids and waterfdls as 

they descend from an elevation of 

215 metres (figure 2.5): Chains of 

lakes and string bogs nui 

throughout the land. The lowland 

coastal region adjacent to the bay 

consists predominantly of 

mudflats, broad tidal pools, and 

marshes from five to f3ky 

kilometres wide (Figure 2.6) 2 As 

the land rises gradually upward 

away fiom the bay, there are 

large areas of muskeg 

Figure 2-4 Lundsat image showing Rupert RNer and 
ai'butarïes [in b1ack)- (Lcindsat #Al4976-15) 

Figure 2.5 The 'Warrow Falls" on the Broadback River 
drop approximately rhircy rneîres- (Author) 

interspersed with lakes (Figure 2.7) and rocky outcrops. Although the nearest mountiiins 



Figure 2.6 Coastal marshes along James Bay. (IZJSreston) 

2 

Figure 2.7 Inlandfrom the bay the landscape ü dotted with Zakeses (K.J.Preston) 

Figure 2.8 Rocky outcrops locaUy refmed to as mountains, as seenfiorn 
aaoss thefiozen upfand muskeg. (Author) 

Steven Hardill, 'The Physical Environment of James Bay and a Preliminary Assessrnent of 
Environmentai impacts," TAS0 Report No. 24. (Hamilton: McMaster University, 1986), 16. 



(by Euro-scientific standards) are hundreds of Mometres to the east in the Labrador 

Peninsula, there are outcmps resembhg foothills (and l o d y  called rnomtaim) between 

30-166 menes in height Figure 2.8)5 found even within £ifiy kilometres of the bay in 

James Bay region, with a large centrai 

swath of boreal forest (Figure 2.9): 

some places? 

3. Vegetation 

'Tundra-open woodland" is the 

dominant vegetation zone in the Eastern 

Figure 2.1 O Aerial view of river 
conidor. Greater d-ries of 
vegeta tion indicare improved drainage. 
(Au thor) 

vegegtkn Regons 
% Arcfk-aipineDm3a 

gat Tuida~penwoodhnd 
(scaltered needkïeat Daes 
w i a i i ~ a d ~ )  

p bfeal brest 
(needwear nees) 

r I , I ~ l  

Figure 2-9 Vegetation Regions of the Stuc Area 
(Adaptedftom Gardner, "Generu L Environmerit; " 

Fig. I ) 

Drainage is best dong river 

corridors, where the saturated ground give way 

to the greatest densities of vegetation, primarily 

white spruce (Figure 2.10). 

Eight different vegetation types are 

identified by Tanner: burned areas (Figure 2.1 1) ; 

bare rock, lichen; bog and muskeg 

(Figure 2.12); sedge and shrub tundra; s h b  

woodland; alder-dow thickets (Figure 2-13) ; 

lichen woodland; and closed aown forest (Figure 

2-14) ? The moa cornmon tree speaes are bladc 

spruce in wet areas and white spruce where the 

AS 1 observed south of the Broadback River- 
' James S. Gardner, "General Environment," in The Subarctic Volume 6 Handbcok of North 
American Indians, ed. June Helm (Washington: Smithsonian institution, 198 1) ,6. 

Adrian Tanner, Bringing Home Animalsr R e l ~ o u s  Ideology and Mode of Production of the 



Figure 2-12 Vast areas of the hdscape are 
covered Ui muskeg- In winret it becomes an 
open, fiozen tundra-like environ men^ (Above) 
(Author) 

Figrrre 2.1 1 Burned a r a  of  fores^ (Lem (Author) 

Figure 2-23 Mllow 
thickets tend to be 
located near drainage 
channek, along creeks 
and rivers, This one 
surrounds a creek 
running through an 
upland forest- Cr;efi. 
(Author) 

drainage is better. Secondary tree 

and s h b  species are fir, poplar, 

alder, red willow, jack pine, 

tamarack, and birch? Forest fies c 

demolish vast areas of habitat A 

variety of lichens and mosses grow 
Figure 2.14 Closed crownforest, here a combination of 
white spruce and poplar- {Au thor) 

Mistassini Cree Hunters. Social and Economic Studies No- 23 (St. Johns: Mernorial UnivefSity of 
Newfoundland, 1979), 39. 



rocks and trees (Figure 2-15) - 
4- Clhate 

The Eastern Cree idennfi, two main seasons in 

the year, based on the effects of dimate. The short 

m e r  season is ni@&, or "the period of open water," 

and the much longer winter is pipun, or "the period of 

fiozen Iakes and  river^.'"^ In the south, rivers 

begin freeze-up in November, and spxïng break- 

up begins in May and can last through June? The 

Ereezef thaw periods are staggered depending on the 

size of the water body; s m d  creeks freeze sooner than 

rivers. In areas of rapids on large nvers, the water may 
Figure 2- 15 Lichens and mosses 

not freeze over at all or only for a short time in J a n u q  Fokw on a e e e  ( - u f i o r .  

(Figure 2.16). 

There is 

snow cover on th 

Snow depth varies 

according to the 

Figure 2.1 6 Rapids on the Broadbuck River ar the beginning of Mmch- vegetation pattern; 
(Author) 

Gardner, "General Environment," 12. 
'O Tanner, Bnmng Home himt lk ,  28-9. 

Morantz, Ethnohktoric Stuày, .25. 
l2 Gardner, "Generd Environment," 10- 



black spruce/peat bog areas tend to have the deepest snow, and in general, forested areas 

retain more snow than open areas where the wind causes secondary dispersai and 

scouring. This is partidarly the case on lakes, rivers, and open muskeg? Maximum 

snow depth for the region is between 130-190 CIIL'* 

The mean monthly temperatures at Nichicun, in the east-central area of the 

region, were recorded as -23 C in Januaxy and +15 C in July; extremes over a 49-year 

period were 49.4 C and t32.2 C.15 

5. Animal "Personsn 

The Cree traditionaily conceived of animals, humans, spirit beings, and some 

climactic elements as “persans." This will be discussed M y  in Chapter 3 and again in 

Chapter 5. For the purposes of this section 1 identify the western scientific category of 

"faunaw as "animal persons" because it reflects the Cree point of view. 

Among those animais of interest to the Cree, caribou and moose are migratory 

and travel the same route through the landscape for many years. Other species move 

about within much smaller ranges, such as beaver, snowshoe hare, marten, mink, 

partridge (ptannigan), muskrat, lynx, otter, wolverine, sk- porcupine, fox, bladc bear, 

and polar bear (farther north). There are at least twenty-seven speaes of fish in the 

rivers and lakes, sixteen of which were normally harvested by the Cree? Among the 

waterfowl are Canada goose, ducks, lesser snow geese, and loons. 

l3 Richard Heron, Ming-ko Woo, and Peter Steer, "Snomnelt and Break-up of SmaU Rivers Along 
the Southeni James Bay Coast," TAS0 Report No. 29 (Hamilton: McMaster University, 1988). 2-3. 
l4 Gardner, % e n d  Emriro~men&~ 10. 
l5 Tanner, BrVtging Horne Anhals, 28, ating Wemstadt 
l6 Morantz, Erhnohütorik Sm&, 30. 



6. Human "Persans" 

This category is not typicaliy induded in bio-pbysical descriptions of the 

environment, howwer, as will be demonstrated in the foliowing chapter, the Cree 

traditionally understood their presence as a component of the environment Because the 

goal of this study is to reveal the representation of landsape meanhg fiom the Cree 

point of view, 1 believe it is logical and appropriate to include the indigenous human 

population in this review of the natural environment 

An 1898 census indicates a total Cree population of approximately 1Oûû 

individuals (this does not include the vexy smaii population of NomNative m i ~ s i o n ~ e s  

and traders in the area). They were widely distributed in s m d  groups over an area of 

approrimately 340,000 square kilomeae~." I t  extended from the Nottaway River 

drainage south of James Bay to Richmond Gulf on the east Coast of Hudson Bay, fkom the 

coasts of the bays to "the height of land, deep in the interior of the Ungava i en insu la."" 

A discussion of their culture and activity f o l k  in Chapter 3. 

I7 Morantz, Ethnohistoric Study, 39. 
'' RJ. Preston, "East Main Cree," in The Subcucnc, Volume 6, H a n b k  of Nonh American 
Indians, ed- June Helm, (Washington: Smithscmïan Iiistitution, 1981), 1%. 



CHAPTER 3- CULTURE: TRADITIONAL YEARLY CYCLE OF A C '  

1. Cree Worldvïew 

The historical, traditional culture pattern for Eastern James Bay Cree was one of 

regional variation and commonality without dear boundaries of dinerence among 

groups.' They did not think of thexmeives as comprising one socially or politically 

defined 'hi," instead they tended to identifil themselves on the basis of their Lod or 

regional landscape contenZ The designation of "Cree" was applied to the population 

fint by Anglican missionary-, E.A. Watkios. in the mid-nineteenth century, and later by 

Uniike the Cree peoples on the West coast of James Bay, who were innuenced by 

the more brmdy structureci culture of the Ojïbwa, the Eastern Cree do not appear to 

have had a unifea!, formally artïculated belief system relating to their place in the 

universe? This is not to Say that they lacked a complex set of beliefS and understandings 

about existence, just thar it was lived in eveiyday expezience, rather than formalized uiro 

a dogma and articulated as "sacredn in opposition to "profane". The Eastern Cree were 

traditiondy working under the premise that all pesons, including human, animal. spirit, 

are part of an inter-relational network ùivohnng direct personai con1111unication and 

response through action. As hunters, the Cree saw themselves not as dominant over 

animals, but as ethical and moral participants in a forrn of community between 

themselves, the animak, the environment, and the spint perçons who were responsible 

for the animals.5 Colin Scott offers this explanation: 

- - -- -- 

Moranu, Ethn~itUtoTiC Sm&, 3-4, Preston, C m  Nizrmtk, 2. 
Ibid, 12-13- 
Ibid, 12- 
Preston, Cree Nmdirie, 2; Morantz, Ehnohirtoric Stu&,12-13, 
RJ- Preston, "Le Relation Saaee Entre les Cris et les Oies," Rrchmhes AmélNidirnncs au Qué&ec 8 

(1978) Ccited Zkom English translation TMs-1; &O RJ. Preston, Towards a General Statement on 



In Cree there is no word amespondhg to our tenn "nature-" There is a 
word pUnaotUuwln @), whïch includes huma. as weil as animal upenons," The 
word for"perwn," üjijmu, can itselfbe glossed as "he liviesliviesn Humans, anîmals, 
spixits, and swerai geophysical agents are perceïved to have qualities of 
personhd AU persons engage in a recipmcdy communicative reality- Human 
persors are not set aver and against a material context of men nature, but rather 
are one species of person in a ne- of reapnxratïng persons- 

R J. Preston describes the Cree understanding of these relationships as a culturai 

"mental map."' The anaiogy is particuiarly apt in the context of thk mdy, as an inquïry 

into the Cree way of experiencing the landscape. From the human point of view* the 

success of these relationships was predicated on the ability to accurately interpret 

received communication, and on the pedormance of appropnate gestures of respect.' 

The forma1 concept of "sacred" may in fact have ken  missionized into the Ojibwa 

and Cree cultures; Jesuit missionaries were in the James Bay region as eariy as the 

This east/west difference is iilustrated weii in their concepts of landscape. For 

example, Western James Bay Cree cul- had a traditional tenn for land: ushkii. 

According to a Moose Cree source, there was an associated concept that the soil, 

vegetation, animals, people, snow, and other naturai features were part of the dressing, 

- 

the Eastern Cree Structure of Knowledge," in Pqers of the Thiiceercth Al&înwbz Confmce,  
edited by Wrlliam Cowan (Ottawa: Carieton University, 1982), 299-306- This is &O indicated m 
Colin Scott, "Saence for the West, Mytù hr  the Rest?: The Case of James Bay Cree Khowiedge 
Constructio~~" In Nakd Science: AnthropdogüaL Inquj,  into Boundruies, Powcr, and Rhowledge, 
ed- Lam Nader (New York: Routiedge, lm, 72-3, and echoed in Harvey Feit, Hunting and 
Metaphors: James Bay Cree Defense of Envircmmen~, Autonomy, and Inter-Cultural Dialogues," in 
Indigenou Traditions and Ecdogy, ed. John A Grom and Lawrence Sullivan (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, fdcoming) . Feit States, "For Cree huiters the concepts of "human" and 
"animal," "smiety" and "naturen are not radicaliy separated, and there is no fiindamental division 
of nature and culture or Society,- w, 4) - 

Scott, '%cience for the West," 72-3- 
RJ, Preston, "Hunting Where We Please: Land and Territones, Etbits and Treaties in the 

Mushkegowuk Region, Ontario," Paper read at OSAA Ccmfkence, Brock Unhrsity, (1990). TMs, 
The evidence for tbis is dear in the content of oral tradition used in this th&, Also, RJ, 

Preston, "Some General Aspects of Ezrstexn Cree Imagery," 1998 TMs-; RJ. Prwton, "Some Generai 
Aspects of Eastern Cree Imagq Regarding Animais," Paper read at the 8" Ccmgress of the 
Canadian Ethnology Society, Ottawa, 1981. TMs- 

Morana, Ethnohistoric Stuc&, 130 ; also see Preston, "East Main Cree," 199. 



or dothing of the I d o  Aaxrding to another Western Cree source, dur concept is 

similar to the Western (Eu~o-cuIture) notion of 'ecosystem' but with a spintual 

epistemology aaached, such that the complete package is understood to be saaed or 

holy." While the Eastern Cree agree that these elements are included in their 

understanding of what constitutes land, they have not articulated it with a formai, 

abstract concept of clothuig or dressing, with a stated sacred perspectivd2 

This way of thinking about landscape, and worldview is, 1 believe, indicative of 

the demographic and mobiüty patterns of the Eastern Cree, discussed beIow- 

2- Impact on Enviromnent 

The traditional Cree landscape was un-built and virtuaily un-modified by the Cree 

- as hunter-trappers they were continuaily shifang woughout the year and erecting 

short-te=, portable dwellings. They did not modifiT the landscape with permanent and 

symbolic structures fige. cairns, buildings, and earthworks). They did not engage in any 

land-aiterhg activities like forest clearing, land drainage efforts, water diversion efforts, 

or selective breeding of plant species for gathering. Their physical impact on the 

landscape was literally minimal - to the extent of pathways worn around the summer 

campsites, and the locaked colledon of firewood, gathering a few rocks to surround the 

fieplace, cutting hesh fir boughs to line the floor of the tipi. When they shifted to a new 

location dong the trapline, they deaned up all traces of their habitation so as not to 

offend the animals living there. There were no long-term indicators of their presence; 

'O Greg Spence, cited in W. Preston, "A Sustainable Lif& Perspective: The Whiteman View and the 
Cree View of the James Bay Treaty," Paper read at the anmial meetings of the Amdcan Society 
for Ethnohistory, Toronto, Navembex 1990. TMs- 
l1 E-mail correspondence between G. Fulfmd, R J. Preston, and F. Berkes, (Nd, 1998). 
l2 My own inquiries among East Cree experts (iiciuding a Cree Elder) resulted in a non- 
recognition of this formaikation of concepts. 



animai skulls and bones hung in the trees as a show of 

respect (Figure 3 3 , "  human graves, wigwam poles 

(Figure 3.2), and rings of Stones used to hold dom tent 

coverings remained visible in the landscape for several 

years, but were allowed to gradually blend bac.  into the 

land. And even these items were not dominant by thek 

numbers in the landscape. If conditions pennitted, it was 

normal to Iet an area of the trapline lie fallow for animal 

stocks tu regenerate for a year or two after harveting, so 

that even their impact on snimaf populations was 

moderated by conservation. Put simply, to look at the 

traditional Cree landscape, one 

would scarcely know that there 

was an active human population 

subsisting within it. 

3. Contact and the Fur Trade 

The earliest recorded 

contact with nomNatives in the 

region occurred with the arrival of 

Figure 3.1 Bear skulls hung 
in a tree. (R. JPreston) 

Figure 3.2 OZd wigwam poZes are ZeF standing after a 
Henry Hudson in 1611. In 1668 family hm mowd to another loçatim, and are nor re- 

used (Aurhor) 
the first fur-trading pst was 

established by the Hudson Bay Company at the present site of Waskaganish, on the 

l3 Harvey Feit, "Spiritual Power and Everyday Lives: James Bay Cree Shaking Tent Performers and 
Their Audiences," in Cvampolar Animim and Shaminim, ed- Takako Yamada and Takashi 



southeast tip of J a e s  Bay." Mo- and 0th- have writîen about the ha-trade and its 

influence on the Cree people? It  has been efflveely argwd that the European traders 

inserted themsehres into a subsktence pattern that was already weU established and there 

are indications that the essential iife pattern mmained largely as it had been." Hudson 

Bay Company records indicate that p s t  managers compiained that the "Indians" would 

often refuse "to hunt hirs beyond their perceived needs or interests."" Mo- argues 

that 

Ca)U the Indians were, mtil the twentieth century, primariiy suhistmce hunters 
and not fiir trappers in the commeraal sense of the word As such they planned 
their hmting suategies to meet first th& biological and cultural needs. Fur 
hunting always played a secondary d e - - .  

This may not have been the case to the West of James Bay; according to Morantz 

the HBC focussed most of its attention to the West. The east "was never considered by 

them a rich fiu area? l9 

Neverheless, the HBC established a total of sixteen trading posts in the Eastern 

James Bay region, ten along the coast and six inland. They were not al1 in operation 

continuously or d at the same t h e .  Of course there were other posts along the 

southwest and West coast of James Bay as well. 

4. Coasters and uilanders 

The Eastern Cree had two landscapes - and two very different sets of experience 

of landscape by which they distinguished themselvs h m  each otber. Part of the 

Irimoto (Sapporo, Japan: Hokkaido University Press, 1997), 140. Also item #18 in data set 
l4 Morantz, Ethnohùtoric Stzdy, 14.16- 
l5 Ibid- 
l6 Ibid, 33. 
l7 Ibid, 18,39. 
I8 Ibid, 28, 
l9 fbid, 16. 

Preston, ''East Main Cree," 2 0 ,  Table 1, and 1 include Mistassini to the Inlander pasts. 



population Lived dong the east coast of James Bay year-round; tbey were referred to as 

"coasters,," or more iiterally, usait-water people" [whipekrnvjrju)? The c o d  

landscape is one of lowiand saltwater marshes and mudflatsts The other parr of the 

population were known as Uinlanders," or "bush people" (nuhcimiWj.juc), who followed 

a yearly cycle of movement through the inland areas hunting and fishing in s m d  groups 

of one to three families." Inland terrain becornes progressively more rugged going 

eastward, but continues to be heavily interspersed with upland muskeg, nvers and 

tributaries- 

Based on the 1898 census figures produced by the Hudson Bay Company, 

Morantz has calcuiated a total population for the Eastern James Bay Cree of 270 coasters 

and 723 inlanders." 

The inlander and coaster popdations shared laquage, matenal culture, and oral 

tradition, and sometimes intemiamiedu They had different roles in the hir trade fkom 

ca. 17M); trading posa were initiaily located dong the coast, and were therdore much 

more accessibIe to the coasters, who were more liequent visitors to the posts and users of 

~ a d e  goods? For the inlander population. there was normal@ ody one short visit to the 

trading post each year around late June, At that t h e  the aMsten and idanders would 

corne together for their annual feasf sharing food, songs and ~tor ies .~  

The subsistence area or hunting territones of the coasters tended to be 

sisnificantly smaIler than that of the inlanders; coasters tended to hunt within fifteen to 

" The "inlandd and "coastef designations were how the Cree idenafiecl themsehres - according 
to the landscape and associated lifé pattem. At some time afkr the estabiïsbment of the fiu 
trading posts people also idenafied themsehms with the post Settlements that they traded at, 
Morantz, Ethnohistoric Sm*, 12. 
" Preston, "East Main Cree," 1%. 
Morantz, Ethnohirtoric Sm@, 39. 

24 See Motatltz, Ethnohistoric S@y, 13; Preston, "East Main Cree," 198. 
'' Morantz, Erhnoh&toric Sm@, 13,31. 



siKey-five kilometres 

inland of the ~ a y ?  

Idanders, in contrast, 

traveled upnver by canoe 

as much as several 

hundred kilometres to 

reach their traditional 

hunting grounds? The 

sizes of the inland 

hunMg grounds varied 

E Ï e  3-3 ApprOxVnate traphe sUo as àtdicated by Cwperfor 
rhe 193û's. The coastal unirs are signijùcmtly smder thun the 
inland zmh- (Adaptedjhn Flannery and Chambers, "Cooper's 
Inwscfgdon," Figure 5,) 

considerably, being much larger in the north where resources were scarcer- Sorne 

indication of early twentieth eenntry trapline size is given in the maps produced by 

Cooper (Figure 33). It was regarded as typical for an inlander f d y  group hunting up 

the Eastmain b e r  to cover 320 waiking kilometres in their area over the winter." 

The data and interpretation in this thesis focus primarily on the inlander 

experience of landscape, and therefore, the results of my study will be representative of 

the inlanders to a fm greater extent than the coasters. 

5- Yearly Cycle of Activity for Idanders 

A. Ovemiew of Cycle 

In the f a  inlanden traditionail. traveled up-river by came as fa. as possible 

prior to fieeze-up. The initial grouping may consist of up to ten extended familes. As 

- 

26 Ibid, 34 ; Preston, "East Main Cree," 197-8. 
2f Preston, "East Main Cree," 197. 
28 (Blackned, 1965 tape 4A - oral tradition recotdings in collection of R J. Preston) 

(Blackned, 1965, Index#18 - oral tradition recordings in colledon of RJ. Preston) 



the rivers branch into tributaries, the group divides into d e r  sub-groups of perhaps 

three or four families, who continue by canoe in the directions of the individual f d y  

hunting grounds. By this timp the *ers and tributaries are fi.eezing, and no Longer 

passable by canoe, so the canoes are ail set on land in a group. During the cane voyage 

the main food gathering actnrity is fishing, and before the smder  groups split up to 

individual extended f d e s  to go inland, they spend time dqhg fish for the wùiter. 

When the ground is fkozen and covered with snow, people can begin to move on 

snowshoes inland to their traditionai hunting areas- mer the &ter they will hant large 

and srnall game, shifang residence as ofken as every three or four days to access the 

animal resourceses In times of game animal shortage, they may sh i f t  to a lake where they 

can fish through the ice. D u h g  the course of one winter season, a family may corne in 

contact with one or IWO other families, but they may not. 

In spring as the temperature nses, the snow and ice begin to melt, and the 

families r e m  to the place where they left the canoes, before the ground, which is 

largely muskeg, becomes irnpassable h m  thawing. It is expected that everyone will 

return to this place at about the same tirne. Once the rivers are open and free of ice, the 

group will choose a good fishing spot, preferably on a lake, but possibly dong a river's 

edge as well. This wiiI be the summer campsite, and subsistence activities revolve around 

fishing and some local hunting, In late June the families travel down river to the trading 

posts to trade their fius and engage in a brief period of soaal interaction with the larger 

population, including the coasters. Sometimes only the men would go down river to the 

trading posts with their hus in late June, while the f d e s  stayed inland3O 

30 The main source of this idormation is the body of oral hïstory used for this thesis. In addition, 
the cycle is discussed in Regha Flannery, EUm Srn&y: G h p e s  of a Cr# Woman's Ljfe, 
(Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queens University Press, lWS), and in Tanner, BNtging Home 
Animak, and Morantz, EtAnohictok Study, and Preston, Cree N m t i w .  



B. A Year in the Me: Details of the Cvcle from Memonr 

Below is a recollection of one full year cyde of tradltional activity for an Mander 

family, around the tum of this cen- (ca- 1900). I t  is bduded here to p e t  a viMd 

picture of the experience of movement and mobrlity in the landscape during what might 

be considered a 'typical' year. This text demonstrates that the lifeexperience was 

tradiaonaily one of nearly constant movement through the landsape. Mobility, referred 

to in the text as ushZfting," meant the disrnantihg of the current camp, peclrùig up 

belongings, and the whoIe f d y  moving to another location where the wigwam 

(minvap) was re-erected using freshly cut poles? From the family campsite, men would 

go off hunting sometimes for the day, other àmes for two or more days. depending on 

how far they had to go to fînd animals. If they küled animals s e v d  days journey h m  

the family's camp, the animals would be left 'in situ' and the men would r e m  to shifc 

the group to the kill site to prepare the meat and hides. 

John Blackned, the namator, would have been about 69 years of age at the the of 

this recording. I have edited the transcrjpt for length (by more than haIf); the text here 

retains the amal wording of the translation. In e d i ~ g ,  1 have concentrated on evidence 

of movement and mobility in the landscape, and the activities assoaated with them. I 

believe there is great value in letting the experience speak for itseIf, and it is 

extraordinary to have this errperienœ so precisely preserved. It  begins in late summer, 

and follows in detail the travels and activities of the p u p  his f d y  was hunting with 

through the fidl year. 

1% teii you about what they've been doing up the Easünain River - 1 wasn't a 
very big boy yeq not grown up. My father got bis stufF hem, h m  the Rupert's 
House store. Mer my fither buys his grub here, the boat w d d  take it to 
Eastmain. W e  used a canoe dong the shore. And when we start  using the came, 
the first camp would be the Pontax River- Sometimes my father used to set one 

- - 

31 <CShiffingn is the term used by the Cree trandator in aU of the recordeci data used in d i s  sardy- 

46 



net there when we slept there- men) he start to go a- to I d  fDr some ducks. 
SomePmes, when he goes fbr his net in the moniing he kiUs drirty [&hl- 

Then we went straight ahead again. At Sherridds Mount tha3s where we 
have our dinner when ifs a fine day. And wbexe we had our dimer_ we go again 
after we get up to the old man d o ' s  k ibg &h. They scayed tbere at his 
place for one day- 

T h e  was only that one man h u d g  by bimself all the way to Eastmah. 
Then we wouldn't go right to Eastmain - stop and kill some more f a .  We sCayed 
t h e  about a week - two days were very nice, two days were blowing- Then we 
were vexy dose to Eastrnain where we stayed. W e  only stayed oivo weeks there 
at Eastmain, so we k a t  it off from there- 

When we left Eastmain the 6rst rapids were about twenty d e s  up the river- 
We left Eastmain eady in the morning, it was prectynearsttnset when we got to 
the rapids- We got t h e  and start to set the net ri* a-- ifs sunset alrrady- 
Sometimes one of îhe seals wi i l  go that fàr- nght up to the h t  rapiàs. Thea ay 
Iather was setting nets at that time and the water was splasbing- At last I saw 
someone in the water, 1 asked my fâcher, W h o  is dmt?" mat's a big seal," he 
told me They used to have the old [musket] rifle - my ficher kiiied the seal. We 
coul&'t mke it in our came nght away - he was so big. We dragged it under the 
water with a line on him- Dragged it ashote, W e  expect twenty or twenty-fi- 
other people to corne nght th- tomonow. Where we todcit ashure we analdn't 
cut it m the sand, just where t h e  was some grass thafs whese we eut it. 

Then in the maroiag when we went out: to check the net we killed ten fish. 
By afiern0o-n we d d  see the 0th- families coming- 

We stayed there one week--- So when we start h m  there the whole bunch 
of us went up- The next camp we d d n ' t  set the nets. We just stopped in the 
middle of the rapids. Jüst where they went ashorie at the b t  of a rapids - that's 
where we slepc, They had to cany the cauoes t h g h  the bush, d d n ' t  work 
up the rapids- The long rapids - we could just make it up and we slept th- 
again- The men managed to set nets then, a littie furthet up. 

The next mcnning we left - not fk h m  there the river brancheci - some 
them went up one brancb, some the other. Before they were leamng each other, 
there were about f i k  mauied men [ a m  the young men- And there were 
some more coming up die river. We rnanaged to get up two more tâpids that day- 
We didn't kill vezy much fish where the nets were that morning- 

Next stop h m  there is a very nice place for setting nets -nice îïshEg. 
Where we slept, where it was very good fishing, my fa.ther killed ten fish - some 
ofthem k i k i  more. B e f h  we could get over the nem mpids, it took us two 
days. Since we Iefi Eastmain about thme weeks ago ..- W e  must have gone forty 
miles up the Eastmain River.-.-. (Wky fiir ahead in my story - we're not going to be 
very lucky yet. i'li try and teii yrni ail I remember what we did that year-) 

We took off again in the morning. We didn't travel aii that da- - we stopped 
about 430 p.m. So we start to set nets- At that time our bunch was stiii six 
married men, counting my father- The one that took off on the side to the branch, 
eight fdows, eight canoes- 

Just when the sun was about to set we went to see the nets. They killed 
fifteen iish (of diflferent h d s )  -white 6sh, jack&& suckers, and others. Then in 
the morning it was sall better- My father killed about tbirty (dB&nt kinds). 

As we tnmled up the tiver- every time where we stopped and set nets nght 
away. We always make Ca tipi-type) tent - women's job in the evenhg was to 
gacher those poles. We got up way fkr at last, Twk as fhr as m e  month, maybe 
more to get up the river where they wanted to go. At last they d d  go as far as 
where they wanted to hunt fix deer. Sometimes you couldn't set nets in the 
evesings. 



By that  time we s d  to kiii beamer aire* The fiirst one a man lrills he 
duesn't skin it, he pu= it in a flre and singes it m the &e [out of respect to the 
have& At this tïme they would sing and d m ,  tm- After they singe it in the 
firaz, rhcy make a feast out of it 

At last we could go as fhr as whae we wanteci to hunt Then they started 
aying to kiii ~h - mihther put out four nets at me t he ,  drey use difllkrent nets 
inland, bigger nets (iarger me&). Then in the morning, my father kiiied lots of 
fish, 

Wbüe tbat time - some of the men would kiU beavex at the same t h e ,  
When tbeywere m g  to hunt beaver like that they would use canoes on the river 
- two men to each canoe- They would go two or three nights a-. Whea they 
came home they may bring five, some four, some three be- Atlast thep are 
going to have a bad lu& time 

( h g  segment diverts away 6rom normal a&ty pattern, an unusual 
incident invoiving a woman who lmt hermiad, then die& The event progresses 
through a pdod described as ' M e  a whiie',l 

I t  was just starting to get snow now and again in the fdi that thïs happeneci. 
They only küled one bear after that, b e f e  the winter came- After the woman 
died, in about a few weeks tirne, it started to be wintex. Tbe men started to hunt 
then They started to kill ikh and rabbi& and beaver- They did the same thing 
they had dane More (not because of the trouble, but because winter is comIng 
now - they are going to meet cold weather, that's why they do t ha~ )  

That time, everyone would cal1 the snow "my grantcarher" [a term of 
respect]. Tben when they start to eat the singed beavw they put a bit m the fire 
[as an offerhg to the snow]. Tbey thought the snow would be pleased and they 
could make a good hunt during rhe winter- Some of them were just killing th& 
fïrst beavw of the season- They start killmg martien tm at the same tirne. Some 
men would go for one night and brin8 back 6ve martens at a time, there were so 
many- Killing lots of rabbits at that tMe, Where we passed in the fdi, nearby 
there were lots of rabbits. Mhr they put th& nets under the ice, it was betfer to 
kill fi&. Pretty near New Years Day by now, 

From their path that fd, they could see a ndge - about twelve miles, that's 
where there were lots of rabbits. Then they shifted to that place- After they made 
their wigwam, the next molpipg, nine men and 5 boys (even some women) start 
to make snares- Next morning emqbtdy went to bis snares. When you snare 
like that you would see lots of paths when you were lookiag. 

Then the families start talking about they are gaing to leave each other. The 
men left again bunting - after that they are going to leave the place, While they 
have been huuting they picked up al their nets and traps- The first ones they 
went - six men to hunt de- with theu famiües, Round about the arSt week of 
January. Where we sbifted to there were not many deer but lots of rabbits We 
started kihg more rabbits, beaver too, my fithet kïiied quite a ffw, Sometimes 
when we were hunting, 1 used to work at the hooks roo, iayseK 

Some places diere were very good fbr fishing in the river- They &ifteci al1 of 
them, to the r i . ,  so even the women were uying to kili 6sh. So we didn't stay 
one week, we left there again. When we le& tbat place it was in February, 
already. Tbat was the b t  time that winter theyhad some gmb ahead when they 
went to shift- Next mornirig we shifted h m  there. 

After we got where we were going to make the te- the men went out to 
hum the rest of the dayc My father killed a bear, the next rnoming we went far 
him. Lots of beaver in tbt place, where my kther h d  the bear. At kt we had 
good luck. Lots of rabbits and beavier. Tbey were huuting mamm tao, at the 
same time. That was about the 15* of Fe-. 

When we shifted b m  the= m didn't botha to kiil any rabbits aud bcloa. 



Some pIaces, a kind of blunlike, where deer are suppased to be that cime, thats 
where we went Mter we got near there my hther didn't go nght to that place, he 
didn't see any sign of de-. We went to a near place- They were 10- fOr 
@dges chat e-g- The next morning they went to the place where there 
were supposed to be deer, They saw signs of deer there. niey saw fresh signs al1 
around, but rhey couldn't find the path were they had gone O& It twk tbre days 
to walk around to look fOr tbem. The signs tbey fouad looked Iike @te a few 
der,  At last they knew tbere were only five, h m  th& tracks- Then the next day 
they went after h m -  %ey hadn't hmd even of a11 that they s a w  the tracks 
of- Then they found the tracks of another bunch, about ten tracks. The next day 
they went again, to get after them. Where they U e d  them, it wasn't very close, 
so they had to shifi to go where they are- 

We had to stay there forc a week to fix everytbing, trim the deerskins too. 
After they finished they went for some haver, they fOund tbree houses and kilied 
a2 Sie kaver- mer they killed aii those beaver they went ahead on a traii where 
they wanted to shift again. When they Ieft to make the trail they said that they 
were going to come back the same day, but they didn't corne back Next day they 
came back witk another M y ,  their wives too- We didn't stay fiw h m  the coast 
that year, about forty miles maybe. So other famirifamiries going inland we would meet 
them there- About the 5" of Mar& at that the.  These people stayed with us for 
about one month, hmîiug around- 

When we shifted fkom there we looked for some more beaver to kiU. Those 
men started up h m  the coast just made a loop inland and back down, so we just 
foilowed them. When ihere were many people together and they would b d  
three beaver houses, or two, they would ay to get after aii of them the same day. 
If there were three houses, ma* they could get two in one day- Then the next 
day they wouid alI go afier the other house - the whole bunch of hem. Then &et 
they killed ail the beaver in the three hauses we shifted again. When they got 
there the men just w d e d  at the wigwam part of the day, then they spread out 
and lodced fOr partndges and haver houses, and let the women do the rest of the 
work on the wigwam. When they move about like that, and &if& they would 
oniy stay in one place about t h e  days. Sometimes they would stay more than 
three days so the beaver skins would have a chance to dry- As we move a~ound 
like that we kilied a few martens too. 

At last as we moved dong we came to a nice plaœ fin rabbits. Where they 
were, there was a path the coasters were g a g  to go xight down to Eastmain. 
Where my M y  had passed that fidi was about 100 miles inland. M e r  
took his fiirs to the trading post at Eastmain-1 

They started to go up to where they passed their fidl that year. So they have 
to shifc every day to go inland, because they had to get up where they had their 
cames, that was in Apd alteady. So we kept on m h g  every moming- As we 
went up to the piaœ where we spent the Mi, now thac's the place where they 
started to kili baver, Where we tumed back, we were way up about LOO d e s  
already. 

As they went up, they only found four @eaver] houses that day That place 
we stayed for about a week, then we shifted. Next day we found wo beaver 
houses. Next day we started to kill those two beaver houses- Of course we (also) 
killed rnarten, tabbits, etc now and again, Whea we shifkd fiom there we 
traveled aU that day und we stopped in the evening, W e  didn't move the next 
day, the men started to go around. They h d  six beaver houses tbis the.  My 
Mer found three himseif, we couldn't get tbem h m  where we stopped, we had 
to go nearer to the houses- 

Then we went as far as a good place for 6shing, too. That day when we 
went to shift to the beaver house we managed to set three fishnets. They d d n ' t  



go after the houses the next day, ail they did wu a> set a trap for them. l h ~ n  
they went arrnind and 1ooked for partxïdges, ht day, one of my uncles found a 
bear and killed it Long spiing that year, about 2 0 ~  of- and not sun~p1er yet 
Next daythey had to go fbr the bear, mer they nnished with the bear they went 
for theirtraps- Then we went to check the nets again, M e  the men were out 
checiàng traps- Last time they went for th& aaps they bmught ime beaver home. 
Next day they left to look for some more beaver houses, They didn't r e m  that 
day. The reason they didn't come back that day was that they finaud another 
Indian, pretty near mmïng, they f~und m e  man, his wifie, and two sons and one 
daughter. The man tdd my Eather that tbere had been lots of rhem in the grwp 
that fhL The ones that were stamhg were hunring way up inland, 200 miles like- 
Ifs a different group fkom the ones who went up the other branch of the river 
when my father went up the other branch- So my father brought them home. 
m y  had been having no luck hunting, and several people had starwed to death. 
The larger group split up mtr, three smaiier gnntps and spread out to huat This 
W y w a s  one of the three groups] 

The end of Apd, we had on@ at iast some snow, so yau could see oniy some 
little s p  of ground- My father hmted geese then. He kiiled lots of fish that 
tirne- My fàther had a stand @End] to kill geese that he set up- Then at last lois 
of geese came and they would get as many as twenty in a day- They only tried to 
keep on killing geese about ten days. Then ail kinds of Wefept birds would start 
coming, loons, du&, and [others]. Eady spring, the place where we passed uur 
spring, die ice lasted a long time, so they cuuld nm atrnind and shoot them. Only 
some pars can you kill so many, some years not so many- Ne* the end of May 
at that the .  

So after they killed the ùirds, in open water they killed beam and otter. It 
was a long spring that spriag, lots of ice yet, kept hunting fiu until the end of 
May- Mer we set the beaver and otter traps in the water, we didn't go fbr them 
very many times. mer 6ve nights, they went again, they slept out two nights at 
that tirne- Another five nights. they went again- So we started killing nothmg but 
fish now, making dried h h .  

W e  were going to come down now pretty swn- Quite a ways where my 
htha was hunting anyway, opet 150 miles- That time my father quit huutnig fu 
already, didn't txy for any more that year, Just going to 1e-e to go down the 
river, the man my father f o d  kiiled a bear. So we went down, hunting at the 
same tirne- Al1 we do, when we come to a place where we could kiil a few fish is 
stop and kill some naw and again. W e  didn't go very far in a day, it took us quite 
a whiie to come down. m e n  they got to the place where they had split up fiom 
the other group in the UJ we stayed for a day and the other people we stayed 
with b a t  fdl came to the same place- So at last we started h m  there to go 
down- We slept three times, tben we got to Eastmaùi, m e n  we left to go to 
Rupert's House] we only slept once on the way. Then we ZULived hem at last 1 
started h m  hem. (#34) 

The near continuous movement through the landscape is dearly desmied here, 

with travel by canoe in late summer up the Coast of the bay h m  Rupert's House to 

Eastmain and fiom there up the Eastmain River and its tributaries. Once the ground was 

frozen the group moved about on land with snowshoes and toboggans. gohg wke they 

anticipated the animais would be as the winter season progresseci. In early spring 



activities were focussed on hunting watedowi until the ice b r h  up. When the rivw 

were open agaùi thy traveled by amoe back down tiver to Estmain, then to Rupert's 

House by late Nmmer. They newer stayed in one location for very long, shiftu>g always 

to follow the aaimals on th& own cycles of movement through the landscape. 

This example is the most clearly art-dated reference to the proeess of the yearIy 

d e ,  most sto- deai with shorter segments of time and fewer aspects of the yearly 

round of aamities. But there is a dear continuity through the overall body of oral 

tradition in this study, one that situates activities and experience in the context of the 

yearly cycle of movement through the landscape. And so i t  is within the context of this 

yearly cycle that the o d  tradition is to be understood. 



CHAPTER 4: REPRESENTATION= INTRODUCTION TO CREE ORAL TRADITION 

AND ITS APPLiCATION TO UWDSCAPE 

1. Cultural Representation 

Authenticity is not equal to historical accuracy; aadition is not equai to truth- 
Instead, authentic traditions express the integrity of theh cuiturai form/suu-- 
Any given cultural form serves as a bridge between empincal reality, human 
natute, and culture- The actud processes for this bridging are found, as Sapir 
told us, in the Interactions of specific mdividuals, and on the subjective side, in 
the world of meanings which each abstram for himself h m  these interactions? 

Oral tradition is infoxmation transrnitted verbaily fiom generation to generation- 

I t  is nonnally a crucial cornponent in the culturai stability of non-iïterate socïeties because 

it encompasses the transmission of cuiturai bowledge, btory, and beliefi. As such, it is 

a cultural form of representation. and can be anticipatecl to be reflective of the d h u e  

pattern and its assoaated perspectives on king-in-the-wodd? 

Eastern Cree oral tradition focuses on the interactions between persons in the 

context of the traditional subsistence-hunting life. F m  a large sample of oral tradition, 

a researcher can attempt to reveal abstract concepts and meanings that are not the iiteral 

content, or details of the "interactions" depicted, but rather are found in the wcry 

experïence is understood and desaibed. 

2. Cree Oral Tradition 

There are four general categories of oral tradition in Eastern Cree culture, each 

with a distinct temporal context UAtiukan" are 'very oid sto*, long ago, nobody 

remembers those people.' They are thought of as legends. "Tcpociman" are more recent, 

uicluding remembered persons, and are understood as historical. "me histonesn are the 

lifetime recollections of the namator. Life history content may become tepaciman if 

' Preston, "Culture, His tory, Authentiaty," 



repeated by another penon, while the person is dl ahe, or during the lifetimes of 

succeeding generalons. "Songs," which are always present te=% are sung as part of an 

activity relatai to traditional hunting lifeways. 

There is also a general tendency for the different types of stories to refiect 

different emotional perspectives on eaperience. Songs tend to express optïmism, 

antiapation, joy, pride, and pleasure in the traditional hunting Iifeway. For example: 

When 1 start walking 1 don't miss a step 
My balance keeps me steady- 
When rrn Nnning t feel so light and happy 
1 am sure that 1 wdi catch what I am chasirrg. (#17a3 

In contract, tepacùnan are often very compekg in thek rendering of tirnes of 

hardship and starvation. One reason for this emphasis is that hardship was a very real 

and not infrequent aspect of experience; the educational fimaion of these stories was to 

teach coping strategies and attitudes, In addition, the bulk of the storks in this coilection 

were narrateci by a man whose own life had perhaps more than a typical amount of 

hardship. I t  is conceivable that his own experienœ wodd influence the seleetion of 

stories he would choose to telif 

Atiukan, or legends, oken fobw the same themes as tepacim~n, but can 

incorporate the intervention of spirit persons, with the typical result of survival. 1 believe 

thïs represents a cuiturally inherent and necessary optimism, that somehow, despite the 

hardship, life goes on. Some stoxies are even humourous, s a t i n d  representations of 

expenence. 

Life histories are ofren dosest in feeiing to tep~cirnan, although they can also 

include the optimism of songs and the humour of atiukan. 1 think this is k l y  due to the 

Preston, Cree Nmatniie, 13; Scot& "Science fix the West," 74. 
The numbers in parenthesis following data excerpts refer m the index chart developed for this 

shidy. I t  is fiilty exp1ained in Appendix 1. 



fact that the narrator is talking about hls or her own Wi, for whïch they have a vested 

interest in continuhg with a hopefd outlook 

Due to the traditional demographk and saciai context, (few people over a large 

area) the regional variation discuzced in Chapter 3 is &O an aspect of oral tradition. One 

extended f d  group's experience throughout generations of traditional actMty was 

concentrated on a particular environmental range. The content of theïr tepucim~n and 

iïfe histones would emphasize the experience of life in that area, dthough at larger 

gatherings of the population stories from other areas wouid be shared and lemeci. The 

"locai" content is referred to in Berkes, et al. as a umicro-dtural tradition of knowledge 

of their temtories. Other families, having only partiaily similar lands and life 

experienfes. have somewhat different mini-traditions? 

3. Function and Context: the Role of Oral Tradition in Cree Culture 

Cree oral tradition fiuictions as a mode of ttansrnitting traditional knowledge, of 

teaching values. exchanging news, and enterta.hîq6 The stories themselves reveal the 

contexts of narration, such as feasts and social gatherings: 

Of course, everyone listened The large wigwam was fidl of Indians- Finally, 
while he was singing, bis words were, Y am shy ta sing, if1 was m g  out deer 
meat, I would not be shy- if 1 had a large feast before me, 1 would not be shy to 
sing," AU of the people said to him, "DonTt be shy. Keep singing the songs? 
w771 

They put werybody's rabbits ali together to make a feast .-Xhey also drum and 
sing at the rabbit feast, jus  the same as the beaver feast They made a rabbit 
Song and a bear song too, they eat the bear's meat at the same cime, (#34) 

In the evening "if there was nothing else to do," 

W e  used to ask our grandmother to WU us these Indian tales..- she would teii us 
these stories when she was not busy. Long aga, the old men and women told a lot 

- - - 

RJ. Preston, personal communication ( A H  1999) 
Berkes et al, "Cree View of Land," 7-8- 
heston, Cree Nmative .  14-15. 



of these tales. ... Nat ody did the chiidsen iisten, also the dder people, It was lilre 
going to school today. These old taies were passed down long ago- C#33) 

Another context is when greeting others, stmngers and fiiends alil<e,' as demonstrated in 

the foilowing segment of the adventure tale Iasoe, where the hero's helper warns him of 

the peds ahead: 

Then she told him that he had a long ways to go yet, There were t h e  places he 
had to go by which were very dangerous. The k t  one was where t h e  were 
people with v e ~ y  long legs to trap him- She said that tbey w d d  teil him Indian 
stOnes d he went to sleep, and then they w d d  trap him with tbW long legs. 
C # W  

A similar example of the deceiaul use of cultural noms in a story is found in the epic of 

Mamiteo, when the hero's spirit-helper advises him that when he enters the wigwam of a 

group of strangers: 

They will tell yw a story. In the story they wiii tell you, they wil l  call you 
"brother," because they will ay to convince you to stay with them. [#143) 

In addition to being performed at feasts, songs were sung during the activity they 

were about For example, the running song above would have been sung by the hunter 

wMe he was running in his snowshoes, chasing an animai. 

It  starts when they smt ninning and they sing it over and over again. CH431 

Anocher distinctive feature of hunting songs is that the performance is understood as a 

communication to the animal, one that influenees its actions so that the hunter may 

succeed in killing it8 Unlike the other f o m ,  songs are property, belongbg originally to 

their creator, they may be given to others as gifo or inheritanœ? 

' The tnrly remarkable thing about this is that it parallels the evidence in Homer of social narms 
for story tebg m Greek culture three thouand years ago. 
Preston, Cree Nmatiw, 207, 
RJ- Preston, Field Notes. 



4. Authority and Credt'bility 

In order to be reasonably assured of the authority of a rendering of oral tradition, 

the ethnographefs selection of an informant, is ( iddy]  based on the recognition of the 

informant by A i s  own community as an individual with an exceptional ability to remember 

and reate with great detail, information leamed and obswed in the p s t "  nie primruy 

informant for the data in this collection was such a person." 

In addition to the authority of the naxrator, there is the question of intemal 

aedibility and authentiàty in the content of individual stories. From the acadm*c*s 

point of view, the details of individual stories may be Iess important than the deeper 

patterns of interaction and understandhg that they express- From the narrator's point of 

view, however, the details are of some interest, and he will on occasion make cornments 

as to the reliability of the information. This may be in the fom of the simple statement 

that he 'didn't see it with his own eyes, so (he) isn't too sure about it,' to a much more 

insistent, and even repetitive assurance that events mily were as desaibed This 

assurance mîght be on the basis of hown individuais having seen the places or events 

described, and reinforceci by the presence of hk own family members at the original first- 

hand t e b g  of the story.l2 For exampie, at the beginning of a story about the "Boss of the 

Deer," John States, 

1 had a grandfacher in Eastmain, 1 heard him teHing this story... 
1 remember a man who came to Eastmain, he rold my father that he saw this area 
1 can remember J5.m telling my fiather, altùough I was very s m d -  
[again after s e v d  paragraphs of the storyr] 
This man who told tbis story to my hther lmed north of Great Whaie. 
[and at the end of the story-.] 
The man had said that he saw the area wbere the deer l i v d  W E A T J .  This is a 

'O Preston, "Culture, Histosr, Authenticity/ ; Preston, Crce NarrcitiW, 5- 
" To the extent that his home, one of the very few old buildings remahhg in Waskaganish_ is the 
only building to have been imbued by the Cree communitywitb herïtage status, and discussions 
are underway to preseme it. Co~lments made to me by Waskaganïsh residents indicate that John 
Blackned is seen as a sort of icon of tradition. 
l2 Preston, Cree Nmcttiw, 280. 



d i a i t  Banen Indian [hm the one] who told the story to my fàther.-- 
This is the story my grandfather's kther when he saw tbh area He saw this area 
where the deer üved m the m0~1lta.i.n. Also, Petier Kitchen's hther saw cbis 
area. ,. (#77) 

I t  is dear fiom his repeated emphasis on witnesses that it was important to John that this 

story be understood as '?rue." 

5. Language and Translation of Cultural Dinaence 

In the course of listening to the original recordings, the Cree version is very 

musical and animateci, even incorporating gestures and sound effkts; where the En&& 

translation can sometimes be quite flat HoweverI on occasion the translater, a Cree man 

of the same generation as the narrator, will becorne dearly engaged in the story, and his 

rendering takes on a Lively quality as well. This quality of sound is lost in a wxitten 

transaipt, and it is important to remember that it is an inherent aspect of oral tradition. 

For the purposes of xny study it does not appear to be a Ioss that detracts from the 

expression of landscape because the meaning I am finding is not narrated directly, it is 

embedded in the events and actions described in the ~tories.'~ 

A more subtle issue is that of the ability of one language to represent ideas and 

meanings conveyed in another. Realistically we must expect some meaning to f a  

through the cracks and gaps when crossing cultural conceptual frameworl~s.'~ 1 believe 

that is why it is important to Iook at a large body of data rather than a s m d  one, and to 

study the culture from as many other sources as possible to try to achieve a contextual 

l3 For a discussion on &-s see Julie Cruikshank, Lijk L b d  Like a Stow Ljfe Scories of Thrce Yukon 
Native EZders, Unhmsity of British Columbia Press, 1990), 15-18, 
l4 Beyoad the obvious pragmarlc ccmcezps, this is also an ethical question: T r e w  Barnes and 
James S. Duncan, "Introduction: Writing Worlds," in Wrrtittg Worlds: Discoune, Tocr cmd Metaphor 
in the Represmtarion of ~dscope ,  e d  Tm- J. Barnes and James S. Duncan (London & New 
York- Roudedge, 19921, 7, and James Duncan, "Sites ofRepresentation: Place, Tirne, and the 
Discourse of the Ocher," in nace, C u h z ,  Rcptesentarlon, e d  James Duncan and David Ley 
mndon: Roudedge, 1993),43-7,54. 



apprehension which can then be used (with great care) to fili in many of the concephial 

gaps lefc by ûanslated words? 

Some of the stories are literd representations of activities; those stories that do 

not seem literal tu me, 1 think of as metaphoric fiom the position of my ability to 

comprehend. While I am perfectly cornfortable with the existence of the types of 

intedations between human, animai, and spirit persons, and with the understood 

abilities of various penons, 1 am s a  limited in my ability to fdly comprehend meaning 

because 1 am wt of that culture, with their experience of ralify." So my interpretation is 

necessarily hom the position of an interpreter between cuInue~. 1 can do my k t  to 

interpret in the context of the knowledge 1 am able to gain of the culture, so 1 Say the 

meanings 1 interpret reflect my knowledge, rather than assuming a position of authonty 

and daiming that my interpretation is M y  representatiw of that culture. 

6 .  Variation Between Tellers of the Same S tory 

The comment that oral tradition content varies with each story teiler is often 

heard, even in the recordiogs of this collection the narrator mentions it ~nxasiondy. At 

- - 

lS Jan Vânsina, "Oral Tradition and Histoncal Methodology," in Oral Hïstory= An Inter&cqPlinoty 
Anthology, ed, D-K Dunaway and W K  Baum (Nasbwille: American Association for State and Locai 
History, 1984), 104, states: "study of the oral traditions of a cuiture rannot be d e d  out unless a 
thorough knowledge of the culture and of the language has previously been acqirired-" Since very 
few non-Cree people have fluency in the Cree language, and fewer in tbe didect and conceptuai 
snuchues of East Cree, scholars normaUy rely on Cree trarislators to make the material accessible. 
Further, Vansma argues that the scholar can attempt to compensate for the inherent limitations of 
oral tradition by using additionai reputable sources of knowledge- A aitique of ethnographie g a p  
fîlling is offered by Roger M- Keesing, "Conveational Metaphan and Antbropological Metaphysics: 
The Problematic of Culturai Translation," Journal of AnrArr,pdogiccrl R e s d  41,2 (Summer 
1995): 202. He cautions that the process of "rendering the impliat explkit" provides opporninity 
for sipifkant emm in inmpretaticm aaoss cultures, But of amme this is one of the hg- t erm 
aiticisms of ethnography as a whole, see Robert Aunger, "On Edinography= Storytelling or 
Science?" Cwrent Anchropdogy 36,1(1995) : 97-130. and the invïted critiques by his pers 
foliowing the article- 
'' Vansina, "Oral Tradition," 106, indicates that this is also a temporal issue; experience d e s  over 
t h e  as weU as across cultures- 



the same t h e  there is no question of the endurance and persistence of partilcular sto*, 

and their overall plots and themes. What are the implications of this for the researcher 

attempting to reveal meaning, partlcularly giwn that access to a i l  versions is essentially 

impossible? 

in the proces of my analysis, 1 came across an example oftwo versions of the 

same story, Iaseo, and found that although the details are different, the meaning is 

consistent. The versions are as told by John Blackned to R A  Preston, and as told by his 

brother Charlie BIadmed to Bnan Craik.17 Throughout this epic-style adventure, the two 

renderings were reasonably consistent up untii the ha1 sequence. In the former, the 

hem Nekiishan transforms himself and his mother into bu& - she into a robin and he 

into a bird of prey. He tells her she wili Inre half the year (summer) hem, and haif 

(winter) where it is wann. In Charlie's version, Nekushan transforms bis rnother and 

brother into bu& and hirnself into a newt, stating, "1 WU live haif of the time in the 

water and half on the land" (paraphrased). It  is the same story, with the same motifs and 

events bughout ,  told to brothers by theu grandmother when they were dddren, and 

recollected on separate occasions when they were oId men The ending in Charlie's 

version would be interpreted in the context of this analysis as signifiant in light of 

Nekushan's experience of landscape leading up to that point - on land, on water, 

stranded on an island. back on water, back on land, under the snow, and findy setting 

fie through hîs conjuring power to both earth and water, before the pronouncement of 

intending to lnre in both. Now my interpretation of John's version would also recognize 

the transformation into a bird as a signifïcant resolution to Nekhan's journey through 

the iandscape, and in fact, afier buraing the land and the water, the air seems a more 

Likely place to choose - the only other option available. Considered together, the wo 



endùigs suggest that the point is that Nekikhan becornes a creature of two worldr. A 

newt lives in =ter and on land; a bird lives in the air and on land. The potentid 

importance of this theme would not have been apparent to me without the biowledge of 

the second version. The duality is expressed in both versions - that is where the rnr'aning 

lies; in te- of interpretation, perhaps the key is to recognize that these are both 

culturaüy representative pattern and motifs appropriate to the rendering of thû theme. 

This case demonstrates that individual variation between versions of a story does 

not necessarily threaten the integrïty of the inherent meaning in the story. It does point 

to the importance of not reifyïng the specifïc details of any one version. but rather 

looking to interpretation as a way to reveal broader patterns of meaning. This 

observation is supported by the remarks of Sarah Preston in her study of continuity and 

truth in Cree oral tradition: "continuity, and therefore truth, Lies not in a partidar 

version of a story, nor in the credibility of events, but in the meaning of behaviour as it is 

ïiiustrated by a story."" Her analysîs demonstrates that it is not the events themselves 

that convey meaning, but that the nature of behaviour, or action that accompdes the 

events is understood as a referent to cultural continuity- Further, she notes that the r d  

power of narrative tradition is in the namitois "ability to evoke a shared i~mgery,"'~ one 

which reinforces the cultural ways of comprehending and acting in the world. This 

continuity is maintaiaed wen with individual adjustments to the details, because, as RJ. 

Preston analogizes, Utraditions are iike icebergs; we only see the tip, unless we delve 

deeper. We can reinvent the appearance of the tip fairiy easily, but d that other stuff is 

l7 Brian Craik, personal comrnUZLication (Febniary 1999). 
l8 Sarah Preston, 'The Old Man's Stoxies: Lies or Tmths?" in Papen of the Sevwitamth &onquiun 
Conference, edited by William Cowan (Ottawa: Carleton U-, 1986), 253. 
l9 Sarah Preston, "variation in James Bay Cree Narrative Themes," In Pcipcrs of the Kuieteenth 
AZgonquicur Conference, edited by William Cowan (- Carleton Univiersiy, 1988). 158. 



still attached, underneatû? 

7. Introduction to the Stitdy Data 

When we talk about human landscapes, or dhiral landscapes, we tend to think 

of the cultural i m p ~ t  on places; the roads, buildings, monuments, dtïvated plantings - 
all the sigos and indicators of a cultural presence. But these kinds of built indicaton are 

not a universal human expression, The East Cree landscape in the traditional context was 

un-bdt; it had no fixed b a t  features, no managed vegetation. Dwehgs were 

temporq rareIy in the same place for more than a few weeks at one the. Still it was 

very much a cultural landscape, with a different set of cultural indicators. 

When we think abut way-fïnding in modern Western culture settings, we think 

about roads, sidewalks, signposts, maps - our path is laid our more or less permanently 

and it cornes with rules and instructions for interpretation, often physicaUy attached. 

Movement and mobility are highly stmctured in our culture, and have a temporal quality 

of stabiüty and predictability I know with remonable certainv that the roads 1 travel, 

even as infiequently as once a year, wilI be the= when 1 go to use them againainZ1 

For the Eastern James Bay Cree, the traditional experience of life and landtcape 

was guided by the yearly cycle of elùnate change and its inRuence on the land and the 

animais living within it. Human movement and mobility were based on the ability to 

find. interpret, and follow the tracks of animal and human persons. These "roads" were 

highiy unstable, unpredidable, and ephemeral. and their location was determined by the 

sequence of activities that were dictated by the effects of chnate. This seasonal cycle 

Preston, "Culture, History, AuthenticïtytYn 
21 In addition to these "fixeci? paths, however. there is a body of research literature based p r i m e  
in environmental psychology deaihg with how people (in western cuitute) move through 
unmarked landscapes. 



then, provides the logical firamework for the s t u d y  and interpretation of Eastern Cree oral 

tradition when seeking the representation of landscape meaning. This study focuses on 

tracks as indicators of cultural activity and experience in the landscape, and how that 

experience is represented in oral tradition 

k The A ~ ~ k a t i ' o n  of Grounded Theow Codian Catenories 

In the £?nt reading of the data I was Iooking for any referenœ to Iandscape. What 

I found was reference to topographie fea-, such as mountains and iakes; places 

indicated by name or as the site of some event or action; atttiiutes, for example the 

ability of a place or feature to be animated by an extemal force; and activitty of persons 

relating directiy to the landscapa These categories, in retrospem represent the 

imposition of my category concepts for landscape emergent from the Western 

geographicai perspective. They focus on the phpical aspects of the landscape. The 

second reading revealed broader thematic issues pertsining to landscape in addition to 

the descriptive categories (Table 4.1). These themes are integrated into the yearly cycle 

of activity and the cuiturai experience of landscape, and originate from a more infonned 

and intuitive sense of the Cree perspective. They emphasize a conceptual level of 

representation fkom which the interpretation of meanhg can begïn. The present study 

emerges from, but does not represent al1 of the content of data indicated in Table 4.1, 

"Second Reading," section "B. Concepnial mepresentation]," item "2. Seasonal activiîy / 

endurance / travel / place? 

For example, this mdy does not explore the theme of 'place' or other aspects of seasonal 
actiwity- nie theme of tracks is one aspect of section B, item 2 



B, The h~lication of Content A n m .  TWonies and Tadenaes 

The intent of this research is to rwed meaning expmssed in the data, an 

interpretive effort for which a numerically oriented analysis is inappropriate. Howwer, 

an infoxmal content anaiysis indicates general tendencies for cenain types of 

Table 4-1 Application Of Griounded Theory Procedure 

First Reading: Initiai Codin~ Catenories 
Place 
Feature 
Attaite 
Activit~r 

Second Reading: Emerzent Themes And Patterns 
Landscape is represented both descriptidy atnd concepdy: 
A Des*tiirie 

1- Place 
a Named 
b. Site of action or event 

2- Feature 
a. Topographie - tiived 
b. Culturai - t e m p q  Cie- tracks/trails) 

3, Weather (snow/fog/sonns) 

B. conceptu& 
1, Seasonal change / changeability / independent agency 
2, SEASONAL ACIlWTY / ENDURANCE / T R A . .  / PLACE 
3, Multi-species perception / transformation / animai 

knowlecige / communication between speaes / reciprocity 

representation. The resuits provided here are not intended to be applied to the body of 

Eastern James Bay Cree oral tradition as a whole; they apply ody to the data used in thû 

thesis. NonetheIess, they are of interest when considered in the context of the 

interpretation that foliows. Of the 195 items. 41 are atiuk~n, 66 tepuciman, 51 life 

history, 24 songs, and 45 general ethnographie information, ofren given in addiaon to, 

There is some overlap between A and B; place, &a-, weather are all dealt with conceptually 
in the stones and are discussed not as isoIated elements but as part of the systems of rdations and 
activïties that are the basis of the stoiies. 



and in explanation of items belonging to the other four categories? Some items inciude 

more than one type of information. Where this occurs, a i l  types are counted (Table 4.2). 

The most usehil aspect of these results is the demonstration that each type of story is well 

represented, with a suffiaent number of exampks ro support the development of 

interpretation- 

What is noticeable in a l l  of these accounts is that the dominant landscape 

reference and contextual elements are the tracks and trails, with occasional referenœ to 

bodies of water @&es, rivers, and their shorelines) but rarely r e f i c e  to terraIn or 

surrounding vegetation d e s s  they are critical to the events of the story. In my minci's 

eye, I visualize tracks and uails on snow but wirh no perïpheral context, as if it were all 

foggy. 1 think this emphasizes the aiticaiity of tracks and aaüs as the most important 

part of this landscape of activity. Direct, literal reference to tracks and trails occurs in 6û 

of the 195 items. The broader theme of mobility, dehed here as the activity of shifting 

the site of dwelling from one place to another, occurs in 47 of the items. Human 

movement through the landscape for purposes of mobility and hunting, both of which 

involve following and creathg tracks and tr&, is a theme in 143 of the 195 items (Table 

4.2). From these tendencies, 1 think 1 can safely say that the experience of movement 

chrough the landscape is a dominant element in Eastern James Bay Cree oral tradition. 

Based on this finding, I have chosen to orient my interpretation and discussion around 

the references to tracks and their fiinction as an analytical vehide for reveaiing 

meaning? 

" It  is sometimes difiicult to know if a story was historicaiiy mnsidered to be an dukm or 
tepacimm, as the aitexia seem :O foiiow more of a continuum thm a decisive M e r  between 
types: Preston, Cree NarrarEiiie, 288-9. The designation here was discussed widi R J- Preston, and 
set on the basis of his expertise. 
25 Tracks are discussed under the conceptual categoxy of seasonal activïty in Table 5-1. 



Table 4.2 Content AnalysU: Types and Tendencies 

Total Number of Items: 195* 

Oral tradition tvws remesented In the data 

Aturkatt (myth): 
Tepacimm (histoxy) r 
M e  Eiïstmy (of the namator): 
Hmting Songs: 
General Ethnographyr 

Thematic OCCUIT~OC~S reiated to selected amects of 
item B2 in Table 4-1 

Tracks and Trails: 60 
Human Mobilit~r. 47 
Human Movement h u g h  the Landscape: 143 
(br huntïng and mobility) 

* m e  items inciude mare than one type ofuifofmdtion 

C- Ap~roach to the hter~retation~ 

1 have identified several themes in the over d interpretation that are not 

mutudy exdusive, a situation that poses a logistical challenge in the presentation of 

findings. The discussion is organized in a sequence (that is not hierarchicai), where the 

themes overlap at the edges, as has historidy been the nature of ethnographie 

analy~is.~' For purposes of discussion 1 have a r b i t r e  segmented and labeled the 

following themes in my interpretation (concentrating on landsape) on the basis of 

emergent patterns in the data: 

+ Multi-species perception of Iandscape 
+ Inter-species relations 
+ Represenratïon of Water 
+ Representation of Land 
+ Representation of Mountains 

Representation of Climate 

16 Use of the terms "themen and "category" in the foiiowing discussion do not rekr to specialized 
meanings associated with a partïcular research mehoci- They are intended to be m d e r s t d  in 
their cornmon f m s .  
" Preston, "Culture, History, AuthentiQtytyn 



+ Seasonal change / symbolic transformation 
+ Place concept 
+ Mobility / movement / tracks 

A bnef comment on the meaning and orientation of each theme foiiows, with the 

exception of Mobility / movement / tracks, which is the subject of Chapter 5. 

In order for a hunter to be successfisi in actual practice, he must lmow the mind of 

his parmer in the game - the animd he is pursuing- He mut lmow how that animai 

moves about in the landscape, how he makes his decisions, what he thinkr about the ewr 

around him: essentiaily, the animai's construct of the landsape. This means that the 

Cree hunter achieves a multi-specks perception of landscape." 

Inter-mecies Relations 

The relationships between human, animal, and spirit persons is conceived as one 

of reciprocity involving commULilcations and appropriate (and expected) respe& 

action. These a m t i e s  are, of course, played out in the landscape, and are a 

hindamental part of how the landscape is experienced. In stories they are represented 

through inter-species maniages wtween animals and between humans and animais). 

supportive familial relations (an animal assists a human through a struggle), and the 

(usuaUy) supportive guidance of spirit helpers. 

Representation of Water 

This theme reveals more questions than answers, and is very intriguing. 

According to Flannexy, the Cree traditionaily did not swim. The reasons for this are 

unclear, but surely inciude the simple fact that the water temperature was barely ever 

28 Tanner begùis to explore this in BrUiguig Home AnÛwk, 136-7. 
29 Flannery, EUen Smallboy, 23. 



above freezhg, so that hypothennïa and droHming were mal conœrns. 

Representation themes indude the heightened tension of conjuring activity when 

on water, spee*es transformations oaiurring in water, water as an impassible bar* 

except to the very powerful @pirïnidy); the nature of water as transformative 

(stWmoving, fiozeIi/seemi-Ennen/thawed. solid/iiquid). Water is portrayed as a 

different realm, where strange things can happen. 

Bodies of water are the only landscape features (aside from mountains) that are 

given as descripton of topography when movement tbrough landscape is discussed. 

Representation of Land 

Land itself is not mentioned in any of the stories. The surface for human and 

animai movement is either snow or sand (both hold tracks), or bodies of water. When 

moving about on land it is the track or trail that is mentioned as the landscape context 

Re~resentation of Mountains 

Mountains are the only land-based topographic features that are mentioned (with 

two minor exceptions: one incidence of a "blufk" or "ridge," and one of a "big rock?). 

They always play a specific role in the events of the story, üke a topographic punctuation 

mark to emphasize the sisnificanœ of the events. 

Representation of Climatic Elements 

In most stories the presence of snow is taken for granted d e s s  otherwise 

specified. When it is mentioned, it is to dari@ the characteristics of it (e.g., fiesh, 

blowing) because of their significance to the events of the story. "Snowd' in the abstract, 

was considered a "person," that is to Say, respectfiil action t o w d s  it, in the form of an 

offering, might contribute to a hunter's success?' 



Refemœs to temperature are rare, and are expressed according to its iduenœ 

on landscape. For erample, the condition of water sdaces is sometimes @en as a 

reference to the t h e  of year (and therefore the temperature): 'at this time the river was 

open,' or 'it was break-up,' or 'the ice was just formin&' o r  'the ice was very hard' 

Seasonal chme / svmboîïc transformation 

Transformation in stories may be reflective of the inherent change and 

transformabiiïty of some aspects of the landsape, partidarly regarding the &eco of 

climate- The most dramatic examples of tbis are the freezing and thawing phases of 

rivers, lakes, and tn'butanes, as water transforms fiom liquid to soiid and back again. 

This partidar transformation is of critical importance to the traditional experience of 

landscape, dictating the routes and modes of transportation and the avdability of 

particular food animals. 

In sto* transformation typidy invohres the conversion of a human person into 

an animal person or vice versa, or a huma. into a cllnni'balistic monster. In some cases 

the converçion is literal, in others it is symbolic and related to conjuriog activity, and in 

still others transformation is only implied. A person adopts the perspective of the species 

he or she becomes; that is, they now experience the Iandscape through the eyes and 

'culture' of someone other than their original species-self. 

Place concept 

Place changes through tirne. "Place" is associated with activity; a certain person 

(animal or human) will be at a certain plaœ at a certain time in the yearly me. The 
meaning of that place is inherent in the action ocamkg there at a particular tirne. The 

s a m e  location has a difEerent plaœ-wcxiation meaning when some other person passes 

through at a Mkrent tirne. It changes the character of the landscape experience. 

Therefore, place identity is temporai, a location for human and other interaction for a 
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limited time predicated on human SUIPiVal in the context of the seasonal cycles of all 

participants in the landscape. 

In this coiledon of over 195 items, there are no stories about places, AU of the 

stories in this volume are about action. One possible explanation is indicated in 

CruikshanKs work with the Western Subarctic Athapaskans. Cruikshank found that her 

infomiants had a strong visual assoaation with places and th& associated stories, and in 

some cases needed to be in the I d c a p e  and able to see the places in order to tell the 

stories? This may have been the case for the East Cree as wek the storÏes in this 

collection were ail recorded in do or^?^ 

There are no indications of plaœs or features in the landscape having sacred 

meaning or possessing power. There are no places that should be avoided or are 

considered threatening. When m o r d i n a r y  events occur and the location is mentioned, 

it is typically either on a body of water or a momcain. The extraordinary character is 

assoaated with a person (either a conjuror or spint person) who charges the location 

with their power for the purposes of maniputating the activity occurrïng there. 

Specific places are not generally identified in the context of ordinary events with 

one notable exception: the place where they leave the canoes in the fidi, when they move 

inland to hunt for the winter. It is an important place, a focus of socid activity and the 

symbol of the beginning and ending of îhe winter hunting season- The topographical 

location is not the important factor in the attribution of place-meaning, rather it is the 

activity and social significance that define it as a "place." 1 have not encountered any 

other examples of thiç type of attri'bution king specifidy mentioned in the stories. 

-- 

31 Julie Cruikshank, Wods Right," 57. 
32 The themes of storïes h m  the toponomy studyin Whapmagoosmi are consistent with those in 
tbis body of data, with the addition of specific place associations. 



CHAPTER S. REPRESENTATIOk TRACKS IN CREE ORAL TRADlTION 

1. Introduction: Mobiity, Movememt, and Tracks 

1 have chosen rhis theme as the f' of rny detailed discussion because it is the 

one pervasive element in the traditional Cree experience of landscape There are sub- 

themes within this discussion, and again, they are not mutually exclusive, nor are the 

Sequence of Themes 
in this Interpretatlon of 

How Tracks are Portrayed in Cree Oral Tradition 

1, 1ntroductl-on 
2- The Yedy Cycle's a c t s  on the Movements of 

People and Animals 
3. The Nature of Movement Cycles and Pattems 
4 Tracks: Function and Meaning 

A. Tracks as Mavs 
Directional and locational hfbnnation, and 
the psychologid impact of %st" 
B. Tracks as Lannuane 
Information about the character of activïty 
as iodicated by tracks 

Evidence: degrees of amplexity 
Confirmation of events 
Dreams and metaphors 
Intentional communication 
Conduit (hr transmission of power or 
knowledge) 

C. Tracks and Temwrality 
Evidence of past events, and anticipation of future 
evem 
D- Tracks and C u l d  Values 

Endurance 
Cornpetence 

E- Suiamarv: Tracks as an Indicator of Cdture m 
the Landscaw 

excerpts from the data 

representative of only one theme 

at a the-  They are organized 

here, as above, into arbiuarily 

defhed categorîes and labels, on 

the basis of the patterns that 

ernerged from an intensive smdy of 

the data- 

The discussion b e g h  with 

an overview of the yearly cycle and 

its influence on the movement of 

humans and animals in the 

landscape. The nature of mobility 

and movement are describeci, 

followed by the detailed presentation of the data on tracks acwrding to their role in the 

experienœ of landscape. 

How do tracks reveal culturai meaning in the experience of landscape? They 

represent experience at a micro-scaie, and the waythe experience is descnid contains 

the meaning, like a code (Figure 5.1). Because tradrt are only one aspect of the totd 



experience of Iandsmpe represented in the oral 

tradition, it is difficult to try to put a summary 

rneaning to the data on tracks alone. They have to be 

understood in the context of the cornplex relations 

occurring in the landscape between its component 

parts, especidy between human persons and animal 

persons (who are understood to be part of the 

landscape), and the dynamics of their interaction 

being influenced by the effects of climate. 1 anticipate 

that such an understanding could be achieved by 

integrating the interpretation on tracks with those - . . . -  

themes briefiy described in Chapter 4. 
Figure 5-1 ûverlappïng snowshoe 
tracks of two people, (Author) 

2. The Cvcle's Affeas of P- 

The Cree experience of landscape was based on mobiiity within the context of the 

yearly cycle of change in the natural environment, The cycle is driven by yearIy weather 

patterns, which dictate the conditions of the land surface, thereby placing very red 

coflstfaints on the direction, location, and extent of both human and animal movement 

and mobility. In the historic context, mobility occurs specificdy for the purpose of 

getting food to survive on; human mobility entails the tracking of animals for food. The 

landscape indicator of movement and mobility, or the physical manifestation of activity in 

the landscape, is tradcs Figure 5.2). 

Each species has its own cyclical movement patterns; a route of mvel by which its 

members acquire the resources they need to survive. Individual resources are available in 



specific places at particular tirnes within the 

yeady cycle, dependent Iargely on the conditions 

of weather- Each w o n '  (human and iinimal) 

is moving at the same time, overlapping in the 

landscape, and c r e a ~ g  a pattern of intersecting 

layers of movement- The points of intersection 

are opportunities for interaction; if a hunter 

knows the cycles of different ;mini& he wiU 

know where to meet them to engage in their traditional subnstence roles.' Some anbals 

are more predictable than others, and variables such as irregular h a t e  or improper 

action on the part of a huntet may cause the interruption of the anticipated presence of 

animais? 

For the human hunter, movement onented toward accessing animal resources for 

food and the additional materials they may provide was near continuous, for once an 

area is harvested, they must move on to the next From the references in the oral 

tradition, it appears that such an area might consist of the amount of land traversable on 

snowshoe within two to three days walk Once that area had ken trapped, the M y  

group rnoved on to the next adjacent area. This may be once every few days if there is a 

shortage of animais, or every few weeks if they are very successful. 

This winter shifang pattern is limited to the period when the ground and 

waterways are fkozen, providing a stable surface to move about on. Because so much of 

the landscape is muskeg (swamp), when it is thawed it is nearly impassable- 

RJ. Preston, "Relation Sacree" (translation TMs). 
RJ. Preston, "Getting to Know the Great Community of Persans," in Papets of the Twenty- 

eighth Algonquian Confwence, edited by David H- Pendand (Wi-peg: University of Manitoba, 
1998) - 



There were four men hunting around at me place- At 1st  they ddn ' t  travei 
anymore when they're shifthg ncnv and again through the spling, because the 
snow melrs al1 the way in the spring, So they went for t h e  cames when they 
c d d n ' t  m m  around atly more [on land]- That's where they passed tbat fdl, 
where the canoes are, (#79) 

In addition, in spring and f d  when the waterways are either fonning iœ or the 

ice is breaking up, they are also impassable, This puts considexable restrahts on 

movement in the larger landscape. The edges of rivers and lakes are typ idy  weii 

draîned, and not swampy, so they provide a suitable place to camp for the non-winter 

season. A lake may be prefkrable because of flooding that can oarir dong &ers. 

Because of the constraints on mobility during freezeup and break-up, these are 

traditionally times of starvation At these -es, the surfaces of rivers and 1akes are 

unstable and dangerous to attempt to cross on foot, or by canoe. Likewise, in the winter, 

if there is an unseasonable thaw and then a sudden re-fkezing of the snow, glaze-iœ 

forms on the ground surface and neither humans or animals can move about, and even 

animais may starve to death.3 

The difficulty of moving about in an unfrozen landscape (late f a  - later than 

normal freeze-up) is described in this excerpc 

The ice was not fieezing, not even durhg the night There was no fn>st in the 
mornings. The large rivers, creeks, and small streams did not freeze, only had 
specks of snow. W e  had to make bridges aaoss the creeks- 1 spent a week 
making bridges as we were ayiag to go to a lake- The lake was not far, but 
building the bridges took a lot of time. 1 was alone when 1 was leading the way. 
FinaUy, there was a lot of snow, but the rivers were not fiozea I haà to start 
wearing snowshoes, It was not very easy. {#151) 

When the creeks and rivers are findy kozen, and there is a good snow cover over 

the landscape, movement on foot becornes possible, and the hunter can go wherever he 

needs in pursuit of food. In a particularly intriguing cornmen& John Blackned gives an 

insight into the importance of snow in the wînter cycle of activity: 

- 

RJ- Preston, personal commtLDicaticm (March 1999)- 
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[At] that time, everyone wodd call the snow %y grandfatherern Then when they 
start to eat the singed beaver they put a bit in the fire. They thought the snow 
would be pleased and they could make a good hunt durhg the winter? (#34) 

"Grandfather" is a tenn of respect used by 

persons of ail khds in the East Cree oral tradition. 

When a person (animal, human, or spirit) has the role 

of speaal helper to another person, they are often 

referred to as "grandfatheryn and the recipient as 

"grandson." Likewise, if a person hopes to engage 

another as t .  helper, they may address them in this 

way. It does not have to be interpreted IîteraUy as a 

familial t a ,  rather the emphasis is on respect and 

deference to the senior person's greater wisdom and 

ability, and on the appropriate humility of the 

recipient. The reference to snow in this manner 
Figure 5.3 Fresh rabbit tracks in 

the snow. (Author) 

indicares that it was also regarded as having personhood to the extent that it was to be 

respected, and that proper gestures of deference could influence its willlngness to be 

hdpful to the hunter? If the condition of snow is favourable, mcks will be readily visible 

(Figure 5.3), and travel on snowshoe will be made casier* If however, the snow blows 

continuously, or melts too quickly, tracks will be 10% and mvel is complicated. Without 

tracks to foilow, the hunter cannot h o w  where to ônd animals for food6 

uAt that the" was around 1900, when John was a child. 
The personhood of snow is confirmed by Harvey Feit, "Hunting and Metaphors," forthcoming- 
Additional insight is offered in the foliowing comment from Brian Craik, who recorded oral 

tradition with John Blackned's brother, Charlie. "In one of Charlie's accounts he toid me that the 
people used to Say that sound of the crust of snow f a h g  in the spring as the sun rotted the 
underlying layes was the sound of our coliective grandfather [schimuomshuuminiw] king burned 
back [ehchiiweyaksot]. This was a good thing as it was a sign of the more relaxed, Iess exigent 
tirnes to corne. Similarly in the fall people would speak of the first snow as the amival of ou.  



The yearly cycle of a&ty, then, is guided by the changïng weather ptteriis and 

their iafluence on the land and movement pattern of animals and humans. The 

characteristics of these movement patterns are discussed in the fonowing section. 

3. The Nattue of Movement Cycles and Pattems 

As previously noted. mobiZity refers to movement for the purpose of shifting the 

site of dweiling from one place t~ another. Mobility through the winter is fkequent. and 

is motivated purely by the need to access animal resomces for food. Additionai 

movement through the landscape revohres around hunting and subsistence activities. 

The pattern of human movement and mob'ility was described in Chapter 3; in the 

present discussion attention is on the nature of movement cycles. The hunter's cyde of 

movement is designed to intersect with the movement cycles of the animals he relies on 

for his living. 

In John Blackned's recollection of his own Me experience in the bush, he gives an 

indication of the extent of his family's mobility during his chiidhood: 

We must cover about 200 [walking] miles tramhg during the winter- W e  only 
stay on one area for three or four days, then we m d  again, as there was no 
food. If we had a lot of meat such as killing ten caribou, then we would stay in 
the area longer. (#18) 

He also @es a sense of the extent of local movement patterns associated with hunthg 

The men leave their wives in order to hunt Sometimes they would be out for one 
nigk three nights and sometimes ten nights if they are trying to trap berner. [or 
follow caribou as desaibed abovebove] (#18) 

The women don't do much walking compared to the men- The women don't go 
very far fiom the wigwam, The men are ahvays busy, they have to break a nail 

pandfather. This was not a bad thing, it Mt was a reminder that the cycle of üfe was startmg 
again, the game was afoot, the details of the tradïtionwdd become important to &val of 
anorher cold s e a s d  Personal cornmunicatian (January 1999). 



whenever they hum it is very cold. They always hunt no matter how cold it is, 
They have to try to hunt as they have no meat, (#1) 

The knowledge of animal movement cycles and patterns informs the hunter's 

strategies for where to anticipate finding tracks, and how to go about trappùig the 

animals. Some animals are migratory, such as &bu and moose; bears h i t e  in 

winter, so their "tracK' is the breathuig hole of thw den. Other animals move about 

within a small region, and may be adable  at some times over the winter cycle more so 

than at others. This excerpt illustrates the seasonaüty, or periodic aspect of the 

availabilïty of marten (Figure 5.4) : 

Sometunes we were able to bring home two 
rnarten, Sometïmes we would spend the night out- 
1 think we were abIe to kill over twenty that winter, 
aithough we codd not see their tracks very much. 
In the months of January and February you could 
hardly see their uacks. By ApriI, we were able to 
see a lot of marten tracks. Again in the fd, we 
used to see a lot of marten ûacks. (#128) 

Woodland caribou tend to travel in small 

herds, and when moving through heavily ueed areas 

they wallc in a line, dong a trail. Khowing this, 

hunters use the caribou ûail as the pIace to set theü 

snares: 
Fkure 5.4 Marten tracks, (Author) 

Well after they are finishg m a h g  their snares, as many as they want 
to, weil they make it right in the deer ma& Usually the deer has one big uack 
and ifs coming there, well one wodd go where the deer is, and chase them this 
way. And when the deer goes to the same tack, where those snares are, they are 
sure that they will get the deer. (#96) 

The snares would be over a deer's tracks -...One time he snared forty 
deers. He knew there were a lot of deer @om theü &racks). He wouid set a lot of 
mares al1 over the deer's tracks. He snared forty deer in one day. Some of the 
mares, he was able to mare two deer. (#3 1) 

A s i d a .  strategy works for settuig Iynx snares: 

And sometimes the lynx would go back on the same track, sometimes 
three times, sometimes they just nui around (in &des). And they made a mare 



where the lynx tracks were, and he got in the maresnare, ,.A lot of peopIe used to do 
that, the iynx wouid go in a &de, and they would put th& mare there- (#96) 

Movement and tracks are inextriably linked - one impies the other* Movement 

creates tracks, following tracks requires movement Movement is the basïs of human 

experience of the landscape, and tracks are the spatial sign, or indicator of rhat 

experience. 

4. Tracks: Faction and Meaninq 

Tracks fiinction as a sort of perïpheral vision. Through them, news of what is 

going on around you can be had without seeing the events themseives. The stories 

emphasize the winter hunting m e n c e  - most refer to tracks and traiis in a snow- 

covered landscape context During the tirne of year when there is no snow, the prirnary 

hunting activities are fishing and huntiag geese and other waterfowl. Neither of these 

requires following tra~ks.~ The one exception to snow as the medium for retaining tracks 

is sand. Sand has similar qualities to snow, it consists of smaii grandes that are very 

pliable. and the tracks left in it are just as ephemed as those left in snow - wind and 

water caa remove d trace in a very short tirne- 

The following interpretation and discussion of the data pertaining to tracks is 

organized into a sequence of themes that, whiie not mutualiy exclusive, seem to be the 

most representative of the different ways that tracks are incorporated into the stories. 

When more than one theme is present in an excerpt, 1 have placed the pieœ in the 

section that best addresses the issues I am attempting to artifulate. The themes are: 

tracks as maps [wayfinding), tracks as language (degrees of complexity* confirmation of 

events, dreams and metaphors, intentionai communication, conduits of tl.ansmission), 

(Blackned, index #34, also ated in cbapter 3 of this thesis.) 
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tracks and temporality, and tracks as a carrier of 

cultural values (endurance and cornpetence). 

A. Tracks as 

At the most basic Ievel, tracks are maps. 

They provide directional and locational information. 

As each peson moves through the Iandscape they 

leave tracks which will serve as a map for those who 

seek them. I t  was tradinonally believed that if an 

animal was willing to be killed, it would allow the 

hunter to see its tracks! The inability to find tracks 

puts extreme pressure on a hunter, because the 

energy required to break trail through virgin snow is Figure 5.5 Fox tracks in the forest 
CAuthor) 

substantial. It is considered anaiogous to blindness, 

for if you cannot see, you cannot find food. The presence of tracks assures that someone 

is ahead (Figure 5.5). If a direction is chosen without tracks to guide a hmter, his energy 

will be expended at a much greater risk than if there are fiesh tracks to follow. Tracks 

are the most critical aspect of knowing where to go. 

Most typidy it is the human hunter following the animals tracks for the purpose 

of getting food for his survival. The relationship was traditionally mderstood to be one 

of mutual awareness, affection, and reciprocïty between the human huater and the 

animal, and one of humility on the part of the hunter? Variations on the relations 

involved in hunting or following tracks indude people following people in times of crisis, 

- --- - 

a Preston, "Cree I m a g q  Regarding Animaisn (1981) 
Preston, Cree Narrative, 207,227- 



or in acts of hostilityy and animais following human tracks- 

Sometimes this information is convdutsd, as  when there are many sets of 

overlapping tracks mgure 5-61 : 

The next morning they went to the place where there were supposed to be deer- 
They saw signs of deer there- They saw fiesh signs aiI around, but coulddt £ind 
the path where they had gone off- It  took three days to waIk around to look for 
them. The signs they found Iwked like quite a few deer, At Iast they knew there 
were ody five, fiom their tracks- Then the next day they went &er them- (4434) 

Figure 5.6 
P a r m e  
tracks 
wander all 
around, 
making it 
difiCule to 
follow their -- . ._..._ --- _ - . - - _  

a - 
direction 
(Au thor) 

With effort and s m ,  the hunters were able to u~vavel the dues and discover what 

direction the deer had gone. 

In this story, two brothers are out huntïng when their wives see a group of enemy 

Indians called Nottaways (from the south dong the Nottaway River) approaching their 

camp. For help in this crisis, the women must follow thW husband's tracks: 

The old man told his daughters-in-law to foliow their husbands' trail as their 
husbands could not have gone very far- The women started nrnning, foUowing 
their husbands' ûail as they were fnghtened by the Nottaway Indians-...At last, 
the women were yelling for th& husbands as they were foilowing their mail. 
Finally the two men heard theù wives calling fkom behind. The men stopped and 
started running back on their trail- (#2) 

The trail tells the women exactly where to h d  their husbands. Consider the outcome of 

the same scenario without snow, and therefore without clear tracks. 

In another story, a man discovers he is king followed because of mange tracks 

following dong his own aail: 



While the old man was out huntïng, he came back to his traii and saw that the 
Nottaway Indians were fobwhg his naiL (#3) 

Alternative forms of mapping and way hding are scapulimancy and scrying. The 

former involves the use of the scapula, or shodder bone of the animal species a hmter 

wishes to fkd On it are marked the campsite, landmarks, and major topographie 

then heat it and talk to it and see where the tracks go - it l& iike tracks there, 
and if they Iead ta the camp then they will 6nd deer where the track goes, but if 
the track doesn't lead to the camp, they won't h d  them even if they look fOt 
them. #120 

Saying (or s e e ~ g )  involves the use of a &or, bowl of water, or other reflective 

sunace The seer gazes into the surface and sees images of the landscape directing him 

to those he se&. In the following example, a sweying party of white men had gone 

missing en route between two trading posts. Wmter had set in and they had no 

snowshoes or other winter gear. They were not experienced in hunting or sumival in the 

The manager was h m  an area where Indians lived (me was a] haif-breed), He 
was very interested in people conjuring and people who looked into a mimm 
seeing other people- One of the Whitemen was a very important man. They did 
not know where these Whitemen were m y i n g  land. 
The manager decided to ask a conjurer to see if he could see tbem- He had seen a 
man c o n j h g  also seezing- He wanted to flnd out where they wem -. . 
. .. The old man was able to seer the men. He said to the manager, "they are al1 
d l  iiving. 1 cannot see [any] food 1 can see somethmg sitting on a plate. It 
looks iike a piece of wood that was boiied. It  also lmks like white moss, toon 
(#Ill) 

The manager asked the old man to take a rescue party out to find the surveyors, and 

After two days, they still weren't there, and the old man looked again (in the 
mirror) and he saw that they were very close. He said they wodd corne to a lake 
and right aaoss the lake was where the Whltemen w d d  be camped, and they 
were stiU aU alive- Tbis old man had never been in this area behre. So they went 
on, and they came to a lake and across it they saw the Whitemen. They went 
a r m d  and tbey saw the trees where the men had got the €MI& off.--- (#lll) 

That the conjuror had never been there before is stated as a validation of his scrying 

abaty, that he was able to find his waywithout physid tmcks on the land and to know 



where features were (such as the lake). Tn addition, the physical tracking activity of 

recognizing where the bark had been removed fiom trees validates the alternative 

tracking activity in which the conjuror had seen that the men were eating boiled tree- 

bark and moss to survive- 

Just as the presence of tracks guide movement in the landscape, a Ioss of tracks is 

equal to a Ioss of direction: no map. Tracks are not permanent, their presence is 

dependent on the type of ground surface, so that in snow melt or fiesh snowfdl tracks 

are Iost (Figure 5.7). If there are no tracks, the hunter has no dues as to where to h d  

Figure 5.7 Moose &rack, about two weeks 
014 withfiesh snowfall on t h e n  (Author) 

animals for food, or where to find other humans. 

if you m o t  find food for long enough, you will 

starve to death. 

The word lest' is a very potent one in 

this landscape of temporary maps, and given the 

importance of wayfinding, it is si&nificant that 

there are no rderences in this collection to 

individuals findhg themselves in a situation of 

king loa  (as in not knowing where they 

themsdves were) . There are, however, Stones 

where a person becomes lost to those seeking 

them. When there are no tracks, it is the 

information about where another person is that is lost. 

nie psychological impact of losing someone's tracks is ïlIustrated in the following 

two exampIes, and in a thùd in the final segment of the interpretation. The fim was an 



historical event ( t epac im)  in which the niurator's brother peMhed in s gun a c c i d d O  

The three brothers were out hunting, and one did not retum that night People were 

concerned that he may have drowned in the rough water dong the shore where his tracks 

were last seen." One of the brothers decided to go Iaoking for hun the next morning 

1 deded to go where 1 saw bis tracks [the day -1- (REEWU'). 1 thought, 
"his tmil will be visible if he went to vhit the other group." When L reached the 
area where 1 saw his tracks, 1 hllowed them. His trail led to areas where the 
ground was st iU visiile [und rhaefCIre you w o d h ' t  k u e  o4dcsJ. Finally, 1 cwld 
not see his a 1 was very surprise& (REFWT'). 1 did not see hZs trail again, 1 
hesitated what to do. 1 decided to walk dong the shore, in case he had fallen in. 
I contïnued to waik aimg the shore. The snow wasvery soft L sta~ted to watk 
where the rocks were very di-. Then, 1 saw somethmg pady bunecl in the 
snaw. (#133) 

When the tracks are lost, so is the iofonnation about his brother. He is at a loss, and bis 

discomfort is understated by the word "surprisecl.* In ali likelihood, %ery surprisedn 

should be read as 'deeply womed' and 'shoeked'. This kind of worry nirns to paaic when 

a child disappears during a firu?, the mother is fkantidy looking for the child's tracks and 

The woman followed the trail as she thought that the older child couid have ran 
away as she could bave been scared of the fire. She d d  not see her tracks. The 
woman had toid ber to run out of theu wigwam starts M g ,  also to drag ber 
young brother out, Since she c d d  not see h a  tracks, she looked for her on top 
of theU ciothiog and bedding on the cache, there she b d  one of ber chilcisen, 
W26) - 
These excerpts illustrate the importance of tracks as the way to find someone, and 

the loss of tracks is nearly equivalent to having lost the person. I t  is pomayed in the 

stories as a source of great anxiety. The intensity of this is perhaps best depicted in the 

atiukan Oegend) of The Birds that Flew Away with People, which is discussed later as a 

- - -- 

'O The gun had f imi  when the man had not intended it (accidenw). Apparenq a cornmon 
accident caused by forgetting to rem- the "peLCUSSicm cap h m  the musket." Preston. Cree 
Nm&, 184. 
" Historicaliy, the two main causes of accidental death were starvation and drownnig. Accidental 
injury and death byweapons and was not unco~~~mon. RJ. R e s t a  personal c~mmunicaition 
(Apd 1999). 



story that incorporates most of the themes ïdenaned for diis study. 

Not to be able to h d  animals is Iikened to being bhd, for if you m o t  see, you 

cannot foilow cracks, So it is understood as extraordinaxy for a man who is l i t d y  b h d  

to be able to successfuUy get his living as a hunter. In the story of The Old Man who was 

Blind and Married bis Own Daughter, we are presented with such a case. 

Many men asked for the hand of bis daughr but of course, he would not let her 
go because he was blind, Many people came to visit him, but he did not seem to 
know who they were, He was vexy capable of hunting. (repeat). FiaUy he 
marrïed his own daughter. Of course, he was capabie of hunting and klUing 
beaver even though he was blïnd. He aIso caught a lot of fi&.. He made 
snowshoes. Of course he was completdy bhd-  (repeat) He made everything as 
if he was able to see just like m his younger days when he was able to see, He 
also codd kiii a bear, He acted as if he could see, as he would head straïght for 
the sight of the bear. - - .he could kiil everyching, such as marten, beaver, bar and 
even travel aü about Also he was veq capable of gettiag water during the winter 
besides fishing during summer and +terter When he killed a bear, he was very 
sharp. He h d  his way by using a stick and this way he seemed to sense bis 
path. He was always the leader even if hk daugbter was with him- (R108) 

That the old man was able to sense tracks io the snow, which is soft, with a s t i c k  implies 

exceptionai - to the extent of beyond human - ability. This is compounded by the fact 

that the information a huater interprets fkom tracks goes far beyond the simple existence 

of an impression in the snow going a partidar direction. The dues as to the 

characteristics of the person who left the tracks are subtle and require great visuai and 

uiterpretative skül, whch is the subject of the following section. 

B. Tracks as Lanmane 

Tracks are laquage in the landscape, The signs by which the hunter knows who 

he intersecting with in the landscape are tracks left in the snow. Pnmarily footprints, 

tracks also include evidence of vegetative browsing and damage, as weii as fecal remains- 

Tracks convey a vast amount of infoxmation: who is ahead, where they were and where 

they are going, what theit condition is, how many there are, how long ago they were 



here, how old they are, how fast they are moving, how heavy and how big they are by 

their footprînt size and spacing of steps. wthout seeing the person themselves you on 

h o w  them by their tracks. It is the central way of knowing who is in the landscape with 

you. This applies to alI the 'actors' moving about in the landscape, induding other 

humans, animais, spirit persons, and atooshes (rannibal-monsters). It is a matter of skdl, 

for in a culture where M e  depends on hunting success, the young leam early in life how 

to read the language of tracks.12 

For East Cree, the typicd activïties bave mditlondy been associated with 
hunting, particularly in the seps of findlng mces of anïmals and approaching to 
within range for making a kill, These seps may take the bullc of tïme and carefd 
concentration, with the actual killing as a swift and pradcal finai step. 1 suggest, 
then, a strong emphasis and value on hunting-by-due, or tracking (Brown and 
Watkins 1978) with an attitude of playing (Preston 1975). Much of this is playing 
with Iooking, and building visual images on the basis of acnialiy seeing rather 

Evidence: Demees of C o r n d e  

The excerpts in this section demonstrate 

an increasing leveI of complexity in the amount of 

information that can be gathered from reading 

tracks. At a very basic level, tracks tell you who 

you are going to meet up with: 

Then 1 noticed someone's tracks, i t  was 
eating uees. 1 thought it must be a 
porcupine which the Indians call an 
animal. FinaUy, 1 saw it. (#27) 
Figure 5.8) 

Tracks can also reveal how many there are, 

and what theü condition is as rhey move onward: 

There was another man who was humhg in the 
area. While he was out hunting, he saw their 

Figure 5.8 Evidence of porcupine 
browsing - they eat the bark of of trees. 
(Author) 

I2 Preston, "Cree Structure of Knowiedge," 300- 
l3 Preston, "Cree Imageryeryn (1998) 



Eresh uaiL He h11owed them. As he was hlluwing them, he noticed îhat the one 
man had stopped wplans and noticed he was king p U U d  on a s l d  F i  he 
saw another man's tmcks -g8 He knew there were three men, hunting 
together. Tben he noaiad h t  all chree men were unabie a> waü. FiaDy, ail he 
noticed were tracks ofthree women, Then he saw smoke h m  a fise. He went 
towards it He did not see a wigwam, Ihe people had made a shelter where they 
were ail sitting. He went up to them. AU of them said to each other, ''Look" 
G-9) 

AU of this information about the diminisihg strength of the men, and that they 

were being pded on toboggans by the women is interpreted by reading the tracks. It is 

not until they have stopped moving that he actually sees the people, and theV condition 

is coafirmed. When the people Say to each other, "Look," it is a powerfbi, and hîgfdy 

understated remark They are saying, "Look we are not going to Etarve to death because 

someone has found us." 

Tracks as confirmation of ckumstances will be discussed later in this text with 

additional examples, as wiil the issue of endurance in a Me pattern of continual 

movement for sumival. For the present discussion on the amount of informaton 

retrievable from tracks, it is important to note that in the above excerpt the man did not 

speculate about what had happened to the group. He was working with the knowledge 

that he could see before him in the tracks- 

In the next example, spedation about events not indicated in the content of 

tracks proves incorrect The Story of a Lion ir a rare example of animals hunting 

humand4 In it, two brothers seek to kiU the lion that killed their fatlier, and in the 

process they kill many lions, a i i  of whom corne to the young men's tent by way of 

following their tracks. 

And not too long after, again, another one came to their t e n ~  And 
sometimes they used to see tracks when they were OUL They codd see the lion 

l4 Zion' is the term applied by the H, B. C. Store manager to the description of the saange and 
unusual animai kiiled by George Gipin's grandfàther. No necessary identity with Afncan Lions is 
to be implied m the use of the ûzm.'' EW. Preston, notes in transaipt W e  do not lmow what kùid 
of animal is actually being referred to. 



tracks foliowlng their own tracks, wbeP they were coming back to their tent 
Their kther usai  a bow and anows to get rid of theni. And behm he got nd of 
the lion, the lion got rid of th& kther- CiY701 

After I<illing many lions, their Mistabeo's, or spirit helpers, warned them against exœss, 

that if they were not carehil the lions wodd kiU them. The foiiowing segment ad& to 

what can be known for certain by the tracks, as two bmthers speculate about the events 

they expect will occur on the basis of the tracks they find One day they went to visa an 

old man, and 

when they went to see the old man, they came to the old man's tracks first He 
was movlng someplace else [shijthg], Tbe Mitabeo had told these brothers, Tou 
won't notice any lions any more fOr @te a while'' Th- were lion's tracks near 
the oId man's tracks, The lion had been going the other waY He wasn't bilowing 
the way the d d  man was moving- And he said to his brother, 1 guess this lion 
aheady killed the old man? H e  tdd his brotber, "We'îi go tbis way anyway, 
where the people went," They diddt foilow the track too long, they saw where 
the lion's ttack had come up to the man's tracil And he said to his brother, "1 
guess they are stiii bhg ,  1 guess the lion didn't get th- yet" And he said to his 
brother, "We should hurry to foiîow the old man there, so we can huny to make a 
tent when we catch up to Hm. The lion will come back, afier he cornes to the old 
campsite where the old man has moved h m n  CR701 

I t  turas out that they were incorrect in their initial assurnptions, and this may 

sMply be because they were anticipating more than the tracks could reveaL As in 

the previous example, all of the interactions and events encompassed in this 

excerpt are indicated by tracks. At no time in diis sequence of activity do the 

brothers see the lion or the old man- 

Confirmation of Events 

In mmy cases the information interpreted from tracks is used to antiapate events. 

Here the accumulated information provided by tracks is sufflaent to reved the full 

circumstances, so that the tracks function as confirmations of ciraunstances and actions- 

By carefd examination of di dues, and by not jumping to condusions with only partial 

information, a child's bizarre behaviour is confirmeci as atoash, An utoash is a cannial, a 

former human who has gone insane, hes alone in the buoh, has becorne hairy and lia 



iafested, and eats human flesh. It is perceivecl as a threat to social stability; once a 

person has eaten human flesh they becorne an a t d  to some extent, and will continue to 

eat that way. The Eastern Cree view of this is well austrated heter 

There was a man and his wife, huntiag atouad fbr their living, and one day he 
came to a lake, and while he was there he saw a Enle boy nm d o m  to the ice and 
drink some water h m  a hole there, Then, after the boy ran back up, the man 
went down to see his pa&, He saw his tracks, and he saw that the boy had no 
shoes, even though it was in the snow, and winter- Then the man went to the 
hole in the ice where the boy was m g ,  and he saw some M d  there. So he 
went up the trail and he saw a tent t h e  and he didn't see any tracks of old 
people near the tent He went nght inside, and he saw the boy there, and right 
away the boy aicd to fight him. But the man didn't do anything to the boy right 
away, he looked amund and saw the mother there, dead Tbe boy had eaten h m  
her breasts, quite a lot of tbem. The man figured the boy's fatha must have 
starved out, and he figured this boy wouid be an atoash if he grew up- So he 
killed the boy. (#65) 

I t  is by tracks that the man begins to piece together the ciramstances of this 

situation. Fint, the boy is exhii'biting disorderiy or irrational behaviour by going b f o o r  

in the winter, a situation made more bizarre by the blwd left where he was M g  

firom the lake. Blood is a track that should not be left; anîmals do not like to see their 

blood. Normal practice was to cover over the bld-saturated snow where an animal had 

been butchered. I t  was believed that if anirnals saw such blood Ieft exposed they would 

be displeased and leave the area, thus making a food shortage and hardship for the 

hunter.15 So it was as part of a r e ü p r d  relation that the human respectfdly removed 

the traces of blood fiom sight Given this social context, the blood lefk exposed at the 

drinking hole is a 'tracK or traœ interpreted as an additional indication of irrational 

activïty. This ir compounded by the la& of adult tracks outside the ten& which suggest a 

M e r  estrangement from the normal conditions one wodd erpea to find when chiIdren 

are present The picture is by now very suspiaous and only awaia confjrmation when 

the tent is opened. 

- - 

IS RJ. Preston, personal co~l~llunicatian & I d  1999). 
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In another atoash s to~r ,  invohring known people, the ira& of the creature are 

again discussed as a anfizmation of iîs a b n o d t y  and irrational nature. Note also that 

the tracks are ieft in sand, not snow- W1th one exception, discussed below, sand is the 

only context other than snow where tracks are mentioned. 

. - - His Misrabeo told him that they could see the A t d  tracks in the 
morning. in the morning afier they ate they crossed over to the sandy part of the 
beach. The person who had killed the atmh (Peter Tm-) was sinhg at the 
bow- He got off the canoe and s a ,  footpnnts which were twice the length of a 
man's foot, The otmh had been kefooted. -.. 

Tracks are also used hem as evidence that events, which were only heard and not 

seen, did indeed occurp and that it was in fact an atoosh. 

The use of tracks as confirmation is found in another atoosh story, the epic cycle 

of Mamiteo- The fsnnibal Mamiteo has many followers who were onginally his captives, 

and who became atwsh by being forœd to eat as he did. In this segment his group is 

being tracked by the hero and bis famiiy? just as a hunter would îrack animais. They are 

planning to kill the atooshes to stop them h m  eating Indians. Normally an Indian hunts 

to kill and eat animals. This situation is a variation on normal hunting relations intended 

to restore normal M e  patterns- 

Of course, he traveled with bis whole M y  and al1 of the women, They m o v d  
into the area The women told him that Niamiteo's foiîowers aiways move inland, 
rathet than to the coast. Findly they could see their tracks- They smed to foiiow 
them- Along the way, he c d d  see where they ate as t h e  wexe a lot of human 
bones left behind- , . .#l43 

The human bones are considered part of the track left by Marniteo's foilowers, and 

confirm not only that they have ken there, but as in the previous story, that they are in 

fact atuosh, which confirms the importance of their capture and justifies their destruction- 

So in this ewnple, it is shown that tracks can be an important moral guide to action as 

In this last example of tracks as confirmation of events, deviant behaviour of 



another sort is the focus. Here a young rnan has heard that his new father-in-law has the 

abnormal (read: repugnant) habit of eating giant worms the Jize of beavers. I t  seemed to 

him unbelïevable, and he had to see with his own eyes: 

The man thought he would find out exactiy what his wife's fàther did- 
Sometimes, he folIawed his f4tdier-m-lads Many times, he could see his 
tracks on a slighdy fiazen area The area where the old man was wodang, the 
man couid see other worms, he left behind- Tbe oid man was not there (#los) 

Without confronthg the old man, he was able to c o b  the story. 

A variation on the theme of confirmation is the use of tracks to try to explain 

suspicious behaviour. The dlfference here is that the ment or situation is already known 

in some iacomplete way, and the peson foliowing the tracks does so to fill ui the blanks, 

as it were, of how the situation has corne to pas. In this example, a young man and his 

grandmotber are huuting togeth-, and when they shift their camp it is the old wornan 

who "buildsn the wigwam. She always sent her grandson ahead to chose a site for their 

next camp, telling him to mark the spot with a stick, and then leave the area prompily. 

She would then sing to their wigwam, and by her conjuring power it wodd foiiow her 

along the trail to the new location. The grandson was suspitious, and wanted to discover 

how it was that the old woman was able to build their wigwam alone, and using the same 

poles they had before (new poles wodd normally always be cut each t h e  a wigwam is 

erected) . 

The young man staned looking h r  her traüs, he wondered how bis grandmotber 
found his wigwam poles as he cwld not see her traüs (no  on chat she went 
out to cut new pales)- (#104) 

He asked her to move again, so that he could keep up his investigation: 

Again, die young man made a stick stand in the new aeeless -a fOr the 
wigwam. T&e young man went off, hunting f;or pataidges and porrupiues- When 
he came back, he stazted looking far his grandmother's trails. Again. he hardly 
saw her trails. H e  thought, it is very strange, how the dd woman can manage to 
have the wigwam poles.,..there is no sign of an m a  where she cut the wigwam 
poles. (#104) 



Finally, aher a move, he stood and watched her coming with the wigwam: 

His traii was very dose where his grandmother was singing- His 
graudmother was p&g his trail as she was di singing. Fmdy, he saw a 
wigwam moving along the mes, as he looked at it for a little d e ,  the wigwam 
started falling apart 

her power to move the dwehg  disrupted by the yomg man's impetuous actictions, 

the grandmother gives him a reprimanding and says that fiom now on, he wiii have to 

build their wigwam when they move (which was a regular part of the whter cycle of 

"1 know also, ttiat y m  looked fOr iny eails when 1 was building a wigwam- 1 
know you were doing that to me. Why didn't you leave me alcme, when you 
thought 1 was up to something? ... see how busy you are, when you wanted to see 
a wigwam movkg." C#104) 

There are two additional aspects of this story that I wish to discuss, and because 

they relate to themes addressed below, the comments wilZ be saved for those sections. 

Both pertain to the relationship between conjuring power and tracks. 

Dreams and Metmhors 

Dreams played a significant rde in traditional Cree cultue: through dreams a 

Mistabeo may provide guidance, an animal may communicate its location to a hunter, 

and songs are conceived. AU of these are forms of assistance to the hunter. even though 

they may corne in obseure representations that require interpretation. In th is  way dreams 

are a fom of tracking, of getting information about where to go to find animals or other 

people. 

The story of Louse and Wide Lake is about two old men conjuring against each 

other. At one point Wide Lake sent hir power to work on Louse rhrough seaweed on 

Louse's canoe paddle, when he touched it his a m  swelled pairifully. The next day Lowe 

said, "when 1 went to sleep, 1 triecl to find out why it had ken like that I tracked it and 1 

saw Wide Lake going up my arm to my shoulder. .." (#SI). Here tracking is used both 



literdy and metaphoricaily - He uses his dream-srate to foiiow the aail, whîch is the 

swelling on hïs arm that traveled fkom his hand up to his shoulder, just as a person moves 

through the landscape, in order to gah information about the person who left the tracks. 

in another story about a man who was thought to have been killed through the 

conjuring power of another man, the foliowing segments describe the narrator's first- 

hand recoUection of the incident= 

1 thought, myself, that someone was conjüring against him. 
Not long der this, there was a srrange animat with strange tracks, This 

sirange anima1 was eatmg our rabbits W e  d d  not kiii the saarrge &al- 
Someàmes, we foiiowed the animal, but would dàsappear into an ice opengig- 
The animal was ody out at night 1 saw it clear one night, it had stxipes. It 
looked bke a pomxpine- 

At las& the straage animal ate a lot of our rabbits off our mares. W e  
deaded to foiiow it, up the river. When it reached the open water on the rapids, 
it disappeared. This was the last time 1 s a w  i t  We trid to kill it 

Here is a situation where errperienced hunters are unable to iden- the tracks of 

a strange animal that is causing them problems, stealing their food, and thereby at least 

symbolicaiiy being a threat to their living. At the same time, one of the men is having 

dreams that "Albany Indians were throwing Stones at him. He dreamt that the stone 

almost hit him as it traveled inside their tent He dreamt that the stone was coming from 

this island." The beleaguered man sleeps restlessly. Shortly afier the disappearance of 

the sîrange animal, the man died "just like someone had shot him." 

The pairing of the mystenous animal sequence with the dream experience and 

death of the man reinforces the sense that strange powers were at work The presence of 

an animal no one could identifif by its mcks or îts appearanœ is implied as a validation 

of the suspicions that the man was k i n g  w n j d  aga- the animal was the 

metaphoncal ttack of the conjurer. The animal was working away at removing the 

'living' ( f d )  of the group, whiie the wnjuror was beüeved to have been working on 

removing the Me of the man (kdbg him). The affiicted man's dreams might be 



undeatood as his own way of tracking his assailant, which the dreams identÏfied as 

Indians from Albany Island, Altematively, or in addition, the dreams may have been the 

assailant's way of tracking and hdia&/attacking his vi& (#118) 

The two previous examples of the relationship between tracks. dreams, and 

metaphon ~IE relatively compaa and I believe it is intended to be obvious. In this third 

example the relationship berneen tracks and dreams is more subtle, and perhaps ais0 

more cornplex I t  is gradually played out with a quaiïty of mystery and anticipation, and 

finally a poignant and unexpected resolution. The f d l  account ir @en here in part 

because of the way it conveys the Pace of experience and the sometimes tenuous nature 

of "knowing," and also because of the namator's compelling eloquence- 

I heard manypeople havïng dreams which actuaiiy happened, f had 
many dreams, myself- 1 wiii teil you one of the dreams which 1 had- 1 had this 
dream about the first of January befote my wife's death. 1 was mmied to this 
woman for a long tirne. W e  were out dong the Coast 1 had just retumed to the 
wigwam after a hunt That night, 1 dreamt about a woman (REPEAT). 

When I used to go hunting, sometimes 1 would wander off h m  the trails 
which lead to my traps as I would try huntmg for parnidges, I used to do tbis a 
lot In my dream, 1 dreamt I was doing this, t dreamt 1 was wandering off among 
the trees. 1 dreamt 1 was wandering off and M y 1  reached a womaa. 1 
imagined the woman was sittiag inside a wigwam, although my dream was not 
clear if she was in the wigwam- The woman lodted very old She had two 
children. As 1 looked at her, 1 did not feel very cornfortaMe. 1 had a sad feeling 
towards her. 1 dreamt I was unable to speak m her. Findy, 1 dreamt about one 
of my children who had passed away. 1 dreamt she was hem with her mother- 
Finally, I woke up h m  my &am. When 1 woke up, I did not tell my wifè about 
this dream- 1 was thinking about my ciream and I thought maybe 1 was dreaming 
about a big kill. 1 never did di this dream to my wife or auyoae else- 

There was no marten near the area, we were only trapping mink. I used 
to set traps for minlr There wexe plenty of rabbis, too. My o b t  son Albert was 
a fay-gram man then, He used to accompany me when 1 was setting traps hr 
away- My second oldest son was abie to hunt too. t d y  have two sons and one 
daughter Iiving of d the childten my wife had. 

Alben and 1 were checking hx snares. My other son was out cbecking 
rabbit snares with his mother. We weze going to go with him [take him with us] 
but he was out with his mother. I t  was Febniq 5) when we were checking the 
fox snares. T told my son to check some of the fox mares. It was very fiu fkom the 
camp, where the hx snares were. 1 was canying my gun. I had my gun loaded, 
as I thought I would shoot at w d g e s  ifwe see any. The gun was able to hdd 
six sheiis. As we were wallPng, 1 shot at a pattxidge, which left five shells. I 
checked the next fox snare and todc it down. Then we stopped and made a fite. 
I t  was a v e ~ ~  dear day with a siight wind. While we were eating, I had a very 
strange feeiing. I had a f-g which wanted me to continue wdüng- I was owy 



anxious to continue, 1 packed our bags and 1 cantinued [without the 
son] on the joumey. 1 came to a lake which 1 ctossed- Tlie night b e b ,  it wsrs 
snowing very h- [SU th- was new mow on the g70mdJ- As 1 came to the 
middle of the lake, 1 saw a person's tracks, 1 w m d d  who the person d d  be. 
(REEWU), 1 did not wony about i t  Then, I thought it was snowing very heavily 
the night When 1 realized it was a person's tracks, my wifk came ta d d ,  
fint As 1 came close to the tracks, 1 recognized they were not ahuman's tracks- 1 
followed the tracks aad then 1 saw another set of tracks- Then 1 realized it was a 
white polar bear's tracks- 1 decideci to foiiow th- The tmcks led up a lîver 
towards the coast 

My son had gone to check fox saares dong the coast, very close to where 
the bear was heading, 1 thought the bear would mach my son More 1 could 
catch up to i t  I thought ifthe bearwas walking in the Woods, 1 could probably 
kill i t  1 kept foliowing it and swn, I saw my son Albert's tmcks- Hls tracks were 
heading back Inland, Then 1 saw the bear tradcs going the same direction my son 
was going. The bear had hllowed him- I knew my son had not built a t5re 
because he was gohg viery fast, 1 had lefk the eariier fire before he &d. 

As 1 came close to one of the fox mares, 1 could see the polar bear at the 
trap. Then the bear started to walk towards another lake, It was going across the 
Lake, There were two cubs, fbllowing the mother- Sometimes the bear wodd 
look back at me. 

Just More the bear went aaoss, 1 saw my son AIberr's tracks again. The 
bear started to nin towards the woods- 1 conhued to hnow it and 1 loaded my 
gun, It was going to where the ùees had fdlen- 1 fbiiowed i t  I did not want it to 
go any f i e r  into the bush. 1 had a very light load with me. 1 did not want m 
let go of my axe, in case it attacked me, I shot it, 1 hit one of her eyes, thinhg 
she wodd not be able to wander veryfàr, Them I d d  shoot her eisewhere. 

People beliwed if you talk to a bear, it wiii understand you, I started 
taikïng CO the bear, saying, "What are you trying to do?" Then the bear started to 
wak away and moved back a bit. 1 moved to an area where there were many 
fden trees, The bear started to walk away wïth her cubs. 1 l d e d  at tbem; the 
mother was not m h g .  I could not see the cubs- 1 ody had one builet in my 
gun, as 1 had shot ber again, The bear was n a  vexy fk when 1 shot her, 1 left my 
bag, still carrying my axe- She sta~ted to move then, 1 fdowed her across a very 
clear area 

Wben my son was young, he was oery short 1 used to encourage him 
when he was out humhg with me. The bear was hopping along in the snow in 
the clear area [like hLr son's rnowments]. 1 said to the bear, *Albert, why are you 
leaving me behind?" The bear sat down. When 1 reached her, she was just 
looking at me- I was veqclose to her aud she was hardly moving, AU of a 
sudden, 1 fdt sorry for her. 

I was wondering what 1 was going to do with her. I did not have a strong 
rope with me [for hauling the body]. 1 had some very thin string, but it was very 
weak and 1 figureci it would break- 1 deaded to hit her with a y  axe and she dîd 
not move but sa looked at me. 1 dedded not to use my axe, as 1 had never kiiied 
a bear before, so 1 decïded to use my gun. 1 shot ber ught under the ana- 1 went 
up to her, it was about the size of the very large husky dogs. 1 buried her in the 
snow and CO& it with boughs- When 1 retunied to m .  son, he was making a 
fie. He said, "Did you kill a lot of mat?" 

After I fuished eating, I made a trail leading to the bear. 1 built another 
fire. Tben 1 foliowed this uail back and bIIowed another traü leadhg m the 
snares. When 1 mdiy reached home, 1 told everyone I had kitleci a bear. 
Apparentiy, there were people h g  south of us who had seen the bear h t  
They were hiioyying the bear noxth. 



1 gam the mother bar to my father and the ywng cubs a> my pa 'Iliis 
is when I finalhr told about my dream, the dream that I had I tdd them about 
my dream, There was a woman with two chil* 1 mached thk woman and 
het children-" This was the dream which 1 had when we returned after New 
Year's for supplies, Y dreamt that 1 was walking among some trees when I 
reached her and her chifdrea- She had two cbildren- She acted very strange- I 
felt very uneasy with her, Then, I s t a r m i  to dream about mywife, Then I woke 
up-" My hther said to me, Wour dream meant yw were going to kiU the bear 
and her cubs," I was reaIly comhced about tbis dream- Then, in February, my 
wife died- When she dïed my dream came back to me- (#129) 

In dreams information is given to you about who you are going tu find, just as a 

track does. I t  is your task to deapher the tra& and as this example shows, it is not 

always completely dear. The interweaving of Albert's aad the beafs tracks through the 

chase generates tension not only in emphasizing the possible threat of Albert being 

attacked, but &O in suggesting a relationship between Albert and the b e c  This is 

M e r  emphasized by the cornparison of how both of them hopped dong in the snow- 

Family relations are the context of thiî intemction: Charlie (the narrator) and Albert @is 

son) are paired with the bear and her cubs, both spatially and s o c i d y .  A social 

interpretation of this story is not my purpose, as compelling as it is. The nature of tracks 

as information and experience in landscape remains the foeus of attention here The 

eacks of the bears and Albert are physidy present in the snow, but the dream of the 

woman and M h n  is the metaphorid trackof the bear and her cubs. Charlie dreams 

that he is wanderuig off of his traiis (to the traps] to shoot partridges when he met s  the 

woman and two chikiren, and this is the same contact when he meets the bear and her 

two cubs. This seems to be antiapated wiùlout knowledge (not knowing why) when he 

felt strangely compelled to keep wallrllig. 

Aithough a relationship is implied when he thought that the bear tracks in the 

fresh snow were his wife's, the dream is confirmecl as the track between Es wife and the 

bear when it cornes back to him afker his wife dies. 

So even though, as his father assured him, the dream meant that Charlie wodd 



finci and kill the bears, it aLFo seemed to have a more complex meaning directed at family 

connections between persons in the Iandscap. 

Dreams like the one in this stoqr are considered intentionai communication, 

although the source is not always c1ea.r. Other forms of intentional communication via 

tracks are discussed below. 

Intentional Communication 

Tracks can be left as forms of ddberate communication to assist, deceive, or 

otherwise redirect action. For exampIe, in situations where there are so many cracks that 

a person wodd be hard pressed to know which ones to follow, pole markings were left to 

indicate your direction and distance of travel to othen behind ycu. This wodd be the 

case around a campsite. or anywhere there had been a lot of activity, as desaibed here: 

They came to the deer tracks too, and they noticed that the man was chasing the 
deer too. .,,The next monring they mwed tbeir tent to the place where they had 
killed those deer. Tbey thought that the man will meet them there. They didn't 
meet him d e n  they came to the place where they küted &ose deer. And they 
put marks on the bush. (#87) 

"Marks on the bush" refers to pole markings that were made to assist othen to b d  them, 

as shown in Figure 5.9. The diagonal piece indicates the direction of travel, and the 

vertical piece indicates the relative distance? 

I FIGURE 5.9 POLE MARKINGS INDICATING RELATIVE DISTANCE 

a. Nearby b. Medium Distance c, Far Away 

Intentional communication with tracks can also be achieved by pre-mangement, 

as in the story of the Boss of the Deer. The deer werie said to be kept in a rnountain by 

l6 ExpIained and shown to me by Sand- Weistche, my Cree bu&-guide during field research in 
1999- 



their boss, bounded by a river that was thought to be empowered by the boss to prevent 

anyone fkom successfirlly returning from the other side- F'mally one man deâded to try to 

approach the boss to ask for some deer, as the hunters and their families were starvi~g- 

Tbe man told the men that as sooo as it is dark to climb the mauntain and 
look for his renirn tracks on the shore. This rnmntain on their side of the river is 
straight across the large mountain with aii the deer. 

The s u n  was seaing and the men deaded to r e m  to the m a u a t . -  
They could see the large mountain [across the ri- fiom the moutaln [they 
were on]. niey could see deer coming across the nOer. The deer looked as if they 
were coming out of the mountaia- 'Ibey could see a lot ofdeer tracks in the snow 
across the river- -. - A s  they Iooked at the laqe mountab they c d d  see the man's 
tracksin the snow leadmg to the door in the mountain, They couid see his retum 
trail on the left of the traii he twk heading to the large mouniain. 

..,The man who apssed the river statfed tellnig a stcny that the mountain 
looked like a bouse witb a door- There were a lot of tracks at the door of the 
mouatain, you can see the deer tracts on the rocks- This showed the- were a lot 
of deer in this mountain- - . . (#77) 

Because the man is undertaking a treacherous mission, one kom which no one 

else has ever returned, he tells the men how they can know if he has been sucœssful- He 

uses his tracks as a visuai signal to them, a sort of "one if by land, two if by sea" 

approach. Normally a person would retum on the same set of tracks they went out on 

because it is much easier to wallc on snow that is already packed than to break a new 

trail. But he tells them "look for my r e m  tracks," a second set intentionally used as 

communication. 

An additionai point of interest here is the reference to deer tracks on the rocks. 1 

interpret this to be a validation or confirmation motif as discussed eariiec People (in the 

story and in the audience) might not be entirely convinced that the deer ail lived inside 

this mountain with their 'boss'. Given the context of M e  and interaction with others in 

the landscape, 1 ehink it is fair to Say that tracks were accepted as the diable evidence of 

events, and this is indicated by several of the excerpts used in this study. This @cular 

set of tracks can be ùiterpreted in three possible ways, the first one presented here is, in 

my opinion, most likely the intended use. The other options are also discussed. 



As a confirmation motif, the man states that he hes seen deer tracks at the door to 

the mountain, and the narrator clarifies that "this showed there were a lot of deer in this 

mountain." He had aiready demoostratted his cornpetence and credïbility by succeeding 

where others could not  That he saw d e r  tracks on the stone at the entranœ to the 

mountain suggests visible, pmanen t  evidence c o n f h h g  the presence of the der- 1 am 

convinced that the intent is to show that such a large nurnber of deer over a long pericxl 

of time have gone through the doorway, that permanent tracks are embedded into the 

rock An alternative interpretation would be to say that the tracks were mud on the 

rocks, which would eventuaiiy Wear away, or prints in the snow that was covering the 

stone. 1 doubt either of these as the intended meaning because the ground surface is 

never mentioned when it is snow; that is, snow is taken for grantecl, and there is no 

reference to the surface beneath it. This applies to aii of the storïes in this coiiection. If 

there is no snow and the ground surface being directiy eead upon is sand or mck, they 

are specificdy indicated, although t h  occurs in only a very few stories. The possibiiity 

of mud tracks on stone is valid, but under the Cllcumstances where confirmation is the 

essence of the comment, and has been shown to be a fiindon of tracks in stories, 

something more permanent wodd carry greater validity with the audience2' Everyone 

would be weli aware of the durability of tracks under normal circumstances - in snow or 

sand, for a brief period of perhaps days, or weeks at best. And under normal 

circumstances, even dong a migration mil, deer wouid not leave tracks on Stone* I think 

the idea here is to say that there are more deer here than anyone has ever seen in one 

place, that this is the source of the deer. Abe, there are no other cases in this coUection 

" Validity and credibility are unusually important aspects of this stoxy- My refezence in Chapter 4 
to John's repeated emphasis on the t ~ t h  of a s-is directed to this one- So the= is intemal (to 
the SW) and extemal ( h m  the nauator) emphasis on credibiIitym this sto~y* which is defbitely 
worth noting. 



or any other sources 1 have read where tracking mud over m o t .  siirfaœ is mentioned. 

This does not compIetely negate the possibility, but for the reasons here presented, 1 am 

inclineci to support the "in stone" interpretation. 

The above examples of tracks as intentional communication focussed on the 

intent to assist, but there are also cases where misinfbmation is intentionaliy provided in 

macks. Because of the reliance on tracks for information about who is nearby and what 

they are up to, a p e m  wishing to deceive another person as to their actions may 

deliberateIy rnodifjr th& tracks, or offer an altemate errplanation for the apparent 

information they suggest. 

In the story of The Child That Wasn't Born Naturally, an atoosh raids the tent of a 

pregnant woman, kiüs her and throws away the f e u ,  which is rescued and raised by 

mice. The woman's other child s d e d  by being hidden under the boughs linîng the 

wigwam wall. mer a tirne, the older child discovers his younger brother Living with the 

mice. They tell him to come each day to play with his brother, and how to keep it a 

secret fiom their father: 

The mice know that the father will see the différent fmtphts, one set larger and 
one set srnailet They tdd the older bcother that if his father asks about the 
smder footprints, he should tell him that he was just putting his foot down on 
the front part And the man came back h m  his huntMg and saw the fwtprints in 
the snow, and he said to himseE "I wonder why some of them are big and some 
are smd?" So his father asked the boy h m  corne his foomts are like that and 
the boy remembered what the mice tdd him and he said, "Well, I put my kt like 
tha~'' And he showed himt (#LX) 

Here it was the explanation for tracks that was false, but tracks can be used to 

create an intentional loss of information, as in the story of Meskino and Petawabino. It is 

an historical case of extreme starvation conditions, Whea a man who knew that his 

death fiom starvation was imminent, told his sons to eat of bis body so that they rnight 

survive. Those who did, became a t w h  and eventually ate each other. In order to 



prevent them from eatïng the body of their brother who had also died from starvation, his 

widow made tracks all amund the burial site. In this way she used tracks to confound; 

just as finding no tracks at ali is iïkened to blindness, too many tracks also generate a 1 0 s  

of orienteering information: 

. , , At iast some of diem coddn't walk At last one of his sons, who was 
out iodang for partzidges, nariled whüe he was out ( d d n ' t  mme home). mat  
was the husband of the woman h m  WaswanipL [who luter relrited these evenb to 
the p s t  manager] When he didn't corne back the old man didn't even say to 
fobw his tracks [to try tom h h  mdpossibly save hunl. Then diis woman, 
when her husband didn't corne home, and she heard that the old man was going 
to shift the next day, she went out to follow her husband's trackr. She finuzd him 
starved- She thought the old man would say to bury his son b e f m  they shifted- 
When she got borne she toid the old man- But the old man didn't even Say to 
bury his son, he still said they were g a g  to shik l6 (#165) 

She went out alone to bury the body, and after several more days had passed without any 

h u n ~ g  success, the old man resorted to lettïng his own blood, and coolâng it to sustain 

his remaining family. The woman dedined, and went off on her own. She was able to 

kiii partrïdge and rabbit for herself, and after several days returned to see how the family 

was doing: 

When she got t h e ,  al1 t h e  were Ieft was two men. AI1 the rest were 
dead She saw the bones of what these two had eaten, theü father and heir 
mother- - -- 

This woman remembered that she had told the men where her husband 
had stand, and she thought that they would go there and eat him.-. At last it 
was a stoxmy day, and she took the toboggan to go for her husband's body. She 
made circles to hide the place whete her husband's body was. Then she managed 
to dig a hole for her husband's body- [#165) 

Nomally if someone does not retum fkom hunting, others wiU go out to fkd 

'' The phrase "at last some of them couldn't waik," is what 1 consider a standard phase, 
representing what 1 have labeled cvt e n d m c e  mot$ This is discussed in a later section, with 
examples- Briefiy, it refers to a state of -me exhausticm associatecl with a la& hunting success, 
and starvation conditions. In other fonns of oral tradition and d poetry the use of standard 
phrases to r e p e n t  cuIhiraUy understood situations is co01111on, and is evidenced at least as long 
ago as Homer, in the Iliad and ûdyssey. Mthwgh light-years apart culturally, chronologically, 
and geographidy, the amilarities in orai tradition style between the 8& C., B.C. Greeks and the 
Eastern Cree -;? surprising. 



them dong their trsü When old man Petawabino neglected to send someone &er his 

son, his actions were cul- inappropriate. foreshadowing the gruesome events to 

corne- But the son's wife went out on his track and found him. This brings us back to the 

theme of "lost"; before she goes out, the younger man's disappearance suggests he is lost 

to them. yet she h d s  him at the end of his track, when he is l i t d y  lost to her. By 

making a conhision of tracks in the bush all around the place w k  she buried his body, 

she creates a condition whereby he will be lost to the others, who she feam may have 

wrong intentions toward his remains. She has intentionally used her tracks to un-inform, 

and to deceive- 

hother way to prevent someone fkom finding you is to waIk where no tracks 

be left When the land is covered with snow, t h  would be a real challenge. In legend, 

however, special landscape feanues can provîde the needed setting. Mountains have a 

fascinating role in East Cree oral tradition, where they seem to be used as spatiaI 

punctuation marks. They are nozmally the site of some emordinary event or the 

dwelling of monstrous matures, as in this story of the Giant Porcupine who Stole a 

There was a big rnounraia, sunoundeci with rocks. The porcupine took this 
woman into the mountah, way down into the mounmin. The porcupine m k  the 
woman into this mouutain in case the man (hm husbund) txied to look for his 
wife. This way, the man will be lost foiïowing their trail- lhey came out fLom the 
other side of the mountain. Again, they entered another rnountain, again, they 
wandered d m  into the mmta in .  F i n e  the entered a third mouatain. n i e  
porcupine said to the woman, This is where 1 stayyn 

The man was on his way home when he saw the trach of the porcupine. 
The tracks were very large- (hence, a giant porcupùce) As he came to bis wigwam, 
he saw d of his wife's wood scattered- He thaught this person must have killed 
her- He looked for her snowshoes, they were not around. As he entered the 
wigwam, she was not there building a fire- At Iast, he saw their trail. 
M i s t h  had warned him that someone was carrying off bis wik] ,..He smed ta 
foiïow th& hait He saw a moupmin which he enterd This man used to kiU a 
lot of porcupines. As he entered the moutain, he thought to himself, 1 wiU be 
able to go where you (potcupine) go. (#106) 

l9 Mas. a subjea for later exploration- See "Representation of Mountainsn above. 

100 ' 



Knowing that the womds husband wili corne after her by foliowing theïr tracks, 

the porcupine attempts to deceive the man by en tehg  three successive mountains. The 

snow outside would Iead him to the entrance of the mountains, but once inside there 

would be no soft d a c e  to imprïnt a track o n  It wodd be understood by the audience 

that it was due to the man's signifiant m e n c e  hunting porcupines, as noted in the 

story, that he was able to antiapate the animal's actions, and successhilly track him 

When the namitor says, uhe thought to himseIf, '1 WU be able to go where you 

go,' " it ù more than jusi thinking to himseE This is a form of communication, like 

telepathy, that is typicai in Cree hunting relations. When a hunter speaks (in his 

imagination or through hunting songs) to an animal he hopes to find, he believes that the 

animai can hear h i n ~ , ~  and they engage in a hunting process that I envision as a son of 

psychological dance. The communication is a form of tracking, because it reaches the 

animal and may convince it to reveai itself so that the hunter may kiii it21 In this 

particular case, 1 think it is also a statement of cornpetition and confidence, since the 

porcupine has taken on the roie of a rival husband by stealing the humer's wife. 

A third context for using tracks as intentional communication is for the purpose of 

re-orienting acuvity, as illustrated in this brief excerpt fiom the Chou-a story: 

So he went to track the c a r i i  On his way he saw the tracks of another 
man that foiiowed the same cari'bou, coming to the tracks of the caribou fiom one 
side, and then foiiowing the cari'bou tracks, He d d  tell h m  the tracks that the 
man was m l i n g  very kt. 

Chou-a knew it was his Mktaùeo, and he thought to himself that all of his 
Mktabeo's didn't bother about him when he was starving. But he tumecl away 
h m  the deefs traii and fOUowed the trail badc up to where the Mistrzbco had 
corne from, and he came upon a tent. ,-- (#162) 

This îs the only case that I have seen where a Mistdeo, or spirit-helper has left 



ma& of any Iond on the landscape. As spirit-persom they have the ability to appear and 

disappear, moving about by will rather than by physical action. In this situation the 

MistQbeo is intention- leaving tracks for Chou-a to b d .  so that he wiJl get his attention 

and divert him fkom his hunt, wbich is exactly what happas. The Mistabeo could have 

simply appeared and intercepted Chou-a in person. but his way of co~~tmunicatlng was to 

leave tracks as a message. This form of interaction relied on Chou-a's ability to read and 

recognize the tracks, and gave him the choice of whether or not to respond. 

Tracks as a Conduit 

Tracks as a conduit for the transmission of information (an abstraction of 

language) in the form of knowledge or power is a theme in three examples discussed 

here. In a sense, knowledge is power in tracking, for if a hunter is h i g w  skilled et 

reading and interpreting the various kinds of tracks he is then weU equipped to act 

effectively in response to them. The relatiomhip between power and tracks is of interest 

here because of the ways it can be manifest One story illustrates a clear use of tracks as a 

conduit for sending power. In another, tracks act as a conduit for receiving information 

due to power assoaated with the tracks of a partiCuIr person. In a third enample, the 

relationship is somewhat vague, but there is still a sense that power is channeled through 

tracks- 

In addition to the power/conduit aspect of tracks, the fint of the three examples 

contains many significant references to tracks and their function. The interpretatïon 

foliowing this excerpt discusses all of them and their signifïcance in the story. 

Aside from atooshes, the other threatenïng-persons encountered in stoties of the 

past are PLZW~S- This name seems to refer to unsaupulous white trappers and who raid 

AS indicated many tirnes in the body of oral tradition and ethnographie infcnmation provided by 
Cree informants in this collecti0~1- 



and kill the Indians? Here, a lone hunter is tracked by PQW~S, who plan to aaadc and 

rob him: 

. ..he started to doubhg back (na down hk rraîi, thou@ to a place where he 
remembered tùat he had gane under the trees- He thought he would be able to 
tell how many there were, But they were not there yet So he sat up m the tree, 
(which was bent over the traiî) and sooa he saw these men coming. He just sat 
there and they didn't see him, but he could see chat there were many of them- 
Mer they had ail gone pst, and he lmew he d d d t  conml them ail, so he 
started d g h t  home, without fdlowing the other trail, So these Pawts got to 
where he had bis But it wasn't burning. These Pacits had something to use 
in a kind ofpwer; they put it d o m  on the tmil and it Wlowed the man, anally 
he cwid f d  it - a queex feeling in his legs, FinaUy, he could hardly waIk, and he 
came to a small lake- He fell down bat he couidn't get up again. He thought, "1 
wish 1 couici get two oners, then I could put the otter slrins on my k t  and then 1 
coutd waik agchW FiaUy, his wish came me,  he saw nivo oners corning h m  
across the lake, right straight at him_ One went an one side of him, and one went 
on the odier side, and he speared them, one, then the otber. Then he skinned 
them as quick as he could. He onfy skinned them haifway down (the h n t  half), 
and put them agahst his legs and the pain left bim right away, So he said to 
h i m d ,  Tou robbers wi l i  be hcky ifym can catch me now, 1 feel so l igkn I t  
was his grandfathex's power, sent to help barn- The Powtr are fdlawipg bim, and 
they saw where he had been sitting, and then another, and mare, W they thought 
they would get him very soon. They were pleased to see that he hady  walked, 
that they could get him sooa FhUy they came to the lake, and they thought 
they w d d  kill him the- and when they came to the lake they saw the otter 
bones, and they cold hardly see the tracks, he was going so fast Then he got 
home and told his grandmother what to expect That these P m  were coming. 
w451 

The antagonists are tracking a man dong his trail, as a hunter tracks game 

animais. In anticipation, he makes a new &ail (that will be unknown to the enemy) to 

check their tracks in order to find out what he is up against From their tracks he ex- 

to discover how many of them there are, as weii as information about theïr condition- 

When they dodt find him at his camp, they send power dong his t d  to fïnd him, 

wfüch it does, and aipples him. Conjuring power, in this sense, can be thought of as an 

energy that is controlied by its user, to cause physicai events to occur at some distance, 

21 Preston, Cree N m a t b e ,  220: animais hear and understand the words of the huntïng songs. 
" Aithough Colin Scott niggests the ethnic identity of Puwts is vague, and that the emphasis is on 
antisocial, marginal behapiour assmated with them rather thaa their ethnicity, "Encountering the 
Whiceman in James Bay Cree Narraiive History and Mytbology," Abo-d Hktoty 19,1(1995): 
29. 



without the direct and impliat invohrement of the conjuror['s body]. Like men and 

anirnaIs, the power in this story must foUow the aadt to find its prey. The ûail aas as a 

conduit for the power to -el and enter into the man through his feet This is a 

distinctive reference to the sending of power to do h m ,  a motif that occurs in many 

stork. This is the only case in the study data or in any other documenteci Cree oral 

tradition that 1 am fam*ar with where the power is physically connected to the land and 

travels through the traii. In other cases. the reference is rimply that power is sent to 

someone, and the impression 1 get is that it jurt travels through the aïri In thooe cases. 

the conjuror knows who the person is they are acting against, and here, the Pmvts do aot 

know who this man is that they are foilowing. This may be the reason the power has to 

follow the tra* to efficientiy locate the right victim. [t also creates greater tension in the 

story, by continuhg the active pursuit and increasing the quality of the threat againrt the 

hunted man. The power is unseen, and it leaves no track 

The man had already outwitted his enemies by doubluig back to check their 

tracks; he knew from physîd evidence that they were there, where they were going, 

what their condition was, and how fast they were going. The power they send provides 

none of this information, it arrives mexpected and uexplained. When the hunter is 

stnick lame, the track he Ieaves will be noticeably different, indicating the place where 

the contact occurred His sauggle to wailc will be cleady evident from the marfMgs in 

the snow. AU of this information can be read by the Pawts as they follow, without ever 

seeing any of the action occur. 

Finally, his regained self-control, tbtough the benefit of his grandfatheis power, 

generates a set of track information that baffies his pursuers - not only do they not fînd a 

'situng du& by the lake, they can bardy see his tracks, so they cannot interpret how he 

managed to get away. The dynamics of this entire scenario reiy completeiy on 



information provided by tracks and the conml of persons thmugh the information thus 

collected At no time do the P m  ever see, with their own eyes, the man they are 

engaged in a complex hunting strategy with. In the end, the hunter takes control by 

leaving an unexpected and iIlegible message by the nature of his tracks. thus confounding 

his enemy, at least for the t h e  king. This reversal is andogous to the controiled la& of 

infoxmation the P a m  were able to generate through the use of th& power, 

As in the excerpt h m  the story of Chou-a above, this piece refen to the speed of 

the mveler being known h m  the tracks he leaves. In both cases, the speed is related to 

exna-ordinary power, in the former fkom a spirit-person assoaated wîth conjuring, and 

the latter from conjuring power- 

At a broader conceptual lwel, this story illustrates the reliance on tracks for 

iaforming activity in the Iandscape, and emphasizes the potentiai hazards when that 

information is not available, whetber it be due to changes in weather conditions (fiesh 

snow fa, snow melt, wiod or rain removing tracks) or due to the intentional actions of 

persons. When this critical information is lacking, it can have the most serious 

repercussions, and be the cause of great hardship. 

In the story of Big Skunk and Wolverïne, the information-providing role of tracks 

is reversed; the skunk, through his power, hows  when someone lmks at his track- 

At one time the skunk wasn't the same size as it is now - they were larger 
than they are toàay- He used his widui (musk glands) to d e h d  himself, and 
because of his enormous size he could kiU with his mduL He didn't use any other 
defense. One time all the animals were in one tent because of being scared of the 
skunk. These were: woiverine, mink. fisher, lynx, weaseî, squùrel, and any other 
animal that ntos in the forest 

And at one the t h e  were no human beings. And they thought of 
themsehres as the humans of that the,  and gathered into one tent. When the 
skunk is far off, and an animai crosses ~ I S  crail, it knows wbat happens, muse] 
its wiàui quipien, If the other sui;mals are eertah that it is the skunk's traiI, they 
wouid always back away h m  the traiL 

-*. 

Wolverine was the boss, and he made the conjuriog t e n ~  He was m 
charge of d the other animals. The wolvezhe had a Mic;tabco, and his =tabeo 



told him, that if the skrmk maches them tbrwgh th& travels that he would kill 
them all, That is why the wolvezine was the boss, because he had a=&ubeo and 
&O made a conjining tent They still made a mistalte. & the wdverine told 
them, that ifthey see tracks, "if p u  go near ia tmcks even if the animal is far 
away, he wiU st ï l i  know," 

The w e d  is the one who s a w  the tracks- The weasel did not go on top 
of the snow but traveled under the snow and t d  a <rümpse of the skuak's tra* 
and the skunk still knew it, The weasel saw the track, but the weasel thought the 
skunk would not know since he traveled undex the snow. 

The skunk had cmjuxïng in his widui and if anyone saw bis tracks, his 
widui wwld q&r r j d e  him and thereby tell Km]- As soon as someone saw 
his track, he would start following him- Then he fiaalty flnds where that person 
saw his tracks He even knows if the person who saw his tracks is far away, as hb 
widui tells him, dependhg where it qrrivers, He made a conjitring tent, and he 
knows the exact place where the weasel saw hb tracks. He hdly cornes to the 
weasel's track, then f o i i m  them. Of course, Woiverhe's Mistcrbeo tdd hM all 
that Skunk was doing dong the way- Wolverine told his brothers, as ail the 0 t h  
êuümals were bis bmthers, that someone was foilowing their trail- (#155,156) 

Due to the skunKs c o n j d g  ability, he knows when someone crosses his traiL He 

has endowed his &a& with power, so that information travels dong it fiom the site of 

the incursion to himself. It acts as a conduit for information in association with his musk 

glands, and he uses additional conjuring skills to track the person down. In a conjuring 

tent the spirits of various persons are called upon to communicate with the conjurer, and 

may provide knowledge of events and persons who are far away.* In this story, its 

tracking function is similar to scapulimancy and scsring, discussed above. 

In a curiously similar way, power of another sort was traditionaliy associated with 

the tracks of a girl duriog her first menstruation. Maies are not allowed to see the 

menstruating fernaleCs), and are told not to follow the trail to the seclusion wigwam. 

They put wood me a bàdge) on the trd leading to her parients' wigwam. She 
walks ody on the wood, not tmchuig the ground.. . The wood leads right to the 
door of her parents' wigwam- ..the wood which she walked on Lis] quicErly 
burned as the men are not aliowed to touch or be close to the w d "  (#112) 

The reason for this seclusion is given as king 'sacre& equivalent to 'fiightening', 

Harvey kit, USpiritual Powertn 125.127- RJ. Prwton, Cree Nmrofn*, documents the details of 
a conjuting tent performance he observed in the 1Ws in Waskagaaish, The cerernmy has not 
been repated since that occasion, and comments made to me in Waskaganish in 1999 indicate 
that a modem mythology has started to build up around that finai pedmance- 



and the danger perœived was that if a male loolred at  a kt-t ime menstmating kmale he 

wotdd be aElïcted with boa and possiiiy die. W o  examples of cases where this was the 

resdt axe @en. This was no longer the practice in the 1960's when this information was 

recorded, 

I t  would seem that there was a potentidy lethal power associated with first 

menstruation, to the extent that the place where the girl walked wodd becorne charged 

with the power via her tracks. On a boardwalk there would not necessdy be Pinile 

tracks, but the footfalls, which are here equivalent to tracks, act as a conduit to carry thIs 

fnghtening power 6rom the girl to any male who touched them. 

There is a strü<ing parde1 between thïs and the power in the Big S W s  aail. 

Although his is known and con~olled, and hen is not, both empowered tracks demand 

appropriate respecdiil action. The consequence of disregardhg this, in both cases, is that 

the power associated with the tracks direetly o r  indirectly leads to the punislunent and 

death of the careless individual. 

In the story of the old woman who sang to the wigwam, discussed previousty, 

there is also a sense of connedon between her conjuring power and her tracks- It is not 

clearly intended to be understood as a 'conduit' association, as 1 believe these three other 

examples are, but my sense is that there is a vague implication to that effect Literally, it 

is the singing that is the conduit for transmission of power, but that the wigwam follows 

her trail hints at a connection that may be more than the simple logic that she is leading 

the way. Again, when she tek her grandson that she knows he has k e n  looking at her 

tracks, the knowing remïnds me of the Big SkunKs knowing - that her power is comected 

to her track in a similar but unstated way. My response in this case is more intuitive than 

provable, so 1 suggest it as a speculative interpretation. 



C I  Tracks and T e m w r a b  

In this next briefsegment 1 want to draw attention to the temporal aspect of 

eadP, with an exampIe h m  a later segment in the Wolverine story cyclee After humans 

had entered the Iandscape, they captured Wolverine's chilcirem In retaliation for their 

mistreatment of them, Wolverine 

foilowed the trail of the Indians who went f9r the d b o u  meat, He ciimbed up a 
tree which was overhangiag on the aail- One of the Indian c h i l h  told him that 
his father will be home s o o a  As the man was heading back with a toboggan fiill 
of c a r i i  meat, the w o 1 . e  shot an arrow at him, at the back of the head h m  
the tree- He knodced him right d m .  The W 0 1 . e  t d  the toboggan of meat 
and pushed the hdiaa on one side of the eaiL He came back on the trail pullhg 
the toboggan of d b o u  meat, When they saw the track, the other Indians said, 
"Our bher is back." The wolveriae dragged the toboggau of meat to the s m d  
wigwam where his chiidFen were, -. - When the 0th- Indians came on the trail, 
they fwnd theù boss lying an the side of the trail- They knew that the wo1;vetine 
did the harm on their boss- (#155, 156) 

Hiding in the tree above the trail is a strategy we have seen in the Pcnvt stozy 

above- The idea of hiding in a place where you know you wiil see someone, whether you 

intend to ambush them as Wolverhe did, or to gain b e r  awareness of your situation, is 

based on anticipation offuture ewnts to occur at th& siu. Later in the sequenœ. the 

tracks of Wolverine and the Indian mnvey information about what has happened in the 

past at this site, Most of the references in the stories of this collection f d  into the second 

of these two temporal contem. I t  is interesting that these txo rare exampIes of future- 

tense use of tracks both involve conflict rather than hunting and subsistence activities, 

and both involve the same strategy of hiding above the traii in a tree. 

D. Tracks as Carriers of Cultural Valaes 

The 1 s t  theme to be discussed in this study represents a shift away from the 

practical uses and functions of tracks, to consider how cultural values might be assoaated 



with them in oral tradition. Two of the most important velues in traditional East Cree 

culture were endurance and cornpetencc as ülustrated below. 

Endurance 

The presence of tracks of a large animal iike caribou carries the =deep hopen 25 

and promise of substantial food, and in times of food shortages, a caribou trail could be 

foilowed for many days under extreme dures: 

-..On the fiifth night they reached the lake and they could see the caribou trail 
stil1.--.The eighh day the men went on, and stili nothing. me nmth] night the 
men stopped and d e  tenth moming they cddn't go on, they d d n ' t  waIk 
anymore, so they had to stay the day in the tent (#12) 

On the brink of death from starvation, they succeed in killing some partridge, and set out 

to follow the caribou trail again, this time succeeding and killing twenty of them. After 

five days of shifting - the whole group following the &bu, the men left the women 

behind and went afier the deer alone. I t  was many days more before they found the 

herd Not knowing if the women had gotten any fmd during this time, they retumed to 

their camp: 

As they were nearing the place they saw the women's tracks, and knew that they 
had been looking for paraidge- l7crtewjbm the location of the uodcs what the 
women had been doulg - infirmation without direct didogue] And when they went 
past the lake where the women were staying, they saw the smoke from the fire 
and knew that at least the women were stin alive- (#12) 

This story draws attention to the very important aspect of endurance in a life- 

pattern of mobility; in order to survive on game animals in the traditional context, the 

Cree hunter was constantly on the move. Endurance was a ski11 and an ethic of social 

cornpetence, taught to young boys as soon as they were able to accompany their fathers 

out on the trapline. 

Z4 Cornpetence as a cul- d u e  is exp10red in depth in Sarah Preston, Let The Past Go: A Life 
Histor-y, Canadian Ethnology Semice, Paper No. 104 (Ottawar Canadian Museum of Civilization, 
1986) - 
2s Preston, Cree N m d i n e ,  194. 



A motif that reculs throughout the oral tradition is that of endurance under 

exceptional duress, expressed often with the phrase "at 1 s t  he could go no furtbererD This 

is not to be taken fi&*, given that the normal audience for the stories was Cree, thqr 

understood the motif within the context of their cuIturaI n o m  to mean "things are at a 

crisis stage, and can't get any worse." 

Whiie peiiods of hacdship were not rare. it seems that there were a few winters of 

exmeme shortages of food aaimals during the 1930's. This may be attributed to erratic or 

abnormal weather patterns, which in turn would have sigxd5cant influences on the We- 

cycle patterns of animals and the people who relied on them. The extreme duress is 

recalled in this excerpt 

This is another sumiva l  smy. We were very poor. Cpoor=no jbd l  1 was swaylns 
back and forth because 1 did not eat for a long tirne- I was fglling werywhere- 1 
had my snowshœs on. 1 had to go and hunt for sometbg to eat. This story took 
place far inland- 1 could not garher food to eat as 1 had to kill it first As soon as 1 
killed meat, then I d d  eat Two days after, we were able to kili a caribou- 
Now, we were able to eat This was a very hardship winter, I don't think there 
was anotber winter as hard as that winter was. It was a very difficult year. - -. 
... Long ago, there were many people starvhg, W e  had a lot of starving winters, 
but we were able to survive. 

Put bluntiy, you keep moving or you die. The hunter must seek out his survival 

on foot Think about what this young man's tracks would have looked like, wavering, 

'falling everywhere', and the information they would convey- Endurance is not an option, 

it is an imperative. It  is a prominent theme is the stories contaïned in this collection. 

Descriptions are poignant and vivid as the balance shinî h m  success to a l o s  of ability 

to succeed: 

After the man ate the beaver witb his children, he went out htmtmg, but he didn't 
h d  anythbg. For many days he couldn't kill anytbing to ear- And die man was 
very hunpy. At tirnes he shifted ftom the place where they were staying and 
went to another place, takuig his family with him. It had been severai nights and 
they badn't eaten. They were becoming very weak h m  starvation. The man told 
his wife, " We should move on while we can st i l l  move-" They went for some 
distance and finally the man couidn't waik any fiirrher- When the woman came 
up to her husband, she found that he had fidien to his knees from weaknessess He 



told her that he couiàn't wak aa;pnore, The woman was already pulllag her 
children on the mboggan, and she put ber husband an the toboggan and went on- 
They were stiii traveling; the man was under the caviering oftbe toboggan- nien 
he heard his mfe aying. '&e man asked his H e ,  "Are you cryïng because the 
way is hard?" The woman replied, "No, it is because 1 s e  the tracks of the 
caribou-w She was crying because she thought her husband would not be able to 
küi the c h u  even when they had h d  the tracks- (#162) 

Closely related to endurance is competenœ, and it is cornpetence as a huater in 

the Cree culture that contributed to one's ability to endure 

Com~etence 

The storÎes typically illustrate both the normative firnction and experience of 

tcadcs and tracking, and the potential problems when normal circumstances are 

suspended, and the ability to read tracks is lost. in sorne cases the results are very 

serious. as shown above, and in others, humourous, as in the stov of The Rabbit that 

Married the Treekog. In thîs relationship, the husband (rabbit) and wife (treefkog - both 

hopping animah) behave essentidy as a human couple would. He goes out huntiag 

during the day, and she stays at the camp and engages in traditional women's work The 

twist here, is that wdlenever the rabbit sees indications of food-animals, he runs home 

They lived there, mveling and huuting. The rabbit went out hunting, 
suddenly, she heard him nrnning home- As he came running in the tent he was 
shaking of fright. She asked ber husband, "What is the matter with pu?" He told 
her, "I saw very huge ira& of someone-" She told bim, "You are probabiy scared 
of moose tracks, Tomorrow morning we will go where the tracks are." (#101) 

As a husband, the rabbit's role is to be able to read tracks and kill food for his wife and 

family. The humour here is in showing what a poor man the rabbit is, not just in his 

inability to read tracks, but in his oum-ght fear of them* in an interesting commentary 

provided after the story ended. it was explained that when the couple went after the 

moose. the treefiog (a very smali animal) killed the moose by e n t e ~ g  its rear end and 

traveling dong its spine to the heart, which she bit It was then explained that if you look 



at the inside of a moose (any moose), the lïttle marks dong its spinal cord are the tracks 

of the treefrog, and the notch on its hem is where she bit it It is remarkabIe that this 

etiological component is oEered afer the story is officidy ended, brinmg this atiukan, 

or legend, into the realm of real experience by way of physid evidence (as etiological 

stories are intended to do). 

A similarly humourous misunderstanding of tracks occurs in the Wolverine cycle. 

His Mistabeo tells Wolverine that humans wdl be arriving on the land, and that animals 

will be the food for the Indians EvenNally, Indians capture WoIverine's children, so he 

goes out to remeve them: 

FinaUy, he c e  to a tent where they were. There 
were huge aacks. He thought that was the size of 
the people, not realizing they were wearing 

I 
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snowshoes. (#155,156) (Figure 5-10) . " . , 
rt 

Cornpetence in reading tracks was of the utmost 

Importance. When a human fails in this skill, the 
--* 

results are likely to be serious. These animal stories 

offer a bit of comic relief by placing a serious issue into 

a humourous context. But the real difficulty of 

may receive is dways a factor in experience. 
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relationship of tracks and competence are represented. 

Kere an exceptional young man is determined to avenge his unde's deaths and at 

the same time demonstrate his superior ability over a notorious man who has captured ail 

of the animals and fish and keeps them in a lake inside his tent. His goal is to out-do the 



man at his own game and then dease all of the snimalr so they YviU be available 

throughout the land, and people will no longer go hun8ry. After revming his undes, the 

three men venture out toward the tent of Nenimso: 

The boy said to the two men, We will go and see him." The men are not very 
amrious to go as they were killed when they went lbefi]-  Both men thaught 
that he wüi probabiy be able to survive- They aiI left to see him- They said to 
him, 'tve stept halfway b m  his wigwamn The boy said to them, "1 am gohg to 
lead the way. Don't look back at our trails. W e  will aH make a d.ifkent trail but 
going the same direction" I t  was very dark, the boy asked them, "1s this about 
where you slept?" They answered him, Tes, we passed itn The. walked a few 
feet away and he said to them, W e  will sleep no=" The boy was Iooking f a  a 
piace to sleep, and he said to the- "Ibis is mear's (animal's) tracks." 'Ihe men 
went to h i . ,  hem, the* were a lot of bear tracks- The boy was busy on the tracks 
and he said to them, "Here is the meat" (#145) 

The boy is demonstratiag his competence by his ski11 in both the intentional 

creation of tracks as strategy against an enemy, and in reading nadP as strategy in 

getting food. He does not Say why they are not to look back at theîr traiIs, so the intent 

here is unclear. Earlier in the story it is explained that the boy was concehed 

mystenously when his mother handled a small, unusual looking Stone, and that he grew 

fiom birth ro manhood in a matter of days. He has already demonstrated exceptional 

control of conjuring power by brïnging his uncies back to Me, and it may be that he is 

channeling his power into their tracks for some unstated strategic reason. Again, this is 

speculation, but it is based on a demonstrated pattern both in this story and in the larger 

body of oral tradition used in this study. 

Either way, his authority is clearly indicated and respected by his uncles, and his 

comments show that he is aware of the possibility that someone else, perhaps their 

adversary, could attempt to foliow them. It could be that he is using tracks to deceive, or 

planning that if one of them is tracked down, the others might not be. 

To be "busy on the tracks" of the bear is a way of saying he is engaging his skills 

and competence as a hunter to interpret and fobw animal tracks to get food for the men 



to eat I t  is a fitthg expression to condude this interpretation with, because it reflects in 

few and simple words, the nature of tracks and experience in the landscape. 'Busy' in t6is 

context is a word of action, movement, and attentiveness to detaiI. These are the 

embodiment of a lik based on conîïnuous movement through the landscape in rhythm 

with the yearly cydes of change. 

E- Summaiv: Tracks as an Indicator of Culture in the Landsane 

In this analysis, I have attempted to demonstrate the dlfferent fundons of tracks 

in Eastern James Bay Cree oral tradition as a refldon of cultural expenence in the 

landscape. 1 began with a basic consideration of directional and locational referenœs 

including using tracks to find animals and people, alternative forms of tracking related to 

conjuring, and the circumstances associated with a loss of tmcks. Then 1 took a more 

detailed look at the ways of reading tracks and the kinds of idormation they provide. 

Through examples, 1 explored the larger theme of tracks as laquage in the landscape 

through a sequence of sub-themes, demonstrating the degrees of cornplex@ in the 

amount of information that tracks can provide* the use of tracks as confirmation of 

circumstances and events, the connection between tracks, dreams, and metaphors, the 

use of tracks as intentional modes of communication to assist, deœke, or direct 

activity, and the role of tracks as a conduit for the transmission of knowledge and power. 

In addition. the temporal aspect of tracks was discussed. Shifting fiom functional aspects 

to rra& as carriers of cultural values, 1 discussed how endurance and cornpetence are 

illustrated in the representation of tracks. These themes were dl seff-evident in the 

stories, and became clear to me afier many readings, through a gradua1 process of pattern 

emergence as my comprehension of both details and broad cultural constructs began to 

coalesce into an intuitive grasp of meaning. 



One story remains to be diJassed: The Bir& that Flew Away with People. I have 

saved it for the su-- because, quite remarkably, it incorporates most of the 

representational themes that have been expioreci in this snidy. I t  is a long stoiy, wïth an 

'epic' quality to it The exceqt hem is h m  the opening sequence, fowing on the 

importance of tracks: 

There was a man who was lost, suddenly- The lndians thought he could 
have flown away but they were not sure, They w d d  h d  his tracks ending, 
suddenly- Where his tracks ended, was the load if he Camed one. The Indians 
wondered about hm. --- 

That man that was Iost disapped cm hi~ man~~ home m the evmkg- 
T h e  was a woman who disappeared tm, she disappeared on her way home after 
checkùrg traps with her hwband, Her husband did not 6nd her and he  did not 
see where someone couid have killed hez She was lost 

..,When a person disappears, their traclss are vezy clear m the snow until 
they end, suddenly- --. 

There was a young m a e  His motber and hther were'still W g .  The 
young man was the only M d .  One ni* his hther did not r e m  home- They 
had a lot of food, His mother said to him, "1 wonder what happened to your 
fhther, he did not return home, yet" This young man had a barn-  He dreamt 
that he was foilowîng his hther's tracks, then, someone carriecl him off- In his 
dream, he was thinking that bis father was d e d  away by a very large b i '  He 
decided to foilow his fatheis tradrs to see if his ciream was truc 

He started to foUow his hther's t r a c k  He saw an area whexe his hther 
had killed two porcupines. His fithes had lefk h m  the side of th& wigwam and 
was circlnig to go home, His hther's tracks were very dose to their wigwam, the 
tracks looked îike his father was heading home He wondered where his fither 
disappeared @at) as he was aimost home- 

There was a lake very close to tbeP wîgwam, He knew his hther came 
aaoss the lake when it was ~ e r y  dark His fàther's tria& disappeared haif way on 
the lake. At the end of his hther's tracks were his bow and anows and axe. This 
is al1 of his father's belongirigs he f9und, he did not find the two porcupines, , . , 

,.-He started hunting atound with hïS mother. He killed sane beavers 
and told his mother to pull the beavers on the de& It was getong da& out. Their 
wigwam was very dose. His mother will be waUcing aatoss the ice- His mother 
weat home- He thought, "probably, my mother will have a cooked beaver ready 
for me-" He started home, When he reacbed home, his mother was not home. 
He wondered what happened to h e r s  he retmned where he came fmm. He 
could not fhd her. 

The next morning when he got up, he went to where they went that 
night She did not retum home. As the young man came across the lake, aU he 
could see was the end of his mother's ûacks. He was looking around on the lake, 
looking for his mother. 

Then he saw sometbmg very dear, as he -nt towards it Here were the 
beaven his mother was pullPig on the s l d  The beavers looked as if they fkll 
dom h m  the sky. He deaded to fïud out what it was that he dreamt his father 
was d e d  away byi .. . (#142) 



Lost, suddenly. These two words are packed with rn-. At the most basic 

Ievel, the directionai information required to lead 0th- to them ïs gone. Wïthout tracks 

they canaot be found. As a prelude to the story, the namtor and translater were tryùig 

to explain that in Cree t h e  are two words for when something strange and surprishg 

happens; they were emphasiwng the importance of the unexplainable in the story. It  was 

translated into English as "suddenly." R e d  the earlier disniosion on the psychological 

impacts of "&" To be without information about where someone is or where they are 

gone is to be at a loss oneself. 

As the story goes on, the details of aaek language corne into play, as we see in the 

following phrase: 

He did not see whae someone could have küZed ha- 

There is no physid indication at the end of her tracks of any evidence of struggle, or the 

tracks of another person, or blood. She was just gone. 

Again, the strmgeness of the event is repeated so that the Mener is clear about 

what is and is not able to be known ffom the tracks: they are there, dearly, and then they 

stop. The situation as indicated by the traclp is undemood to be perfealy normal and 

then suddenly, the extreme o p p i t e  of normal. I t  creates a situation where people are 

without dues, or the lanmasze of ~hysicai evidence to piece together what has happened 

When the young man's father does not r e m  home in the wening, there are a 

number of normal possibilities that could explain his absence. When sorneone does wt 

arrive where they are expected to be, someone e k  normdy goes out to follow their 

tracks to fînd them. It can be a difncult task because of the chances of finding them 

starved to death, as happens in many storics. But the expectation is that the tracks wiil 



lead you to the penon and the answen about their condition. 

One nighc bis father did not retum home They had a lot of- 

By indicating that they had a lot of food, he îs saying that the man would not have 

coilapsed fkom exhaustion and be in a condition of a Ioss of endurance, and starvation, 

That eliminates one of the few standard possibilities. 

Thkyoung man h d  a d m  He dreamt bat he wasjidlowoig h k  fathet-3 
ma&, then, sorneone c d d  hün off, In his dreom, he was thidcikg rhat his farher 
was carrïed away by a very large büd 

To try to fhd out what has happened, the young man intentionally e n t e  a dream 

state to track his father's movements. I t  îs an alternative, meta~horid  fom of tracking, 

and suggests he has already achieved a high degree of commtence in tracking and in 

knowing how to manage in difficult circumstances. 

He decided to follow his fottier's tracks to see if hïs dream was m e ,  

When he sets out to foilow his father's tracks he is using them as a confinnation of 

the events depicted in his dream. He adds to his knowledge by the pîeces of evidenœ 

accumdated dong the way: 

He saw an ruwr where hir f d e r  had kïüed two pormpïnes, His father had 
lefifiorn the side of their wigwam and was rircling to go home, Hisfarhds trucks 
were very close to chek wïjpvcun, the tracks looked like hïsfather wus heading home, 

The temwral aspect of knowiedge h m  aacks is illustrated by the recognition 

that the tracks were close to home @ast tense) and that it appeared that he was heading 

home (future anticipated). 

Later, we learn that the father had been using a bow and arrow: 

At the end of his fder 's  cracks were hïs bow and m w s  cutd axe This iF ait 
of his f d e f s  belongings hefuund he did notflnd the two porcupines. ,., 

so his disappearance would not have been due to a gun accident (nor was there any 

body). Again, it is given in the amount of evidence that îs visible, part of the "tracks" are 

the personal belongings left there. I t  would not be normal to leave without one's tools, so 



their presence adds to the suspiaous nature of his disappearaace. We also Iearn that he 

has walked across a lake, and there is no mention of open water or  soft ice, so we can 

presume that he has not drowned- 

There was a l a k  wry dose to th& wï&cmr, He knew hk f i e r  umre acmss the 
lake when it wcrs very d m k  Hir fcrthefs cracks àkappeareci hd f  way on the lake. 

As indicated earlier, the two most common reasons for accidental death were starvation 

and drowning, and gun accidents were also cornmon. The evidence of tracks has d e d  

out each of these, 

The sequence is repeated when his mother is & to him. 

As the young man m e  ocrcrss the lake, aü he could see was the end of his 
rnothefs traeicsocks He was Zooking around on the hke, lcdihgfor hù rnother. 

Then he saw somethhg w y  b, as he went towcuùs it Here were the 
becrvers hU motizer was pullütg on the SM The beawrs Iooked as ifthey fell down 
fiom the sky, 

To Say that the beavers looked as ifthey feu h m  the sSf is to imagine something 

outside of the logicai realm of reality, but it fits with the young man's suspicions that his 

parents were carried away in the air. 

He àecided to fütd out what it was thut he dreumt hir frrther was carried a w q  by. 

Again, the young man's commtence is emphasized when he decides to h d  out 

what it was that carcied his father ( a d  mother) away. He uses a combination of dreams 

and physical evidence to confùm the idormation each provides. The widenœ of tracks 

indicates that they are not on land or in the water, so the o d y  other option, no matter 

how strange or surprising, must be the air. 

In the context of a life where people rely every day on all of the signs around 

them to pieœ together circumstances and events that they have not seen first hand, the 

loss of a normal pattern of recognizable si- would severely limit the abiiity to know 



and participate in culture. Tracks are the primary indicators of culture in the landscape- 

Tracks are maps, they are laquage, and they camymeaning. They are the result of 

movement and mobiiity patte- in the yearly cycle of Iife in the s u b d c  



CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY DISCUSSION 

1. Landscape, Cuiture, and Representation 

in Chapter 1, I stated that the intent of the research was to idennfy the symbolic 

expression of landscape in Eastern James Bay Cree oral tradition, and to interpret its 

culturai meaning. This effort was informed by concepts such as landscape, culture, and 

representation, to which 1 now return- 

Geertz wrote that his understanding of the culture concept was that "it denotes an 

historicdy transmiaed pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited 

conceptions q re s sed  in symbolic f o m  by means of which men co~~l~~lunicate, 

perpetuate, and develop theù knowledge about and attitudes toward Life"' 1 see oral 

tradition as a macro-scale "syrnbolic f o d  in thls context, and within that at a micro 

ievel tracks are another "symbolic form," an expression or rdection of the broader 

theme of movement and mobility in the yeady cycle. Oral tradition and tracks are both 

aspects of how people "communicate, perpetuate, and devebp their knowledge about 

and attitudes toward Me-" 

Landscape, I have argued, is land perœived and valued ttuough the cuitural mind 

The process of converting land into hdscape involves both the attribution of meaning 

and symbolization. As stated by Greider and Garkovich, "(tlhe symbols and meanings 

that comprise landscapes reflect what people in culture groups d e h e  to be proper and 

improper relationshîps among themselves and between themselves and the physical 

environment" This observation is partidarly appropriate in the context of East Cree 

culture and oral tradition, where landscape meaning is indicated symbolidy through 

the actions and interactions of perçons inciuding the landscape. 



Ln their exploration of symboiism and cultural landscapes, Rowntree and Co* 

suggest that the cultural landscape is the resS of symbolic action, and as such. is a 

cuiturai product And just as symbols "store" meaninp, so too does the cultural 

landscape? In built landscapes these symbols may take the form of monuments. 

earthworks. or other structures, but this is not necessarily the case. It is partidariy in 

dtures with un-built landscapes that the symbolic representation of meaning is manifest 

in 0th- forms, such as oral tradition. This is also a cultural product, one in which actions 

function as symbols or vehides for the expression of beliek and vdues. wthia these 

narratives lies the meaning of their cultural landscapepe Commenting on this ontological 

divergence between Western cuiture and hunter-gatherer cultures, Ingold states: 

In West- cmtology, as we have seen, the laadscape is not so much a course to be 
foilowed as a resistance to be overcome, a naturally given, material substrate that 
is 'humanized' by iinposing on it forms d o s e  origÏns lie m a separate domain of 
the imagination, to yield an environment that is 'artSual' or 'btrilf- Hunter- 
gatherers are seen as people who have failed to achîeve tbis, whose designs are 
not translated into action, setciags thought but nor built Hunter-gatherer 
ontology, however, asserts the precise opposite- Action does not serve to trauslate 
pre-existent form firom one domain (the mental) to another (the material); mther, 
form arises and is held m place within action: it is moviement congealed4 

To this 1 would add that oral tradition is a cultural form, and it is both embedded in and 

representative of action in the landscape. Rowntree and Conkey use narrative as a 

metaphor for discussing the symbol-bearing quality of the cuinual Iandscape, and their 

comment takes on additional sigdicance in the content of this discourse: 

The cultural landscape in part functiom as a namative, a symbolic legacy 
conveying, if not reaiizing, infarmatlon fiom one generation to another, 
information about subsistence ways, cosmology, territoxy, or historical positi~n.~ 

Cultural landscape is a landscape that is integrated with the cultural practices of a 

- -- - -- 

Greider and Garkavich, "Landscap," 2- 
Lester B. Rowntree and Margaret Conkey, "Symklism and the Cultutal Laridscape," AnnciLs of the 

Arsocidon of Amcrikm Geographas, 70,4 @ec W8O), 459-60- 
Ingold, "Histbg and Gathering," 145-6. 



people. Such htegration can be built or made but does not have to be. It can k 

achieved through other forms of const~~ction. In either case, what happe= is that a 

cultural representation of values and meaningr about the relationship between Society 

and land is ueated in sorne form. Typicaliy and most familramilrariy it is in b d t  fona. But in 

the Cree context the relationship between cuiture and land is represented in orai 

tradition, which is a constniction as weli. Both built and un-built represeatations are 

symbolic expressions of meaaing. 

In this study of traditional Cree narrative, 1 have attempted to peel open the 

cultural symbols of eaperience to discover the meaning of Iandscape "fkom the Native's 

point of view? The interpretation of tracks as indicators of mmment and mobility is 

one facet of the larger study necesçary to achiwe a comprehensive understanding of this 

subject. When similar studies of the other themes I have identified are completed, 1 

believe that a fidl picture wilI emerge. 

2. Strengths and Weaknesses of this Researcb Method 

I t  is my opinion that the interpretive approach is the most suitable for analyzing 

this kind of material to reach this kind of goal. in the case of the Eastern Cree, the major 

form of cuiturai representation is oral tradition; any effort to discover the histoncal 

perspective must look to these narratives- This is not seen as a limitation by any means, 

quite the opposite, I see it as an exceptional advantage that this material exists and can 

be studied The benefits of using oral tradition and folklore in cultural landscape studies 

should not be considered applicable only to aboriginal cultures. Indeed, over twenty 

- -- - - - -  - 

' Rowntree and Conkey, %ymbolism," 461. 
Cliffotd Geeztz, "From the Native's Point of View: On the Nanue of Anthropdogical 

Understanding," in Interptetiw Social Scierta: A Readcr, ed. Paul Rabin- and William M. Sullivan, 
(Berkley: University of C-a Ress, 1979) - 



years ago there were a few geographers who recognized this; Bunkre noted its value, 

"because it reveals, by definition, deep and s h e d  views and amtudes; the amal, not the 

ideal."' Because of this, he suggests, folklore is a more effdve source than the 

questionnaire when attempting to reveal culturai values. Oral tradition and folklore are 

cultural self-representation, rather than representatîon of culture as viewed h m  the 

point of view of the researcher? This makes it an ideal source of data for interpretivist 

research, as noted in Chapter 1, the intent is to understand experience fkom the insider's 

point of view. 

The interpretive, intuitive approach using a large body of data as 1 have done is 

also supported in Bunkse's wrïting: "As expressive culture, folklore does not lend itself to 

reduction and sumrnarv; a theme cornes to Me ody  through the unification of many 

minor folkloristic detaîis into a gestaltm 

Unlike many subjects of research for wbich d t i n g  Iiterature suggest frameworks 

and models that can be imposed externaliy onto data for analysis and interpretation, 

there is not an established theoretical mode1 for discussing tracks as an indicator of 

cultural experience and meaning pertaining to landscape. 1 am glad this was the case, for 

it gives me a sense of reassurance that the results m e  from within the data, and should 

therefore be more t d y  representative of it. This is one of the real benefits of the concept 

behind Grounded Theory - essentidy immersion in the data until it reveais its inherent 

' Burikse, "Commoner Attitudes," 560. 
13 Ibid, citing Alan Dundes, "foikiore- - - provides.. - a view h m  the insideout, rather than fiom the 
outside-inn 

Ibid, 563. E. Estyn Evanr &O d e c ~  on the benefits of fontlare <O landscape studies, stating: 
"the corpus of foIklore in each region, serving as a boIster to established ways and as an educatme 
device, is a reflection of the cultural Iandscape." He suggests it is a resource the cultural 
geographer can not &ord to neglect "Ibe Cdturai Geographer and FolkIife Research," in 
FoikZore und FdWjfe: an In-on, ed- Richard M. Dmon (Chicago and London: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1972). 517,527- 



patterns and themes. It  is not a fast research method compareci to many, but neither is it 

perhinctory - it is tdy  exploratory, a process of discovery and revelation. The r d  trîck 

of it is that the coding categories must come h m  the data, not hom the goals or 

anticipations of the researcher. 

This last point brings up one area where this type of approach might reveal a 

weakness in the researcher's application of interpretive methods. That is, wirhout a 

formal framework for the analysis of data, it is up to the researcher to use the utmost in 

self-control, avoiding unfounded specuIations and the urge to anticipate meanings 

without substantial evidence to back them up. As for the method itself, when applied 

appropriately to a smdy where the sought-after results are qualitative, expressive, and 

unstandardized, 1 cannot think of a better approach. 

3. Application and Contribution of this Study to Research in Landscape Architecture 

Direct application of my research findings is antiapated to benefit the community 

of origin in two signifiant community-based cultural development programs. The Fim is 

a land-skills training program initiated through the Chief Malcolm Diamond Memonal 

Training Centre. Under this program young Cree ad& would be taught the traditional 

M e  skills with the bush as their classroom; they would leam their cuitural herîtage in the 

landscape. Due to budget constraïnts the program has b e n  shelved, and is now king re- 

configured through a private coiiege operated by a rnember of the Waskaganish 

community. I t  is my hope that my research will be usefd: 

r for its potential to identify aspects of traditional expaience of landscape that may not 

presently be remembered within the Cree community; 

r and / or to present aspects of traditional experience of landscape in a way that 

reinforces their cuiturai value; 



and that by so doing. the research wül contribute to the reclaiming and 

re-teaching of cultural heritage- 

In a simîlar way, my work is &O being offered as hlstoncal documentation for the 

planned development of the Waskaganish Culturai Lastitute. which emphasizes both oral 

traditions and traditionai activities in the landscape- The thesis is based on the 

relationship between these two s igdcant  aspects of traditional Cree culturef and should 

therefore provide usehil insights into them. 

As heritage issues take the forefiont in man-  cultures, research Iike this can 

provide a signifiant contribution to community-based programs and to educational 

awareness for those who share in multi-cultural landscapes. Wîthin their professional 

capacities as consultants. landscape architects are being called upon to facilitate the re- 

comection between community and place-'' This study is one example of how such 

efforts may be approached. 

From an academic standpoint, this thesis is intended as a contribution to the 

literature on cuiturd landscape studies. At this time there are no comparabk studies 

focusing on oral tradition as an ïndicator of the meaning of landscape for the Eastern 

James Bay Cree. This is especially relevant as the Supreme Court of Canada has recentiy 

ruled that the oral traditions of (historicdy) non-literate CUItures must be recognized by 

the courts, in part for what they reveai about the traditional relationship of dture and 

land." 

1 believe that it is important for the landscape archite& to have an undentandhg 

'O For example, Nancy Pollock-Eiiwand's (and this author's] iavolvement in the deveiopment of 
Point of View educational software incorporating cultural landsape inventories and oral histories. 
Nancy Pollock-EUwand, "Blair Cultural Landscape Invent- Projecc Flnal Assessment" (Ontario: 
MiniSay of Citizenship, Culture and Recreation: l988), photocopid 
" Delgamuuicw v. British Columbia, 23799 (1997): 85-87- 



of how people perceive* vaiue, know, and represent their Iandscapes; to have a sensitmity 

to and comprehensîon of the meanings places have for people Landscape architects 

claim to have the landscape as their professional realm of expertise, and are primarily 

interested in its fuaction and design. 1 believe that in order to daim such eapertise, one 

must delve deep into what Iandscape means; understanding the ways of knowing and 

vduing the environment in which we h e  is criticai to our ability to effectkely and 

appropriately address functîon and design. This study, then, is one approach to revealing 

the meaning of landscape for one parti& culture p u p ,  broadcnùig awareness of the 

diversîty of human relationships to lanàscape- By atialyzing recorded oral tradition of the 

Eastern James Bay Cree, 1 hope to have eontcibuted to a greater understanding of th& 

traditional ways of knowùig and vaiuing, or ascn'bing meaning, to their landscape. 

In Chapter 1 1 indicated my belief that the anaiytical and theoreticai aspects of the 

discipline of landscape architecture deserve greater attention than they currently receive. 

This work is an effort in that direction, and it is my h o p  that the discussions on theory 

and ontology throughout the study will draw attention to the limitations of the m e n t  

Euro-centrk approaches to landsape theory. This is an area ripe for fitture research; 

there are hundreds of cultures in the world, each with their own constmcts of landscape 

and associated meanings. As landscape architects find themselves practidng in alI 

corners of the earth, awareness of these meanings becomes imperative for appropriate 

action. Research like the present thesis may become a necessary preliminary to major 

design assignments. A murticuitural appreciation for landscape meaning and 

representation can ody  strengtben the disaphes involve& both in research and practiœ. 

As research tools, this thesis draws attention to several significzult sources of culturally- 

based landscape representation; oral tradition, toponomy studies, and TEK research can 

be used to infonn some aspects of the existing Euro-cenrric research and theory, to bridge 



the resources of both and promote a more holistic appmach. 

This study relied on access to a body of original ethnographie material coilected 

over many years. Whüe a graduate student typically does not have the time to engage in 

comparable fieldwork to faditate such a study, ethnographers have been co1Iecting data 

on cultures around the world for many years, and some of these collections are arcbived 

and available for study. Others may still be in the hands of the original researcher, but it 

has been my experience that advanced scholars welmme the opportunity to disseminate 

their knowledge to a broader audience. To that end. 1 would recommend that a 

researcher in landscape architecture wishïng to pursue similar snidies as this, seek out 

those archives or ethnographers who have worked in their interest areau The present 

thesis serves as a case study for the use of such materials in landscape research, and 

demonstrates their applicab'ïty for graduate research in both scope and scale. 

1 wodd not recommend an accelerated program of data collection in the context 

of unfamifiar cuiturs because of the great conceptual chasms that can exist; as Geertz 

has shown, it is through committed, enduring immersion in a culture that a researcher is 

able to generate a "thick description" of its values and beliefs.'" 

Even in familiar cultures, if the goal is to discover embedded cultural meanings, 1 

would st i l l  recommend archival data at least as supprting evidence. One of the greatest 

differences between ethnography and both questionnaire and interview data is that 

ethnography takes in information on d aspects of dnire  indisaiminately. F m n  the 

vast volumes of data generated, the researcher can evolve an intuitive mmprehension of 

the perspective of the subjects, thus managing hisher interpreation of specific 

l2 An effort also recommended by Tuan: "an e x t h  body of dam, oral and wxïtten, aiready eskt 
and that these can be examined with an eye to theù d e  in the creation of place-" "Language and 
Place," 695. 
l3 Geertz, Interpretution of Culmre, Chapter 1. 



information in the context of the informants culture - or as Geertz would Say, "from the 

Native's point of vie&" If a researcher negleas thiJ aiticai aspect of interpretation, the 

results of their study rïsk being unrepresentative. Interview and questionnaire data tend 

to be more narrowly focused on spe&c ideas, and so need to be supplemented with 

additional supporthg contextuai data to provide the greatest opportunity for accurate 

interpretation by the researcher. 

Ultimately, 1 beiïeve that the key to diseovering the meaning places have for 

people ci culture) is asking, "what is of interest to tiiem?" rather than "what is of interest 

to m e  (the researcher)?" This is the essence of interpretive qualitative research. 

I4 Geertz, "Natives Point of View." Tuan also commends the culturai approach, stating that it 
"draws on narrative and desaïptive techniqes that in their fundamentais are intuitively 
understood and employed by d stoxy-teliing humans, and has the merit of being more inclusive 
and faim to the complexities of acnial experienœ. "Language and Place," 695, 



APPENDK 1: ORGANIZATIONAt CHART 

The data used in this study consuts of original audio recordings and their typed 

transcripts- The tnmscripts are not cataiogued or indexed In order to manage the vast 

amount of information in them, 1 developed an organizational chart, assigning index 

numbers to each item in the transcripts. These are cross-indexed with the folder (A, B, C, 

etc.) the transaipt is nord in, and titie or h t  few words of each transcrïpt. The chart 

lists 195 uni6 of data, and is Efty-two pages h g .  A sample is provided in Figure A-1- 

The first column is the index number applied by me to the item, These appear in 

parenthesis at the end of each excerpt included in the thesis text 

The second column represents the story typobgy. There is a typical range of story 

types, or subjects, in the data. These indude: 

hunting, with sub-themes of hardship, çuccess, endurance 

confiïct, usualiy with persons extemal to the local group. This indudes Pawts, 

Nottaways, Huskies (Inuit), Atoosh(4, or Iess frequently other Cree people. In few 

cases conflict is Wzthin the local group. 

conjuring, for various reasons înduding hunting and conflict 

hir trade, induding trading, fieighting for the Company, dations with the trading 

posts 

social M e  

ethical behaviour, especidy towards other "persons" 

Many stories include more than one of the above subjects, but one will generally be 

prominent over the others. 



The third column it the oral tradition ategory abbrieviation. H = Iife histofy of 

the narrator, T = history (tqacimm), A = legend (atiukrrn], S = song, and E = 

ethnographie information (not stories - usually @en in explanation of story content). 

The forth column is the story name as indicated on the transapt Where no 

name is @en, the fkt few words of the txan~cript item are used 

The fifth column in the chart indicates the location of the transaipt in the files, 

for example 'B 71-3" ir folder "B" numbered pages seventy-one to seventy-the. 

In the sixth column the intent is to indicate a typoIogy of landscape representation 

for the content of each item of data The terms are bnef, such as: 

+ features, such as mountains, Iakes, and rapds 

+ activities (in the landscape), such as hunting, traveling 

+ tracks and trails 

+ places (identifleci by events) / place-names 

The final column in the chart is an ebbreviated synopsis of those aspects of each 

item of data that point to representation of landscape. They are not a surnmary of each 

whole item. 



(what the story 1s 
about) 

huriting - endurance - 
hardship - success 

hunting - hardship - 
success 

conflkt - different group 
of lndians 

conflkt - local men 
conjuring - campetition 

story or text name 

or tirst line if no title present 

Story of man who had no luck 
at all,, , 

Another tepadman told by 
Samson 

The man's name was MiKoju 

George Head - The man's 
name was 'the louse' 
(Louse and Wide Lake) 

activity: hunting 
feature: lake 
endurance 

activity: hunting 
feature: big hill 
water = time - cycle 

activity: fighting, traveling 
tracking - scrying power 
tracks - trall 
pole markings 
(directional information) 

feature: lake 
vegetation: tree 

!racks 1 tracking 
symbolic hunting - power 
feature: the sea, 

underground 

componentr of stoiiem, 
NOT A SUMMARY OF THE STORES - 
ONLY LANDSCAPE REF ERENCES 

endurance - hardshlp; man goes to !& to 
check lines, somebody (mistabeo?) appears 
and helps, tells hirn where to go for success 
wlcari bou. 
hard luck boy, they were staying wl bro-ln 
law in the fall, who tdd hirn to stay wNa, 
while bl-l went elsewhere, boy has no luck 
hunttng, sits on a bin hill.hears vdce tellng 
hirn he will learn to be a great hunter, so he 
went out in canoe, set net, fish jurnped ln; = 
In huntlng; 'when it was trozen over' he went 
to see hls sister, they went back with him, 
M's wife kilted by hostiles, he sets out for 
revenge - 'he &ld se. ln hls mind where 
thev were', he went on snowshoe, saw 
rnoose tracks, and prieone fdlowina the 
moose - chased mwse back to men, d o s 4  
7 

?rail wltree, pade a sim where thev sh ao off 
trall to find the moose; rescues women and 
telis to follow w; chases after fastest 
smartest enerny running toward ml when 
M got there E was X across, came to a 
bi er lake E was al1 way across, came to 
-ake and M could only s w  E's 

W sent his power to 1 through his paddle 
and it went up his arm - II tracked it and I 
saw W gdng up my am to my shoulder', , , (a 
dif mtex t  for tracking] to retaliate - '1 dontt 
think he has power underground, so I went 
underground and came out at his tent, , . ,L 
blinded by bone chips, tdd his friends to 
make a canoe,' when the sea opens in the 
spring l'II paddle around, , , l'Il float uround the 
sea and kill seals by sound, and In the fall 
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